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ABSTRACT 
The key to theoretical prediction of the behaviour of self-assembling systems is an 
understanding of structure. This structure is the global spatial manifestation of the sum 
of all local interactions. As a consequence of the subtlety of this connection, prediction 
of structure from the basis of a detailed model of the specific molecular interactions is not 
feasible, as our mathematical limitations force the imposition of strict geometrical 
assumptions. Instead, such physical treatments are sacrificed for the freedom of 
description offered by simplified geometrical approaches. In this thesis two examples of 
such geometrical motivations, of particular reference to the phases observed in binary 
surfactant-water mixtures, are analysed and extended. 
Helfrich attributed the energy cost of fluctuation of the surfactant aggregate to the 
bending of the interface separating the hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions, and 
proposed a simple curvature energy function describing this. Applying simple stability 
considerations, we find that this functional form cannot be reconciled with the intuition of 
a preferred interfacial curvature, and propose an alternative phenomenological description 
which is consistent with this notion and with existing continuum models of the surfactant 
film. 
For the specific case of preferentially flat films (that is, zero spontaneous 
curvatures) the surfactant bilayers have a tendency to form lamellar phases, which exhibit 
interesting behaviour attributed to the bending energy. To investigate this, we calculate 
this energy directly for the specific case of ionic surfactants in aqueous electrolytes, thus 
permitting the inference of formulae for the bilayer bending modulus (characterising its 
degree of stiffness) . 
Perhaps the most striking structural feature of surfactant-water systems is the 
observation of bicontinuous phases. The partitioning interface in these formations is 
found to be modelled in many cases by the class of triply periodic minimal surfaces. 
Here we derive new examples of these special surfaces and present an algorithm for the 
parametrisation of this class, thus facilitating a quantitative assessment of the degree to 
which these surfaces match the real surfactant interface. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
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A principal underlying aim of science is the explanation of structure. The 
experimentalist seeks to detennine structure via observation of the response of the system 
to a particular external influence, in terms of some relevant measurable property of the 
system. His inference is necessarily dependent to some extent on an assumed model of 
system behaviour, whether this model be empirical, semi-empirical or theoretical. The 
theoretician seeks to explain this inferred structure in terms of its basic constituent units 
by proposing a simplified description of the interactions of the units which hopefully 
captures, to some degree, the essence of the system. This explanation, or justification, is 
then extrapolated to a general observation capable of prediction within a particular class of 
systems. Consistency between this pair of intimately coupled disciplines forces the 
empirical to the realm of the semi-empirical and, in turn, the theoretical, and scientific 
progress is achieved. 
The foundation of our ability to comprehend spatial structure, either at an 
experimental or theoretical level, is geometry. It represents the fundamental means of 
classifying shape and form. Conversely, the limitations of our geometric intuition are a 
major barrier to scientific progress, which necessarily requires that our capacity for 
visualisation matches the diversity of physical structures. Vocabulary constrains thought. 
Our traditional bias towards Euclidean geometry has bred a strong intuition, and 
accordingly a strong mathematical inheritance, regarding planes, cylinders and spheres. 
Naturally then, such simple shapes were proposed first as the basis for modelling the 
structures of interest to modern science (ranging from the atom to the universe). While 
their value as visual props will always remain, their inability to span the increasing 
variety of observed natural forms is apparent. The limitations of classical geometry are 
j 
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perhaps most strikingly illustrated with the conjecture of naturally occuring 
incommensurately modulated crystalline and quasi-crystalline structures 1.2 as 
representative of a continuum merging the standard crystallographic distinction of 
completely ordered or disordered systems. 
In this thesis we consider heterogeneous liquid state systems. For the simplest 
case, comprising two immiscible fluids (such as water and oil), the surface tension of the 
interface tends to drive the system to the state of minimal surface area attainable for the 
given volume enclosed. The general solution of this standard variational problem is the 
class of surfaces of constant mean curvature, the classical example of which is the sphere 
- a result which restores our familiar geometric intuition. 
The situation is altered markedly on addition of a surfactant to the water-oil 
mixture. The surfactant molecule is amphiphilic, consisting of two well-defined parts - a 
hydrophilic headgroup and a hydrophobic tail. Accordingly, these molecules have a 
strong desire to resolve their ambiguity by residing at the interface with the headgroup in 
the water region and the tail in the oil. In this way the inconvenience of heterogeneity is 
minimised by partitioning the hydrophilic and hydophobic domains of the mixture with a 
surfactant monolayer. Such systems thus exhibit ultra-low surface tension, hence the 
drastic change in their properties from those of the original water-oil mixture. 
A similar situation ensues in the absence of oil. In binary surfactant-water 
systems the surfactant molecules aggregate to form a partition shielding their (non-polar) 
hydrocarbon chain tails from the (polar) water region. This partition may comprise a 
surfactant monolayer, as in the case above, or a bilayer - two mono layers coupled with 
their tails back-to-back. 
Although relatively little is known of the microscopic interfacial region of two 
immiscible simple fluids (specifically the density and stress profiles), the problem is 
further complicated on the addition of a surfactant. A full treatment must take into 
account all forces operating, including the hydrophobic effect in the water-chain 
interaction, the sterlc repulsion and van der Waals attraction of the chain-chain 
interaction, together with the specific headgroup interaction and any thermodynamic 
I 
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coupling of the heads and tails3.4. Even if an adequate local treatment of the surfactant 
partition regions is granted (given that the basic constituent interactions involved are still 
not fully understood), the complete Hamiltonian of the system must contain an additional 
energy functional due to any long range interactions. Further, the partition function 
yielding the free energy of the system can only be derived by restricting the statistical 
ensemble to a particular geometrical class. Thus the solution of the problem - the 
prediction of the structure of the system, cannot be obtained without presupposing it. To 
compound this, with our mathematical and computational limitations, this class is at best 
restricted to a basis of planes, cylinders and spheres, which encompass only a small part 
of the rich diversity of phases inferred from experiments. 
Just as the interfacial region of an oil-water mixture is replaced by a 
thermodynamically equivalent Gibbs dividing surface at which the interfacial tension is 
assumed to be localised, it is convenient to visualise the surfactant partition in binary and 
ternary mixtures as a well-defined surface. This surface is conventionally positioned at 
the surfactant heads for a monolayer, and at the centre dividing the bilayer. In this model 
we again assume that the material properties of the surfactant fIlm are concentrated at this 
mathematical surface. 
There are two fundamental differences between the models in this pair of 
analogous systems. Firstly, the microstructure of the interfacial region of continuous 
transition between the two immiscible fluids has no bearing upon the phase behaviour 
(that is, the global structure of the system) and can be eradicated from the 
thermodynamics via an appropriate choice of dividing surface. This is clearly not the 
case for mixtures containing surfactant since the intermediate region is now chemically 
distinct. In particular, the phase diagram of the system is, in general, strongly dependent 
upon the volume fraction of surfactant. Thus, while a surface visualisation is an 
extremely useful tool, the true three-dimensional nature of the surfactant partition must be 
retained consistently in the model - whether it be incorporated explicitly via a treatment of 
surfactant packing, or merely implicitly in an isoperimetrical constraint. 
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Secondly, as mentioned above, the energy contribution from the fluid interface is 
observed to be proportional to its total area. Hence the interface is attributed a 
phenomenological property called surface tension, representing the energy cost per unit 
area for the system. On the other hand, films comprising amphiphilic molecules exhibit 
ultra-low surface tension . This then raises the question of the appropriate 
phenomenological description of the energy expenditure required to perturb such a film 
from its equilibrium state. Now the deformation of any surface patch can be expressed 
generally as a series, in which the leading order term is the area change and the first order 
term comprises the change in the two local principal curvatures of the surface there. 
Hence in the absence of surface tension (that is, stretching energy) the obvious 
phenomenological basis for a theory of surfactant film energy is the change in the 
principal curvatures of the dividing surface (representing a bending energy). 
These deliberations were first formulated by Canham5, and subsequently by 
Helfrich6, who proposed that the bending energy per unit area of membrane be expressed 
(up to a constant) as 
g = 2~(H - Hof + kc{K - Ko) ( 1.1 ) 
where Hand K denote the local mean and Gaussian curvatures (the average and the 
product of the two local principal curvatures) of the dividing surface, respectively. Here 
the constants kc and ~ are the moduli of the two modes of surface deformation 
(analogous to the fluid interfacial tension y), and the parameters Ho and Ko are 
representative of some particular property of the system. These constants are, of course, 
indeterminate within the framework of the phenomenological approach. Their values 
may, however, be inferred for a particular class of systems, or at least expressed in terms 
of properties more amenable to measurement, if an independent description of the self-
assembly process exists for this class, and is compatible with the form (1.1). 
The Helfrich theory is analysed in detail in Chapter 2. There it is shown that the 
formula (1.1) and the accepted interpretation of Ho and Ko as the spontaneous curvatures 
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of the membrane (characterising its local equilibrium state in the absence of all global 
constraints) cannot be simultaneously reconciled. This deficiency possesses severe 
implications since prediction of the geometrical structure of the system is an important 
aim of the theory. An alternative formula is subsequently proposed, from the more 
natural basis of the changes in principal curvatures induced by bending, thus resolving 
this inconsistency via a modification of the Helfrich expression. 
To this level then, the global structure adopted by a binary or ternary system is 
specified by the surface over which the integration of this local bending energy (per unit 
area) is minimised subject to the constraints regarding the system composition. The first 
stage in the investigation of this assertion involves the examination of the bending energy 
formula with reference to local models of the surfactant film. Any such local treatment 
must regard the three-dimensional film as generated from a basic dividing surface via a 
foliation of parallel surfaces. 
A natural starting point for this examination is the existing continuum theories, 
which relate the material properties of the film to a particular surface, termed the neutral 
surface. Imposing the condition that the neutral surface remains un stretched and free 
from torsion in the deformation, the resulting energy cost is then identified as that due to 
bending. This approach, utilised in the theories of Kleman? and of Petrov, Derzhanski 
and Mitov8, borrows heavily from the theory of thin, elastic, solid shells9. In applying 
solid shell results to liquid-state surfactant films the constraints of constant shell thickness 
and mid surface inextension throughout the deformation must be relaxed, as the surfactant 
molecules comprising the self-assembled film undergo rapid interchange with excess 
such molecules in bulk so the membrane composition is not fixed during deformation 
(hence there is a distinction between an unstretched and an inextended state) . On analysis 
of the abovementioned theories in Chapter 2 we find that their bending energy predictions 
match the phenomenological form derived from our consistent modification of the 
Helfrich result (1.1). 
This conclusion is likewise borne out by an alternative continuum treatment which 
avoids a model based on mechanical analogy by regarding the surfactant film as the 
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manifestation of a preferred surfactant molecular shape. This shape is characterised by a 
single quantity, termed the surfactant parameter lO, deflned as the dimensionless ratio vial 
of the chain volume, v, to the product of the headgroup area, a, and the chain length, l . 
This approach has been employed successfully in the pastll to relate the range of system 
compositions over which a particular global structure is observed to bounds on the 
permissible values of the parameter. 
The fact that these continuum treatments of the surfactant film, spanning a variety 
of physical models, reproduce a common functional form for the bending energy lends 
credence to a geometrical approach based upon our phenomenological theory. This is 
supported by the weight of experimental evidence that most binary, or ternary, systems 
display similar behaviour with regard to the general features of the observed trends in the 
phases they form for a diversity of surfactants. Thus it is possible that, in so far as 
predicting phase behaviour, the speciflc (physical and chemical) nature of the surfactant 
in its environment may be adequately characterised by a particular set of values of the 
phenomenological constants kc, kc, Ho and Ko . 
Regardless of the explicit bending energy form, it is undeniable that the 
introduction of surfactant, liberating the interfacial energy contributions from area 
variations of those of the (higher order) curvature variations , leads to increased 
geometrical subtlety. In recent years two particular examples of this increased diversity 
of structure have challenged existing physical intuition and provoked much discussion. 
The first such example concerns the remarkable swelling properties of certain 
lamellar phases. A lamellar phase is visualised as alternating domains of water 
segregated by surfactant bilayers. In the equilibrium state a bilayer comprising two 
monolayers of identical chemical composition is symmetric about its central dividing 
surface, so the preferred mean curvature of this surface is zero. Further, as bilayers 
forming lamellar phases are preferentially flat, the Gaussian curvature of the surface in 
this rest state is likewise zero. For this special case in which both Ho and Ko are zero, 
the Helfrich formula (1.1) and its modiflcation derived in Chapter 2 are in precise 
agreement, predicting a bending energy per unit bilayer area of 
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( 1.2) 
where H and K are the mean and Gaussian curvatures of the bilayer undulations due to 
thermal fluctuation. 
Consider, momentarily, the situation of a simple solid, for which the direct force 
between its consituent atoms is governed by a short range repulsion and a van der Waals 
attraction. Here the role of thermal fluctuations, in the form of lattice vibrations, is well 
understood. These fluctuations about atomic lattice sites give rise to terms in the free 
energy above and beyond the energy of cohesion and contribute an additional repulsive 
component to the pressure. On increasing the thermal fluctuations the solid ultimately 
melts. 
In the analogy with a lamellar phase, the individual bilayers (with fluctuation 
energy given by equation (1.2» now play the part of the atoms in the solid. The 
undulations of the component bilayers must again produce supplementary terms in the 
free energy of the lamellar phase that result in an additional repulsive pressure. 
Helfrich presented the first theoretical description of the mechanism for this 
entropy-driven renormalisation of the standard short range interbilayer forces to a long 
range repulsionl2. This new fluctuation force was subsequently adopted as the basis for 
explanation of the observed stability of swollen lamellar phases13, for which the uptake 
of water (or oil) produces well-defined mean bilayer (or inverse bilayer) separations (up 
to thousands of angstroms) exceeding the range of all conventional forces of colloid 
science. While the formulation of the Helfrich force is plausible, it is justified so far only 
in the harmonic approximation (to which application of the formula (1.2) is limited). 
This approximation breaks down precisely in the regime of interest for swollen lamellar 
phases where the undulations are large and strictly anharmonic. 
If the local bilayer interactions are assumed to be of zero range (that is, steric 
hindrance only) then the free energy change LlF per unit bilayer area A denved by 
Helfrich has the form 12 
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(l.3) 
where ao is a numerical constant, ks is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute 
temperature, d is the interlamellar distance and kc is the bilayer bending rigidity given in 
equation (1.2). As such, this excluded volume repulsion is in close competition with the 
van der Waals attraction for the multilayered systems. The determination of the relative 
magnitude of the two interactions for typical systems of interest requires an estimate of 
the modulus kc . It is supposed that the lamellar phases stable at high dilutions 
correspond to a particular range of bilayer rigidities. For large values of kc the membrane 
is quite stiff and the energy cost of undulation too high for the steric interaction 
motivating the Helfrich fluctuation force to be significant. Conversely, for small values 
of kc the membranes are sufficiently floppy for thermal fluctuations to destroy their 
orientational order (corresponding to the melting of the solid in the above analogy). 
Although the phenomenological formulation (1.2) of the bending energy provides 
no quantitative information regarding the modulus kc, the case of brine-swollen lamellar 
phases of ionic surfactant bilayers is amenable to analysis. To this case we proceed in 
Chapter 3. 
A diffuse electric double layer forms in the aqueous regions bounded by the two 
charged monolayers constituting the bilayer14. For a 1-1 aqueous electrolyte the 
Poisson-Boltzmann theory provides an accurate description of the system. Suppose that 
the spontaneously planar bilayer undergoes a small, one-dimensional, sinusoidal 
undulation (that is, it becomes corrugated). In this way its Gaussian curvature is 
maintained at zero throughout the fluctuation, facilitating a direct comparison of the 
electrostatic free energy of the perturbed system to the predicted splay energy in equation 
(1.2). It is found that, in general, the electrostatic energy is given by this Helfrich form if 
the wavelength of the small amplitude undulation is very much greater than the Debye 
length for the system, as anticipated by our notion of curvature energy. Hence in the 
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remainder of Chapter 3 we restrict attention to this long wavelength regime, in which 
comparison of the coefficients of the common energy forms permits the deduction of an 
expression for the electrostatic contribution to the bilayer rigidity kc in terms of the 
absolute temperature, the dielectric constant and concentration of the aqueous electrolyte 
and the charge density of the ionic surfactant monolayers. 
In Chapter 3 we address the general case in which the pair of monolayers are 
electrostatically coupled, that is, the electrical double layers formed at each communicate 
via the electrostatics of the hydrocarbon interior of the bilayer. The even mode of 
oscillation (parallel monolayer undulations) is considered since the energy cost of the odd 
(anti parallel) mode is prohibitive. This scenario naturally spans the opposing limits of 
complete monolayer decoupling (for which the bilayer is treated as two independent 
monolayers) and complete coupling (where the monolayers are effectively merged), 
which represent a maximum and minimum, respectively, of the bilayer bending energy. 
For the case in which the uniform charge density of the originally planar 
monolayer is maintained throughout the fluctuation, the general expression for the 
modulus kc thus inferred in the Debye-HUckel approximation varies by a factor of three 
between the two extremes. However it is found that, for this case, most typical systems 
studied possess kc values near the decoupled end of this spectrum. Alternatively, we 
suppose that the monolayers are free to redistribute their surface charge on undulation. It 
is then found that the optimal charge distribution corresponds to a bilayer bending rigidity 
precisely matching the kc value for the completely coupled mono layers bearing uniform 
charge density, independent of the specifics of the hydrocarbon interior. 
We stress that these calculations relate to the electrostatic component of the 
bending energy, and hence the modulus kc. To obtain the full story for ionic surfactants, 
the additional energetic contributions - in particular, those from the chain-chain 
interactions - must be incorporated. This may be achieved by replicating the above 
perturbative analysis of an undulating bilayer with arbitrary periodic charge distributions 
on the monolayers, now optimised with respect to the sum of the free energies due to 
electrostatics and chain packing. In doing so, the packing of the chains (the surfactant 
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tails) must be related consistently to the distribution of the charges (the surfactant 
headgroups). Such a calculation then reveals the extent to which the chain packing 
constraints permit the electrostatics to approach their completely coupled minimum. 
The second of the two examples alluded to earlier, which illustrate the structural 
diversity exhibited by surfactant systems, is the observation of bicontinuous phases. In a 
bicontinuous phase both the polar and non-polar regions display macroscopic continuity 
with respect to the pathways of direct communication within either region. Such 
structures are an obvious extension of the standard micellar, hexagonal and lamellar 
phases, for which the macroscopic path connectivity is characterised by a distribution of 
points, parallel lines and parallel planes in three-dimensional space. In fact, while this 
visualisation pertains in the mean, these simpler phases must likewise display three-
dimensionality to some extent by virtue of inevitable connections between the basic units. 
The bicontinuous phases are then distinguished as 'truly' three-dimensional, for which 
the domains of the two components achieve full interpenetration. 
The three-dimensional aggregate structures formed in binary systems of water and 
surfactant (and to a lesser extent, the bicontinuous phases formed in ternary systems, on 
addition of oil) exhibit order. Scattering experiments on these phases reveal long range 
order consistent with crystallographic classification. Cubic symmetry is most frequently 
inferred, hence the name cubic phases. 15,16 
Again the general problem is to determine the mathematical surface characterising 
the surfactant partition (situated, as usual, at the surfactant heads of a monolayer, and at 
the central division of a bilayer) which minimises the phenomenological bending energy 
subject to the constraints of surfactant and water composition. The complete solution of 
this geometrical problem, involving optimisation across the entire space of 2-manifolds, 
remains intractible, again necessitating limitation of the analysis to particular surface 
classes. For the micellar, hexagonal and lamellar phases the bases of the relevant classes 
are immediately suggested by the corresponding uniform curvature surfaces - the sphere, 
cylinder and plane, respectively. However bicontinuous phases are related to hyperbolic 
geometry, for which no such uniform curvature analogue exists. Hence in this case the 
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surface visualisation which is a precursory requirement of any quantitative optimisation 
process, is not obvious. 
The situation is made the more urgent by the observation of bicontinuous 
microstructures in a wide range of condensed matter. Within the liquid state other 
examples occur in cell membranes and thermotropic liquid crystals. I ? The synthesis of a 
variety of block copolymers has led to an assortment of bicontinuous macromolecular 
assemblies. IS The structures of proteins , enzymes and microporous framework 
aluminosilicates, known as zeolites, also admit of a bicontinuous description .19 
Although there exists no universal physical motivation for bicontinuity, the structural 
description of all such systems is greatly simplified by a systematic elucidation of 
hyperbolic surfaces. 
The family of hyperbolic surfaces includes all saddle-shaped (anticlastic) 
2-manifolds, the simplest subfamily of which are the so-called minimal surfaces. A 
minimal surface is, by definition, equally concave and convex everywhere, so its 
principal curvatures are equal and opposite at all points. Accordingly, minimal surfaces 
possess vanishing mean curvature, that is, H = O. This class of surface earned the title 
'minimal' as they represent the general solution of the variational problem of the surface 
of minimum area bounding a given perimeter. 
Minimal surfaces are intimately related to analytic complex functions. Mapping 
such a surface into the plane, such that a point (x,y,z) is (Gauss) mapped to the point of 
intersection of its surface normal vector with the unit sphere centred there, then 
stereographically projected to a complex number 0) , Weierstrass proved that the 
parametrisation of the surface has the general form20 
JOO( '2. ,2 ,) ( ') d ' (x,y,z) = Re 1 - 0) ,1 (1 + 0) ), 20) RO)O) ( 1.4) 
Thus within this unifying form, a minimal surface is specified by a single complex 
function , termed its Weierstrass function. This represents an extremely useful 
connection, in light of the powerful tools of complex function theory. 
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Schwarz subsequently utilised this representation in parametrising a pair of 
minimal surfaces, denoted D and P, which repeat periodically in all three dimensions on 
analytic continuation.21 Nearly a century later, Alan Schoen demonstrated the existence 
of a number of further examples of such infinite (triply) periodic minimal surfaces 
(IPMS) free from self-intersections.22 
In the following years several of these IPMS were found to be compatible with 
particular observed microstructures of the same crystallographic symmetry. They offered 
a new, simplified description of the structure, in which the constituents reside on, or are 
disjointly partitioned by, the surface. In particular, the simplest IPMS of cubic symmetry 
- the D and P surfaces together with the associated G, or gyroid, surface of Schoen -
were suggested as models for the interface in cubic phases of surfactant systems, with the 
bicontinuous polar and non-polar regions thus corresponding to the pair of 
interpenetrating labyrinths defined by the surface.23 .24 Thus IPMS were found to 
provide the missing link of visualisation for bicontinuous media, together with a simple 
means of structural classification in terms of their space group and genus. 
With the utility of IPMS firmly established, the newly amassed wealth of 
experimental observation challenges the dearth of specific, known examples of this class 
(an infinity of which have been shown to exist). This challenge has been answered 
partially via the rigorous crystallographic analysis of Koch and Fischer, resulting in the 
isolation of a multitude of new IPMS.25 While the familiar genus three, cubic IPMS are 
most frequently invoked in modelling structure, it is anticipated that knowledge of these 
new higher genus and/or non-cubic surfaces will inevitably lead to their observation in 
physical systems. 
Having secured the IPMS as a basis for description, we are naturally led to the 
deeper physical question of the extent to which the structural analogy is quantitatively 
applicable. By means of illustration, return to the case of bicontinuous phases in binary 
surfactant-water mixtures. If the surfactant molecules aggregate as a bilayer (that is, a 
thin non-polar sheet separating two continuous polar regions) then symmetry demands 
that the preferred mean curvature of the central dividing surface is zero. Further, if the 
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symmetry and genus of this interface, inferred from experiment26, match those of a 
known IPMS, then it is tempting to identify the interface and the IPMS as one and the 
same. However there are an infinite number of periodic surfaces possessing this 
common symmetry and genus. That the minimal surface is the particular member of this 
class which minimises the total bending energy (given by integration of our 
phenomenological form) throughout the composition range of observation of the phase, 
is not immediately apparent. To directly investigate such an experimentally based claim 
we require additional information pertaining to the IPMS. This information entails an 
exact knowledge of surface coordinates, and hence the parametrisation of the IPMS. 
The examples of Schoen and Koch and Fischer were derived from a consideration 
of crystallographic boundaries, with the existence of the spanning surface then 
guaranteed by the resolution of Plateau ' s problem. Hence the discovery of these new 
IPMS has evolved without any accompanying exact surface specification. The remainder 
of this thesis is devoted to partially countering this imbalance. 
Recall that the parametrisation of an IPMS is achieved via the representation (1.4) 
by determination of its Weierstrass function. Returning to the birthplace of IPMS in the 
parametrisation of the D and P surfaces by Schwarz, the corresponding Weierstrass 
functions were found to possess an extremely simple form. This simple product form 
was subsequently found to be shared by the CLP, H and T surfaces likewise discovered 
by Schwarz, and by the G and 1-WP surfaces of Schoen. These observations provoke a 
number of questions. Firstly, what common feature of this set of IPMS permits their 
unification within this particular Weierstrass functional form? And secondly, do these 
examples exhaust the complete set of all such IPMS displaying this feature? If not, are 
there further examples of cubic IPMS residing in this class? The physical motivation for 
resolution of this final question is strong, as such surfaces may be expected, by analogy 
with the D, P and G surfaces, to have widespread occurrence in self-assembled 
structures. 
In Chapter 4 the answers to all of the above are elucidated. The simple product 
form Weierstrass functions are shown to correspond to the simplest subset of IPMS, 
I 
u 
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termed the 'regular' class, for which each (degenerate) flat point on the surface has 
normal vector coincident only with those of other identically degenerate flat points. 
Further, general topological and geometrical considerations reduce the enumeration of all 
' regular' class surfaces to the solution of a finite counting problem. One elementary 
consequence of this formulation is that no new cubic IPMS are contained in this class. 
However it is found to yield a wealth of surfaces, in excess of the abovementioned 
examples. These include (lower symmetry) IPMS families of tetragonal, orthorhombic, 
monoclinic and triclinic distortions of the original 0, P and CLP surfaces, together with a 
new, self-intersection-free, orthorhombic IPMS christened the VAL surface. Further, it 
gives rise to families of orientation ally ordered, but non-crystallographic, minimal 
surfaces. One such regular class solution of interest is the pentagonal analogue of the 
CLP surface, exhibiting the same point group symmetry as that of the so-called T-phase 
in rapidly quenched alloys.27 One may conjecture that these minimal surfaces offer a 
structural description basis for quasi-crystalline phases. 
As none of the surfaces discovered by Koch and Fisher lie within this simple 
class, their parametrisation demands a broader treatment of IPMS. The regular class 
analysis is accordingly generalised, in a straightforward and obvious manner, in Chapter 
5. There we develop a systematic method for the exact determination of the Weierstrass 
function of a given IPMS. The application of this algorithm is then demonstrated with 
the first parametrisation of a number of these higher genus, ' irregular' class examples. 
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CHAPTER 2 
The phenomenological theory of membrane bending energy 
The first appreciation of the relevance of interfacial curvature to the stability of 
surfactant aggregate phases was embodied in the theory of the bending energy of 
surfactant films attributed to Helfrich 1. He expressed the bending energy per unit area of 
membrane as a quadratic form in the local curvatures, thus subsuming the specific 
characteristics of the system into a number of constant coefficients. While such 
phenomenology yields no information regarding the coefficients it defines, it is the basis 
of all physical theories and provides useful constraints on the functional forms resulting 
from any microscopic model. Thus as a starting point we summarise the simple 
derivation of Helfrich. 
2. 1 Review and analysis of the Helfrich theory 
Assuming negligible thickness, the membrane is treated as a geometric surface, 
which is materially isotropic. Consider the case where the membrane undergoes slight 
undulations about the plane. The associated energy cost per unit area is assumed to be a 
quadratic function of the curvatures, provided the undulations lie within the elastic regime 
of the membrane. Since the membrane is considered to be (two-dimensionally) isotropic, 
the bending energy can only involve a linear combination of coordinate invariant factors , 
namely (to quadratic order) (C1+C2)' (C1+C2)2 and c1c2' where c1 and c2 are the local 
principal curvatures of the undulated membrane. Since the mean and Gaussian curvatures 
of the membrane are given by: 
H = C1+C2 
2 
(2. 1 ) 
(2.2) 
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respectively, the bending energy per unit area (up to an arbitrary constant) is given by: 
(2.3) 
The coefficients lee and ICc are termed the bending rigidity (or splay modulus) and the 
elastic modulus of Gaussian curvature (or saddle splay modulus), respectively . The 
parameters Ho and Ko are referred to as the spontaneous mean and Gaussian curvatures 
of the membrane. 
2.1.1 Inconsistencies in the interpretation of spontaneous curvatures 
The accepted notion of spontaneous curvatures is that of the curvatures adopted 
by the membrane in the absence of any bending; viz. those curvatures which minimise the 
total bending energy of the system. In the case of zero spontaneous curvatures (i.e. 
spontaneously planar geometry), setting flo and Ko to zero in equation (2.3) results in the 
form for the bending energy: 
(2.4) 
In terms of the principal curvatures, this expression can be written as a difference of 
squares to give 
(2.5) 
Hence, if the coefficients are positive, that is, 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
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it is clear that the bending energy is minimised when c 1=c2=o' so that the planar state is 
indeed stable with respect to small undulations, and Ho and Ko conform to the expected 
properties of the spontaneous curvatures. 
On the other hand, if the values of the spontaneous curvatures, Ho and/or Ko are 
nonzero, the form analogous to equation (2.5) is: 
(2 .8) 
where c? denote the spontaneous principal curvatures , related to Ho and Ko, via 
equations (2.1) and (2.2). This means that cl = C2 = ~ Ho is the only possible ~-r1~ 2 
stable state, in obvious contradiction to the definition of the spontaneously preferred state 
of the membrane. In this case, the bending energy cannot be expressed as a sum of 
squares in the principal curvatures about their spontaneous values. So, it is inconsistent 
to identify Ho and Ko as the spontaneous curvatures of the membrane, assuming the 
bending energy is of the standard form of equation (2.3). 
2.2 A consistent phenomenological theory of bending 
These elementary deliberations reveal an inconsistency in the identification of the 
spontaneous curvatures. Although the standard identification holds for a membrane 
which is spontaneously flat, there is a problem in the case of a spontaneously curved 
membrane. This inconsistency can only be resolved by writing the form for the bending 
energy in such a way that the spontaneous values of the curvatures are indeed those 
adopted by the stable membrane. An obvious form which satisfies this requirement is: 
where we define: 
and 
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(2.9) 
(2 . 10) 
(2. 11 ) 
(2. 12) 
represent the deviations of the principal curvatures from their preferred values c? 
Replication of the derivation of equation (2.5) gives: 
(2.13) 
Hence, subject to the usual constraints 0 the bending moduli (equations (2.6) and (2.7)) 
stability about the spontaneous state k = c?) is ensured. Note that for spontaneously 
planar membranes the formula for the bending energy reduces to that of Helfrich. 
However in this approach, the intuitive meaning of the spontaneous curvatures is 
preserved for all values. 
In order to relate our proposed form for the bending energy to the Helfrich form, 
we must relate the curvature deviations to the actual and spontaneous values of the mean 
and Gaussian curvatures. The mean curvature is a linear function of the principal 
curvatures, 
(2.14 ) 
consequently, equations (2 .3) and (2.9) contain equivalent splay terms, and the 
dependence on the mean curvature is equivalent in both formulations. However, since the 
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Gaussian curvature is equal to the product of the principal curvatures, the two approaches 
deviate, provided the values of at least one of the spontaneous curvatures is nonzero: 
(2. 15) 
Inversion of the defmitions expressed in equations (2.1) and (2.2) yields: 
Cj = H ± YH2_K i=I,2 (2. 16) 
with an analogous relation for the spontaneous principal curvatures. Substitution into 
equation (2.15) gives 
K = K - !Co - 2(HHo-Ko-vfH6-Ko YH2_K ) (2 .17) 
Combining equations (2.9), (2.14) and (2.17) gives the bending energy in terms 
of actual and spontaneous values of the mean and Gaussian curvatures: 
2- - ~2'~ g = 2kc(H-Ho) + kc(K-Ko) - 2kc(HHo-Ko- Ho-Ko' H"- K ) (2. 18) 
This proposed fonn for the bending energy results in an extra term in the mean and 
Gaussian curvatures, not present in the standard expression for the bending energy. 
This equation can be further manipulated, since we have assumed that the 
curvature deviations are small. This admits a two variable Taylor expansion about Ho and 
Ko (retaining terms up to second order in (H-Ho) and (K-Ko»for the final square root 
factor everywhere except when the argument vanishes, at which point the function is not 
analytic. At this point (H02_KO) = 0, so the values of the spontaneous principal 
curvatures are equal, and the membrane is spontaneously spherical. 
In this spherical special case the bending energy assumes the form: 
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g = -2kcHo(H-Ho) + 2kc(H-Ho)2 + kc(K-Ko) (2. 19) 
including a linear tenn in the curvatures. This is symptomatic of stretching of the 
membrane, in addition to the usual higher order bending contributions. This special case 
is due to the rigidity of the sphere; a spherical surface cannot be bent without an 
accompanying stretch. So our new fonn for the bending energy naturally encompasses 
the special case of a spherical membrane, which is incapable of inextensional (pure bend) 
defonnations. 
For all other values of the spontaneous curvatures (H02_ KO) >0, and standard 
Taylor series expansion gives: 
(2.20) 
Note that the linear tenn in (H-Ho) has cancelled (as expected), leaving pure bending 
terms of similar nature to those in the original Helfrich fonn, supplemented by 
contributions (H-Ho)(K-Ko) and (K-Ko)2, which, in our approximation , are of 
comparable size to those retained by Helfrich. 
Finally, substitution back into equation (2.18) results in the following simple 
modified expression for the bending energy: 
g = 2(kc~kc)(H-Ho)2 _1 kc 1 (2Ho(H-Ho)-(K-Ko» 2 + .. . 
2 4 (H5-Ko) 
(2.21) 
The fonn of this equation is evident from equation (2.13); the required stability criteria 
about H=Ho and K=Ko are now satisfied. The saddle splay (Gaussian curvature) 
contribution to the bending energy has vanished - to first order - for all cases excepting 
spontaneously flat or spherical membranes. If, in accordance with the Helfrich approach , 
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cubic and higher terms in the actual curvatures are omitted, the resulting bending energy 
consists only of the splay term: 
- 2 • 2 g ~ (H-Ho) + ... (2.22) 
where 
(2.23) 
Further, note that the splay modulus differs from that of the Helfrich form. Here it also 
contains the modulus from the modified Gaussian curvature term (equation (2.9» -
unless Ko=O and Ho;t:O - and so it generally depends on lee and also ~ and Ko (unless 
H o=O, Ko;t:O). 
2 . 3 Comparison with existing continuum models of surfactant films 
So far, the relevance of these phenomenological constructs to actual surfactant 
membranes is obscure, since the membrane has been idealised as a mathematical surface. 
Clearly, actual membranes have a fInite thickness, and are typically anisotropic materials. 
In the usual situation of molten surfactant chains the membrane is anisotropic, albeit 
isotropic in its tangential plane. Since the membrane is no longer of negligible thickness it 
is impossible to separate bending from stretching deformations; in general, bending 
results in lateral contraction and expansion as well as thickness variations, whose relative 
magnitudes are governed by appropriate physical constraints . In this section , we 
consider a range of continuum models, and compare their predictions with those of the 
phenomenological approach. 
2.3.1 The Kleman model 
A simple continuum analysis of membrane bending, due to Kleman, draws on the 
large body of literature on the deformation of shells3. Regarding the shell as an isotropic 
Hookean elastic medium whose radii of curvature are large compared to its thickness, the 
results of the theory of Love may be utilised4• The theory assumes that straight fibres 
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perpendicular to the middle surface of the shell do not change their length or orientation 
with respect to the mid-surface under deformation. 
The energy of deformation of such a material is given by 5: 
(2.24) 
where E, v and h denote the Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and thickness of the shell 
and the remaining parameters characterise the deformation of the mid-surface. The shear 
term, (0, as well as the torsion, 't , are assumed to vanish at the mid-surface and 
tj - dS '-ds
9 
I I 
ds9 I 
(2.25) 
(2 .26) 
are the relative length and curvature changes within the membrane. The fIrst term in 
equation (2.24) represents the stretching energy contribution, while the second (higher 
order) term is due to bending of the mid-surface. A free undulating membrane will 
alleviate stretching deformations - due to their high associated energy - equivalent to 
setting tl=q=O so that the mid-surface is inextended. 
Then, combining equations (2.24) and (2.26) and comparing with equations (2.9) 
_ (2.11), the bending energy per unit area of the mid-surface of the shell adopts precisely 
the form suggested by our phenomenological analysis. IdentifIcation of the coeffIcients 
gives: 
and _ -Eh
3 
kc - 12(l+v) 
(2.27) 
from which it is readily verifIable that the stability criteria (2.6) and (2.7) are equivalent to 
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the standard constraints on Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio for materials, E>O and 
-I<v<1/24. 
In fact, Kleman notes that the inextensional mode of deformation of an elastic 
solid shell is similar to two-dimensional liquid behaviour, proposed by the model of 
Helfrich. He concludes that the phenomenological form (2.9)-(2.11) is appropriate in 
both cases, although mid-surface inextension at constant shell thickness is a more 
restrictive constraint than fluid incompressibility. The condition of inextension implies 
(by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem) that the Gaussian curvature of the mid-surface is 
conserved under bending, i.e. K=Ko. Consequently, the Gaussian curvature 
contributions to the bending energy are inadmissable, a result which is of less generality 
than our conclusions that, for nonzero spontaneous curvatures, this term cancels (to 
lowest order) in the bending energy. 
2.3.2 The Petrov, Derzhanski and Mitov model, and its consistent 
reinterpretation 
Subsequent analyses of the bending of membranes accounted for the 
microstructure of the membrane. The elastic model of Petrov, Derzhanski and Mitov6 
assumes that the membrane curvatures are set by the stresses due to the surfactant chains 
and those due to surfactant head-groups*. It has been claimed that this model is 
consistent with the formula of Helfrich (2.3) for the bending energy 7. In order to 
investigate this claim, we summarise their model below. 
For the simpler case of a surfactant monolayer the transverse stress distribution is 
assumed to be localised at distances ~ and eSc on either side of a neutral surface (about 
which the torques balance)6. Assuming that the thickness of the membrane is negligible 
compared to the radii of curvature (so that the thickness does not change under bending), 
the energy is given within the harmonic approximation by: 
* In fact, this model is physically inadequate in that it does not take account of the surface tension of the membrane, 
which balances the head-group and chain pressures 21. 
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(2 .28) 
Here Ah and Ac are the areas (per molecule) of the surfaces of stress parallel to the neu tral 
surface, A~ and A2 are the relaxed (spontaneous) values of these areas and kh and k ch are 
the elastic constants of the heads and chains respectively. If A, H and K denote the area 
per molecule, mean and Gaussian curvatures of the neutral surface, parallel surface 
theory yields8: 
(2.29) 
The stretching energy can be determined by maintaining the membrane in a planar 
geometry and substituting equation (2.29) into (2.28), giving: 
<I> 1 (A )2 Ao ="2 ks Ao - 1 + const. 
where the stretching coefficient and equilibrium area are given by 
and 
A _ k ch 
P c - A2 2 
(2 .30) 
(2.31 ) 
(2.32) 
The bending energy can then be derived from equations (2.28) and (2.29), 
utilising the moment balance condition on the neutral surface: 
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Under bending, the area of the neutral surface remains at Ao in order to alleviate 
stretching terms (so that the neutral surface remains in a state of inextension) . The 
resulting bending energy per unit area can be written in the Helfrich form (equation 
(2.3», where (setting O=Oh+Oc) the bending moduli are given by the expressions: 
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
and the spontaneous curvatures obey the relations: 
(2.35) 
We can recast equation (2.35), via the definitions (2.31), (2.33) and (2.34), such 
that the spontaneous mean curvature is expressed in terms of the parallel surface areas: 
Ho = A~- A2 0 , Ko = . (2.36) 
2oAo 
These quantities are in fact equal to the curvatures of the neutral surface in the 
unperturbed state, related to A~ and A2 through equation (2.29), consistent with our 
understanding of the spontaneous curvatures. 
The consequences of this model can be better illustrated by utilising the 
expressions for the preferred areas in terms of the spontaneous curvatures as the basis for 
the derivation, rather than identifying the parameters Ho and Ko with coefficients in the 
energy expansion according to a particular phenomenological form at the final stage of the 
calculation. The bending energy can thus be rewritten in a more general (though 
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mathematically equivalent) form by substituting equation (2.29) into (2.28), 
(2.37) 
It is clear then that a first order saddle splay term is not present, and the bending energy 
combines the second order differences (H-Ho)2, (H-Ho)(K-Ko) and (K-Ko)2 in a form 
minimised precisely when the spontaneous curvatures are adopted by the membrane - a 
result in agreement with that of our phenomenological deliberations summed up by 
equation (2.21). In fact, the contribution of the last two terms is negligible in this case, 
owing to the assumption that the monolayer thickness is much smaller than the 
(spontaneous and actual) radii of curvature. So, equation (2.37) reduces to: 
(2.38) 
where kc is precisely the bending rigidity given in equation (2.33). It is apparent that the 
bending energy adopts the form anticipated in equation (2.22). Note that the bending 
modulus (which can be written in terms of the Ho and Ko rather than the cross-sectional 
areas, A~, Ag, Ao) is generally a function of the original elasticity moduli and the 
spontaneous curvatures, as we concluded from equation (2.23). 
2 
To the next order of smallness the cross-terms ±40j(H-Ho)Oj (K-Ko) 10 the 
squares are present, giving rise to the additional contributions =F40~HoK to quadratic 
order in the actual curvatures (since Ko=O). The bending energy is then: 
(2.39) 
where again kc is precisely the modulus of Gaussian curvature defined in equation 
(2.34) . So, under these assumptions, the derivation of Petrov et al. is reproduced, and 
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mirrors the original form of Helfrich. 
However, in order to comply with the original quadratic approximation expressed 
in equation (2.28), the ~4B;HoK term cannot be retained without the accompanying 
3 . ± 4Bi HK term, whlch, although cubic in the actual curvatures, is of identical order of 
smallness in the expansion. Hence it is inappropriate to include a first order saddle splay 
term here. In any case, the form of equation (2.22) is most suitable, since the resulting 
modulus, lee is of order BRa relative to the modulus lee common to both approaches, and 
is thus negligible. So, it is clear that in all cases in which the original assumptions hold -
viz. harmonic behaviour of membranes, thin compared to their radii of curvature - the 
bending energy in the microscopic model of Petrov et al. does not include a flrst order 
saddle splay term. 
2.4 The surfactant parameter model 
Other microscopic models can also be constructed, and a useful test of these must 
be their compliance with the phenomenological form embodied in equation (2.21 ). 
Israelachvili, Mitchell and Ninham suggested an alternative model for surfactant 
aggregation, in which a preferred molecular shape for the membrane component 
molecules is postulated 9, 10. This shape is described by the "surfactant parameter", 
which relates the hydrophobic molecular chain volume, v, the surfactant head-group area, 
a, and the chain length, I (resolved normal to the interface). The value of the surfactant 
parameter is then equal to vial. 
For surfactant monolayers, the surfactant parameter is related to the mean and 
Gaussian curvatures of the hydrophilic-hydrophobic interface by 11: 
Y..=1+HI+ KI 2 
a1 3 (2.40) 
where we deflne the mean curvature to be positive (negative) when the monolayer is 
curved towards the hydrophilic (hydrophobic) region . The curvatures of surfactant 
bilayers are usually measured at the centre of the bilayer, rather than the 
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hydrophilic/hydrophobic interfaces. Referred to this central surface, the surfactant 
parameters for the two monolayers which constitute the bilayer are given by 11 : 
1 ± HL + KL 2 
v = 3 
aL 1 ± 2HL + KL 2 (2.41 ) 
(Here the choice of sign distinguishes between the two constituent monolayers.) 
It has been proposed that the surfactant parameter offers a convenient 
characterisation of aggregation; the aggregate geometry is one which allows the surfactant 
molecules to adopt their preferred value of this parameter. (Thus, for example, a lamellar 
phase is favoured for molecules forming bilayers and with surfactant parameter close to 
one.) A simple consequence of such a model is that the energy of deformation of a 
surfactant film is related to the deviation of the actual surfactant parameter from its 
preferred value. The change in this parameter on deformation of the membrane is due to 
the variation in the surfactant molecular dimensions. To quadratic order then, the bending 
energy is related to the change in the surfactant parameter 12: 
(2.42) 
where K is an elastic constant and vial and (v/ai)o denote the actual and preferred values 
of the surfactant parameter respectively, given by the actual and preferred values of the 
surfactant chain volume v and vo, the head-group areas a and <10, and the chain lengths, L 
and Lo. 
In order to evaluate the bending energy in terms of the changes in interfacial 
curvatures, a further physical condition is required, namely that of constant density of the 
surfactant hydrocarbon chains throughout the deformation. This condition has been 
established by numerous theoretical and experimental studies (see, for example ref. 13) -
although is has been implicitly ignored in most treatments of membrane bending. A 
simple consequence of this condition is that the membrane thickness changes upon 
bending. 
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For convenience we shall also assume that the interface(s) separating hydrophilic 
from hydrophobic moieties is inextensional relative to parallel surfaces in the chain 
region, or equivalently identifying the hydrophobic-hydrophilic interface(s) as the neutral 
surface(s). This assumption is not strictly valid, although it is a reasonable starting point 
for analysis 14. In fact, the location of the neutral surface depends on the head-group and 
chain pressures, as well as the film surface tension and will clearly depend on the 
molecular structure of the surfactant. However, we argue (in the conclusion) that this 
assumption can be relaxed without altering the form of the bending energy. We thus 
assume: 
v= Vo and a=ao (2.43) 
which imply that 
L (~) = Lo (~)o (2.44) 
and, hence from equation (2.42): 
(2.45) 
so that the bending energy is that due to the change in the membrane thickness which 
accompanies the bending tp1der the condition of constant chain density. 
2.4.1 Surfactant monolayer 
We consider fIrstly the case of a surfactant monolayer in a binary surfactant-water 
mixture. In order for the monolayer chains to aggregate without the formation of voids or 
chain interdigitation, we require one of the radii of curvature to be equal to the chain 
length, so that the area of the parallel surface to the interface at the chain ends vanishes. 
This results in the additional constraint: 
1 + 2HL + K[2 = 0 (2.46) 
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so that the mean and Gaussian curvatures are coupled in both the spontaneous and actual 
statel5 . Note here that the membrane radii of curvature are then always of the same order 
as the membrane thickness, in contrast to the assumptions of the model of Petrov et al 6. 
Since the deformation is assumed to be harmonic, the changes in surfactant molecular 
dimensions must be small. Consequently, the curvature variations about their preferred 
values must also be small, although the actual magnitudes of these quantities can assume 
any values. 
Substitution of equations (2.40) and (2.46) into equation (2.44) results in the 
relation: 
1(2 + HI) = 10(2 + Ho/o) (2.47) 
Since the deviations about the preferred values of the parameters are small, the solution 
adopts the perturbative form: 
1= lo(l + al(H - Ho) 10+ ... ) (2.48) 
in which only the first order term in (H-Ho) is retained, since the Gaussian curvature is 
coupled to the mean curvature in the case of a surfactant-water monolayer. Expansion of 
equation (2.47) yields: 
al = -1 
2(1 + Holo) (2.49) 
resulting in the following expression for the bending energy: 
10 (1 + l Ho/o) } 2 
g = K { 2 (H - HO)2 + ... 
3(1 + Holo) 
(2.50) 
So here too we have recovered the form of the bending energy postulated from the , 
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phenomenological analysis, and the surfactant parameter description for monolayers is 
consistent with the required bending form. This result is also in agreement (to quadratic 
order) with that deduced from the model of Petrov et al. (equation (2.38)). However, the 
absence of a linear saddle splay term is due here to the coupling of the mean and 
Gaussian curvatures. 
Note that the effective rigidity of the monolayer within this model is dependent on 
the spontaneous curvatures, as well as the bending constant lC, as we have found from 
the phenomenological model. The form of the bending constant is physically interesting; 
it is undefined in the case where flo= - 1//0, i.e. when the membrane forms a spherical 
micelle, with the chains ftlling the interior of the micelle. This is precisely the case where 
the phenomenological analysis also breaks down, and is due to the rigidity of spheres, 
which cannot be bent without some accompanying stretch. 
2.4.2 Surfactant bilayer 
We now turn to the case of a bilayer in a surfactant-water mixture. Again, for the 
sake of convenience only, we assume that the head-group areas are fixed during the 
bending deformation, which amounts to a model where the two constituent monolayers 
within the bilayer are decoup1ed and free to slide against one another. (The-case of a 
coupled bilayer can also be analysed: here the areas at the chain ends must be fixed during 
the deformation, so that the neutral surface is located in the middle of the bilayer.) 
For a bilayer made up of a single surfactant chemical component, the preferred 
values of the molecular dimensions must be equal, so that we have the extra condition: 
Ho=O (2.51 ) 
Again, the harmonic approximation requires that all perturbations of curvatures and 
molecular dimensions are small, although we are not restricted to a small Gaussian 
curvature (relative to 1//5), in contrast to earlier models. Hence the size of the preferred 
surfactant parameter is not constrained in the model. 
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The expression (2.41) for the two constituent monolayers may be replaced (due to 
harmonicity) by its two-variable Taylor expansion about HL=HoLo=O and KL 2=KoLo2 and 
combined with equation (2.44): 
(2 .52) 
where 
(2. 53) 
The solution of equation (2.52) has the form: 
(2. 54) 
which yields on substitution: 
(2 .55) 
The resulting bending energy for each monolayer making up the bilayer is given by 
combining equations (2.45) and (2.54): 
(2.56) 
The net bending energy of the bilayer is then the sum of the energies for both monolayers 
(since the monolayers are decoupled): 
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(2.57) 
Again, we see that there is no linear saddle splay term and the quadratic cross term (H-
Ho)(K-Ko) vanishes due to the symmetry of the bilayer, in accordance with the 
phenomenological analysis (equation (2.21)). 
In the case of systems of current interest in the literature (e.g. swollen lamellar 
phases 16), the Gaussian curvature is small, viz. 1Kol«1!l6, and the value of the 
preferred surfactant parameter is close to one. This means that the quadratic term in the 
Gaussian curvature in equation (2.57) is negligible, so that the bending energy reverts to 
the pure splay form: 
(2 .58) 
where (to leading order) the effective bending rigidity is independent of the values of the 
spontaneous curvatures. Here then , the bending energy is exactly the same as that 
expected from the phenomenological analysis when Ro=O. 
2.5 Conclusions 
Shell theory and the modified analyses of both the microscopic model of Petrov et 
al. 6 and the surfactant parameter model 9, 10, 12 result in functionally equivalent forms 
for the bending energy; these forms are precisely those expected from the 
phenomenological analysis based only on stability considerations. In this sense then, the 
microscopic models cannot be discriminated, despite their diversity of physical 
assumptions. Indeed, any microscopic model will yield the same form for the bending 
energy, within the harmonic approximation. This can be understood as follows. 
Within the quadratic approximation, the deformation energy of a membrane is 
given by the squares of the changes in parameters accompanying the deformation. If we 
take these parameters to include the mean and Gaussian curvatures, the deformation 
energy is given by: 
I (aOi + ali(H - Ho) + ~li(K - Ko) + .. i 
i 
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(2. 59) 
where the first term, aOi, represents the structural changes which are not related to 
bending (e.g. stretching deformations). To derive the bending energy, we set this term to 
zero, giving: 
(2. 60) 
In order for the membrane to be stable with respect to bending about its spontaneous 
curvatures, Ho and Ko, there must be (at least) two terms in this expression, unless the 
changes in mean and Gaussian curvatures are coupled. Thus, the resulting expression is a 
positive definite quadratic form and cannot contain a linear term in the Gaussian 
curvature. Cross terms in the mean and Gaussian curvatures, as well as a quadratic term 
in the Gaussian curvature may well be present. In the simplest case of a symmetric (i.e. 
single component and open) membrane, the cross term will vanish by symmetry. When 
the membrane consists of a bilayer containing a number of surfactant components, with 
an uneven distribution of components in either constituent monolayer, or when the 
bilayer is closed (as in a vesicle), the cross-term will appear in the bending energy. 
The relative magnitudes of the quadratic mean and Gaussian curvature terms in 
equation (2.60) depend on the value of the ratio ~l/ ali , which is dimensionally a length 
scale of the system, such as the membrane thickness. Provided that the radii of curvature 
of the membrane are much larger than this length scale, the Gaussian curvature term is 
insignificant, so that the bending energy adopts the pure splay form: 
(2.61) 
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Of course, all results relevant to spontaneously planar membranes are unaffected 
by our conclusions. In these cases, the existence of a linear saddle splay contribution to 
the energy is dependent on the allowable modes of deformation of the specific system. 
Previous theoretical conclusions dealing with spontaneously curved membranes, are 
based on equation (2.3). In fact, provided the assumption of large radii of curvature 
holds, equation (2.61) is applicable. However, in the majority of these cases, the two 
forms are indistinguishable. For example, the equilibrium configuration of a membrane 
within a class of closed surfaces of equal genus, is commonly regarded as unaffected by 
the existence of a linear saddle splay term, since it is argued that this only contributes a 
topological constant. 
Nevertheless, equation (2.61) is only applicable to a few actual surfactant 
aggregate geometries. For many phases, although the cross term may vanish, the 
quadratic saddle splay term must intervene. For example, bicontinuous cubic phases 
appear to consist of curved surfactant bilayers. The average value of the Gaussian 
curvature is then given by 17: 
(2.62) 
where (j is the surface area of the bilayer per unit cell (normalised to a unit cell edge of 
unity), a is the lattice parameter and X is the Euler characteristic (which defines the 
topology of the bilayer per unit cell). Typically, the thickness of the bilayers (l) is about 
25A, the lattice parameter of the cubic cell is of the order of 100A (see refs in 18), and (j 
and 21tX are equal to 2.4 and -81t respectively17. Inserting these values of the parameters 
we get: 
<K>/2 = -81t (25)2 "" _ 0.6 
(100)2.(2.4 ) 
so that the Gaussian curvature is of the same order as the square of the membrane 
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thickness! Consequently, in bicontinuous cubic phases the quadratic saddle splay term is 
significant. This implies that the free energy of bicontinuous cubic phases is sensitive to 
the value of the Gaussian curvature of the bilayer, which results in a preferred topology 
per unit cell. This is borne out by experiments 19. Similarly, the stability under bending 
of curved monolayer phases (e.g. hexagonal and intermediate mesophases) must also 
contain a quadratic saddle splay term, since the radii of curvature are necessarily of the 
same order as the chain length. 
Clearly, a very broad range of microscopic models will result in the absence of a 
linear saddle splay term. This conclusion is supported by numerical calculations of the 
free energy of surfactant monolayers as a function of the interfacial curvatures, including 
both chain and head-group interactions 20. These calculations can be further utilised to 
distinguish between models. 
Finally, we reiterate that our phenomenological approach to the bending energy 
about a spontaneously flat state (Ho=Ko=O), is consistent with the analysis of Helfrich -
it contains a linear saddle splay term. However, once nonzero spontaneous curvatures are 
admitted, the linear saddle splay term disappears, and more complex higher order terms 
(which are sensitive to the microscopic model) intervene. Nevertheless, to lowest order, 
we expect surfaces of constant mean curvature to furnish a valid description of the 
interfacial geometry of surfactant membranes. 
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CHAPTER 3 
The electrostatic contribution to the bending energy of 
charged membranes 
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The preceding chapter established a consistent phenomenological theory of the 
bending energy of a general membrane. In this chapter we deal specifically with charged 
membranes separating an aqueous electrolyte and a medium which does not dissolve 
ions. Calculation of the electrostatic energy associated with an interfacial perturbation 
then permits a direct comparison with the proposed phenomenological description. As 
the results quoted here have been derived via the Poisson-Boltzmann theory of the 
electrical double-layer, we first justify this assumption. 
Direct measurement of forces 1 between (rigid) ionic surfactant bilayers either 
adsorbed to mica substrates, or deposited thereon by Langmuir trough techniques give 
excellent agreement between the theory and experiment - provided an effective surface 
charge is allowed. The fitted effective surface charge is virtually constant as a function of 
salt. It can vary at the high (ionic) surfactant charge densities of interest (- 60A-2) from 
about 80% "bound" charge (20% dissociation) for typical counterions like Na+, K+, Br-, 
cr to zero bound charge (100% effective dissociation) for strongly hydrated counterions 
like H+, OH-, F, Ac- or a range of carboxylates. The question then arises as to whether 
one can take that measured effective charge, rather than the actual surfactant charge 
density of the membrane under investigation, in computing values of the electrostatic 
bending moduli inferred from such calculations. Probably one can. Recent work on 
extensions of the Poisson-Boltzmann theory to include ion-ion correlations, ion size and 
image charge effects within the primitive model of electrolytes2.3 does show that at least 
for univalent counterions the complete theory gives the same results as the P-B theory 
with an effective charge (depending on ion size) in rough agreement with the measured 
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values. However, for 2-1 electrolytes or divalent counterions at very high counterion 
concentrations, the correlations give rise to attractive double layer forces.4 (Hydration 
and oscillatory forces are significant only at very small distances « 30A) and are 
irrelevant to our investigation.) 
As the swelling properties of lamellar phases have been the focus of much recent 
attention5, we consider in particular spontaneously flat membranes. In this case the 
spontaneous mean and Gaussian curvatures are both zero, so our above stated objections 
to the Helfrich formula do not arise. Consequently we anticipate that the bending energy 
per unit area of membrane be given by equation (2.4), provided the length scales of 
interaction of the membrane (with itself and with neighbouring lamellae) are very much 
smaller than the average principal radii of curvature and the length scale of their variation 
on the surface. Within the range of validity of this formula we are predominantly 
interested in seeking expressions for the electrostatic bending rigidity kc since the 
mechanism for the strong, long-ranged steric repulsion between membranes postulated 
by Helfrich, and invoked to account for the observed stability of swollen lamellar phases, 
is attributed to the splay term. 
The consideration of fluctuations of planar charged membranes yields exact analytic 
forms for the electrostatic energy, up to quadratic order, via the non-linear Gouy-
Chapman theory. These are to be compared with the Helfrich prediction that the surface-
averaged bending energy per unit area of a planar interface undergoing small, one-
dimensional, sinusoidal undulations of amplitude a and wavelength 21t/k is, from 
equation (2.4), 
(3 .1) 
We first address the simplest possible case of an isolated charged membrane separating a 
1-1 electrolyte and a medium in which the field is assumed to vanish. 
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3.1 The isolated monolayer 
Suppose that the initially planar interface, bearing uniform surface charge density cr, 
is subject to a sinusoidal undulation of amplitude a and wavelength 21t/k. It is assumed 
that the total area, and the surface charge density, remain unchanged in this perturbation, 
so that the change in free energy will be associated purely with bending, as opposed to 
stretching, of the interface. With the boundary condition 
(3.2) 
relating the normal derivative of the electrostatic potential '" in the aqueous medium (of 
dielectric constant Ew) evaluated at the perturbed interface, to the charge density there, the 
free energy of the double layer is given by 
(3.3) 
The solution of the non-linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation for the potential '" (up to 
order a2) satisfying equation (3.2), and the subsequent calculation of the electrostatic free 
energy per unit area (to this order) from equation (3.3) , is detailed in Appendix A. It is 
found that 
(3.4) 
where q is the protonic charge, ~ = k~T (where kB is Boltzmann 's constant and T is the 
absolute temperature) and K is the inverse Debye length. Also PI = (1 + ~~ r /2 and 
s = 41tcr~q is the dimensionless surface charge density. 
Ew K 
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Clearly this expression is a more complex function of k than the Helfrich prediction 
in equation (3.1). However in the long wavelength regime k « 1( we find 
(3.5) 
in agreement with the form (3.1) provided the bending rigidity kc is identified as 
(3.6) 
Introducing the second length scale A. = 2... , in the regime 1«< k « 2(A. we have on the 
1(S ' 
other hand, 
(3.7) 
and for k » 1(, k » 2(A. 
(3.8) 
So, as expected, the applicability of the Helfrich form is restricted to the long wavelength 
limit, in which the electrostatic interactions of the membrane are localised. If the 
wavelength is decreased so as to be comparable with the Debye length of the system then 
the range of interaction may extend over a number of wavelengths of the membrane, so 
the energy of fluctuation is no longer specified by the local curvatures and the formula 
(3.1) ceases to be valid. 
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Now suppose that the membrane is free to redistribute its uniform surface charge on 
undergoing undulation. For a general (periodic) charge distribution the derivation of the 
bending energy via solution of this generalised boundary value problem follows by a 
straightforward extension of the analysis in Appendix A. The minimum of this quantity, 
obtained by optimising with respect to the nth Fourier coefficient (n 2: 1) of the 
distribution, is 
( s2 )112 1 +"4 - 1 
(3.9) 
The asymptotics of this expression are the same as those of its uniform charge 
counterpart (equation (3.4», with the exception that, for k « 1(, the effective bending 
rigidity kc in equation (3.6) is reduced by a factor of (1 + 2 )' the value of (1 f ~Y'2 
which varies between one and three. 
The electrostatic contribution to the total free energy is derived by relaxing the 
constraint that the membrane area (and hence the mean charge density) is unchanged by 
the undulation, thus introducing stretching terms in addition to the bending terms 
considered above. If we add to this a phenomenological membrane energy due to a bare 
surface tension Yo then the total free energy per unit area, optimised with respect to the 
charge density variations, is 
(3 . 10) 
2 
where 't = 7t(pq) Yo is the dimensionless surface tension and g is given by equation 
Ew1( 
(3.9). Further, one may derive an expression for the optimal (uniform) charge density a 
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(and in tllrn, the optimal ionic surfactant headgroup area) on the unperturbed membrane 
by minimising the mean tertiI in thi s equation per surfactant molec ul e. As ex pected, th e 
optimal (J is precisely that which alleviates the energy of slretching - th at is, the tenn in 
equation (3 .10) proportional to the relative area change} a 2 k2 . llence the minimum 
undulation energy per unit area of membrane is given by equation (3 .9) with (J related to 
'Yo by 
( 
2 )t/2 1:=I+Sf -1 (3.11 ) 
Thus eliminating the mean surface charge density, this energy is expressed as 
(3 . 12) 
3.2 The isola ted bilayer 
The above monolayer results are now utilised in examining the physically more 
relevant situation of spontaneously nat biIayers. Considering an isolated bilayer defined 
by parallel planar interfaces, again undergoing small sinusoidal nuctuations of amplitude 
a and wavelength 2rc/k, the surface-averaged bending energy per unit area of bilayer 
predicted by the Helfrich forllluia (2.4) is likewise given by equation (3.1), where kc 
now denotes the bilayer bending rigidity. In this section this result is cOlllpared with 
eleClrostatic calcu lations for a normal ionic surfactant bilayer in aqueous I- I electrolyte. 
This entails the additional cOll1plication tJJat tJle nature of the electrostatic coupl i ng of tJle 
pair of interfaces comprisi ng the bilayer IIIUSt now be addressed . 
If the constituent monolayers bear unifonn surface charge densitycrand are free 
from eleclrostatic co nnecti on (that is. they osci llate independently) then the energy per 
unit area of bilayer in this decoupled limit is twice the monolayer value given in equation 
(3 .4): 
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Ew 0'2 k4 ( 1 PI ) 
9 = 27r",(f3q)2 PI + 1 - S42 + PI (PI + (1 + S42)t) . (3.13) 
Hence in the long wavelength limit k ~ '" in which the Helfrich form is restored, the 
bilayer bending rigidity, given by doubling the value in equation (3.6), recovers the 
previous result of Mitchell and Ninham6 • In the linear limit (small s ), equation (3 .13) 
reduces to 
9 ~ 7ra 2 0'2 k4 . (PI + 2) 
Ew ",3 PI (PI+1 )2 ' (3.14) 
for which the corresponding bending modulus derived in the long wavelength regime is 
(3.15) 
A recent study by Bensimon et al. 7 addresses the opposing limit of complete cou-
pling of the bilayer, in which the constituent monolayers merge and undulate as one 
surface. Within the Oebye-Hiickel approximation the analysis for the two-dimensional 
oscillation is readily generalised to an arbitrary perturbation of the planar membrane. 
However this generalisation supplies no additional information here, since the resulting 
energy of deformation is then due to both mean and Gaussian curvature deviations, the 
contributions of which cannot be separately identified. The corresponding elastic moduli 
kc and kc cannot be inferred in such an approach. 
In the analysis of Bensimon et al. two possible types of membrane, classified as 
insulating and conducting, are treated. In the insulating case the surface charge density 
(a on each monolayer) is assumed constant, with the potential and field at the membrane 
constrained by Gauss' Law. For the conducting case, the membrane remains an equipo-
tential in the perturbation. Hence the appropriate boundary conditions on the potentials 
'l/;± in the aqueous regions partitioned by the surface are respectively7 
'l/;+ = 'l/; -, (3.16a) 
(3.16b) 
4 
The thennodynamic free energy of the system is derived from the corresponding elec-
trostatic internal energy and is given in these two specific cases of Bensimon et al. 
as7 
f = % t d#' (;; jjji 'V>p± I' dV) 
v± 
(3.17a) 
f = % t d#' (;; jjj l'V>p±I' dV - >Po jj 20 dA ) 
v± s 
(3.17b) 
where the surface charge density and membrane potential, respectively, are held constant 
on integration and the spatial integration is restricted to the aqueous regions V± since 
no intervening hydrophobic region is incorporated in their model. It is found that, in the 
linear limit considered, the bending energy per unit area obtained from equation (3.17) 
is identical in the two cases, and is given for a two-dimensional undulation by 
(3.18) 
Again the long wavelength assumption (k ~ 11:) restores the Helfrich fonn (3. 1) with 
bending modulus 7 
(3.19) 
An alternative definitions of the free energy of double layer systems results from 
consideration of a hypothetical equilibrium discharging process in which the ionic charge 
is decremented to zero. Under the assumptions of Bensimon et aI., the corresponding 
fonnulae, analogous to equation (3.17), for the insulating and conducting membrane cases 
are 
(3.20a) 
(3.20b) 
in which the prime denotes replacement of q and >.q in the function (and (7 by ).(7 in 
equation (3.20a)) and again the initial surface charge density and the membrane potential, 
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respectively, are constants in the integration. Further, the analogue of the insulating 
surface free energy definition (3.3) for the double layer formed at a conducting surface 
(of constant potential 'l/Jo) is 
f = - l~o (/ / ~ dA ) d'l/Jo . (3.21 ) 
s 
Although for either case the set of three free energy definitions are physically equiv-
alent, in general they are not guaranteed to yield consistent results owing to the non-
linearity of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. However, calculation of the free energy of 
a decoupled insulating bilayer via the definitions equations (3.17a) and (3 .20a) recovers 
identically the result equation (3.13) of the formula (3.3) in full nonlinear generality. 
Similarly for the completely coupled insulating bilayer the defining equations (3.3) (with 
the monolayer charge density ~ replaced by 2~), (3.17a) and (3.20a), produce exactly 
the same expression for the free energy. 
The observed consistency in double layer free energy definitions may be readily ex-
plained and extended to a general insulating or conducting membrane system undergoing 
perturbation about the planar state. For such a system, to zeroth order the membranes 
are planar and consistency in the free energy definition has been established from the 
non-linear Gouy-Chapman theory. To higher orders the perturbation scheme linearises the 
Poisson-Boltzmann partial differential equation, in which case the physical equivalence 
of the definitions ensures their quantitative equiValence. Combination of these two facts 
then gives the desired result. 
In particular, for the completely coupled bilayer considered by Bensimon et at.,7 
equiValence of the formulae (3.3) and (3.21) (where ~ now represents the bilayer surface 
charge) with their counterparts equations (3.17a) and (3.17b), respectively, implies 
(3.22) 
via integration by parts. The difference in free energies for the insulating and conducting 
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membranes is thus a constant, implying that the bending energy per unit area is identical 
in the two cases and hence generalising their abovementioned observation. 
3.2.1 The Insulating Case 
In the remainder of this section we therefore restrict attention to insulating bilayers . 
Comparison of equations (3.14) and (3.18) confirms that the electrostatic contribution to 
the bending energy of an insulating bilayer differs for the decoupled and completely cou-
pled cases. In order to bridge these two limits and determine the regime of applicability 
of each, the effect of the intervening hydrocarbon region interior to the bilayer must be 
taken into account. Thus consider two undulating interfaces, bearing uniform surface 
charge densities a, bounding the hydrocarbon region in which the potential 'f satisfies 
the Laplace equation, and partitioning infinite aqueous regions in which the potentials 'f± 
are given by the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. We analyse the even modes of oscillation 
for which the bilayer thickness is preserved and the coupling of the monolayers is purely 
electrostatic in origin. The boundary conditions coupling the potentials are thus 
o'f± o'f 
Ew -- - EO - = =f47ra at x = ±e + a cos ky On On (3.23) 
where EO and e are the dielectric constant and half- thickness of the hydrocarbon region. 
Here the total free energy is not due solely to the double layers so that equation (3.3) 
is not applicable. Instead the free energy of this system is given by equations (3.17a) or 
(3.20a) including an additional contribution to the electrostatic energy from the interior 
region. In the linear limit s « 1 the bending energy per unit area of bilayer is found in 
the Appendix B to be 
(3.24) 
As expected, the decoupled and completely coupled bilayer results (3.14) and (3. 18) 
are recovered in the opposing limits e --t 0 for e =1= 0, and e --t 0 at fixed e, 
respectively. Also as anticipated these limits correspond to the maximum and minimum, 
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respectively, of the bending energy since monolayer coupling is the motivating agent for 
bilayer formation and stabilisation. Again in the long wavelength regime equation (3.24) 
assumes the asymptotic form (3.1) with bending modulus 
(3.25) 
which likewise restores the decoupled and completely coupled limits (3. 15) and (3.19) 
as e ~I. tends to zero, and infinity, respectively and recovers the result of Kiometzis and 
Kleinert9 . The quantity ~...l..1. was previously identified by Winterhalter and Helfrich10 
fw K 
as the parameter characterising the electrostatic coupling. So, for the case of uniform 
monolayer charge densities, the completely coupled limit is only applicable to systems 
in which the Oebye length ~ is considerably greater than ~£. For typical lipid bilay-
ers ~£ ~ 80 nm so Oebye lengths in excess of this correspond to impractically low 
electrolyte concentrations which in general lie outside the range of validity of the Oebye-
Hiickel approximation. Hence, as regards the electrostatic contribution to the bilayer 
bending energy, constituent monolayers bearing uniform charge densities may be treated 
as decoupled. 
Having derived the bending rigidity ke for this system, the elastic modulus of Gaus-
sian curvature lee may be inferred by repeating the above calculation (with all assumptions 
intact) for spherical bilayer geometry. In the limit of large sphere radius ", R ~ 1 the 
electrostatic free energy of bending is calculated, following the method of Mitchell and 
Ninham6 • Comparison with the corresponding prediction of the Helfrich form (2.4) 
( 1 -) 1 9 = 2 ke + '2 ke R2 (3.26) 
yields, after some algebra, the result 
k 1. k- _ 271'0'2 (1 ._0 ._0 1 1) e + 2 e - 3 1 + ~...l.. - IU. - 41U. oge (1 ~...l..) . 
f. w '" fw KI. + fw KI. 
(3.27) 
Hence the criterion ke + ~ lee > 0 for the stability of the planar state of the fluctuating 
bilayer is not satisfied identically but depends on the particular values of e and Kf. 
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Combining equations(3.25) and (3.27) gives 
(3. 28) 
which in the limit e --t 0, .e i= 0 recovers the decoupled bilayer result of Winterhalter 
and Helfrich 1 0 : 
(3.29) 
Conversely, for .e --t 0 at fixed e equation (3.28) reverts to the completely coupled 
bilayer formula of Duplantierll : 
(3.30) 
Note that, opposed to the bending rigidity above, the expression for the elastic modulus of 
Gaussian curvature is continuous in the limit of vanishing bilayer thickness and dielectric 
constant ratio so its values in the decoupled and completely coupled special cases are 
now related continuously. 
Our study of the isolated monolayer problem in the previous section considered the 
possibility of the undulating membrane lowering its electrostatic free energy of equation 
(3.13) by redistributing the uniform surface charge. In this case the double layer free 
energy definition generalised from equations (3.3) is given by 
(3.31) 
where the prime denotes replacement of 0-( r ) by Ao-( r ) in the function. Applying this 
result to the decoupled bilayer, the minimum bending energy achieved by this means is 
twice the monolayer value in equation (3.9): 
€w a2 k4 
9 = 27r K((3q)2 
2 .1 [(1+ s4 )2-1J (3.32) 
It can also be shown that this minimum corresponds to a surface charge distribution 
which renders the surface potential uniform (to the order in the perturbation scheme 
consistent with the quadratic energy expression). In the linear limit of small s, equation 
(3.32) replicates precisely the result of equation (3.18), and consequently the bending 
modulus is given by equation (3 .19) in the long wavelength regime. Hence the surface 
charge optimised bending energy of the decoupled bilayer is equal to the uniform surface 
charge density bending energy of the completely coupled bilayer. So although in the 
uniform surface charge density analysis above, the completely coupled limit is almost 
never attained in practice and the decoupled limit is almost always physically appropriate, 
the bending energy of the latter reverts to that of the former if the optimising process is 
introduced. 
3.2.2 Variable Surface Charge 
In order to unify these results we generalise the above treatment of the bilayer 
electrostatically coupled via the intervening hydrocarbon region by introducing variable 
surface charge densities on each monolayer. As previously the mean charge density on 
each monolayer is (7 and the even mode of oscillation is considered. The analysis is 
a natural extension of that for the uniform surface charge density case and is outlined 
in Appendix B. The resulting minimum free energy of bending is, in the linear limit 
considered, again given exactly by equation (3 .18) and accordingly, is totally independent 
of the properties (specifically the thickness and dielectric constant) of the hydrocarbon 
interior. The optimising surface charge densities are precisely those for the decoupled 
bilayer case above, as· expected for the even mode of oscillation. Moreover these surface 
charge densities again correspond to potentials uniform and equal on the constituent 
monolayers. Hence they render the potential constant, and the field zero, throughout the 
hydrocarbon region, in which case the monolayers may be regarded as having merged, 
thus achieving the complete coupling limit. 
In summary, the minimum bilayer bending energy for uniform surface charge den-
sities, corresponding to completely coupled monolayers, is precisely that obtained by 
minimisation over variable surface charge densities. In particular, the predicted bending 
rigidity kc is given in the linear limit by equation (3.19). Further, our earlier arguments 
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imply that this consistency holds in full non-linear generality, in which case the common 
bending rigidity, derived from the long wavelength asymptotic fonn of equation (3.32), 
is 
(3.33) 
To complete our treatment of the bilayer it remains to anal)'Se the odd mode 
of oscillation of the monolayers. With the undulating monolayer surfaces defined by 
x = ±f ± a cos ky, the system is symmetric about the plane x = 0 and the general 
electrostatic bending energy fonnula analogous to that for the even mode in Appendix 
B is simply obtained on interchange of cosh kf and sinh kf throughout. However for 
the odd mode the coupling is not solely of electrostatic origin since the bilayer thickness 
2( f + a cos ky) is fluctuating, introducing additional packing constraints. In particular, the 
physical constraint of local conservation of volume in the hydrocarbon region demands 
that 
(3.34) 
This completely specifies the surface charge distribution, so previous considerations of 
the unifonn surface charge case and the charge density optimisation case for the even 
mode are not relevant in general for the odd mode. Now the bending energy is given by 
substitution of equation (3.34) into the variable surface charge density electrostatic free 
energy fonnula, yielding 
2 cosh kf 1 1 ( )2) 1 + (PI cosh kf + ~~ sinh kf) ( d(PI - 1) - . 
(3.35) 
In the decoupling limit in which both ~ _ 0 and f _ 00 this bending energy identically 
fw 
recovers the fonn (3.14) (and hence the bending modulus of equation (3 .15) in the long 
wavelength regime) for the decoupled bilayer bearing unifonn surface charge density. 
However for all finite f, the long wavelength asymptotic fonn of equation (3 .35) does 
not match the Helfrich prediction (3.1), but instead approaches the non-zero constant 
27ru.
2
2 a
2
• This suggests that, for typical systems, the fluctuations of the odd mode of 
fw Itt. 
bilayer oscillation are extremely small provided d is not too large. 
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Appendix A 
Suppose that an isolated planar interface with uniform charge density a , 
separating half spaces of oil (x = 0) and aqueous electrolyte (x > 0) undergoes a 
sinusoidal undulation to form a new surface 
x = a cos(ky) (Ai ) 
We wish to determine the free energy of bending given by equation (3.3) to lowest order 
in the amplitude a of the undulation (i.e. to order a 2) . 
The electrostatic potential 'V in the aqueous region x > a cosky satifies the 
Poisson-Boltzmann equation 
(A2) 
where no denotes the bulk electrolyte concentration. Introducing the dimensionless 
potential u = IXI'V, and scaled coordinates l; = 1CX and 11 = Ky this equation becomes 
(A3) 
where 
(A4) 
The potential must also satisfy the boundary conditions 
au 
u - ~ 0 as l; ~ 00 
, al; (AS) 
and, on combining equations (3 .2) and (AI), 
:~ + kasin (;) = - s (I + k2a 2 sin2 (; )fn at S = Ka co~;) (A6) 
where 
47tcrpq 
s=---
twK 
(A7) 
In order to obtain the free energy expansion in the amplitude a of the undulation 
we expand the potential in powers of a : 
u = L (Ka)i ui(S,11) 
i=O 
(A8) 
Then the lowest order term uo wi I satisfy equation (A3) together with the 
boundary condition 
auo 
- (0,11) = - s 
as (A9) 
yielding 
uo = 4arctanh e-~' (A 10) 
where S' = S + So and So is given by 
cosech So = ~ (All ) 
The next order tenns 1I1 and 1I2 will sa ti sfy the equations 
2 . 
V' Ut = coshuo Ut (AI2) 
and 
(AI3) 
respectively, together with the boundary conditions 
2 
aUI (krl)a Uo 
- (O,r1) + cos - -- (0,11) = ° 
a~ K a~2 (AI4) 
and 
2 3 
aU2 {krl)a Ut I (k11)a Uo k (krl)aut 
- (0,11) + cos -- -- (0,11) + - cos2 - -- (0,11) + - sin - -- (0,11) a~ K a~ 2 2 K a~ 3 K K (ttl 
(AI5) 
Since u is clearly a periodic even function of 11 with period 2rrK/k we can expand 
the Ui in Fourier series 
(A16) 
Then, from equation (A 12), the coefficients At.n satisfy the differential equation 
(A17) 
where 
( 
2k2 )1!2 Pn = I + n
K2 
yielding the general solution 
Application of the boundary condition equation (A 14) or equivalently 
dAt n dA, , d2uo 
--' (0) = 0 for II "t:- I and --' (0) = -- (0) 
d~ d~ d~2 
then implies that A I.n = 0 for 11 "t:- I and 
a 1.1 = 2ePI~o cosech~o coth~o (coth2~o + PI coth~o + PI - I)-I 
Thus u, is detennined. 
From equation (AI3) the A2.n satisfy the differential equation 
"-d2A~.n _ (pt. + 2cosech2~')A2.n = t aT., e - 2pl~' cosech~'coth~'(coth~' + pT) 
d~ 
(n = 0 or 2) 
=0 
(AI8) 
(AI9) 
(A20) 
(A21) 
(otherwise) (A22) 
poss ssing the general solution 
(A23) 
where the sequence Bn is given by 
Bo = coth~' + p\ ' B2 = coth~' + PI , Bn = 0 n;t= 0 or 2 (A24) 
The a2.n are then determined from the boundary condition equation (A 15). They all 
vanish except a2.0 and a2.2 which are given by 
Q - k2/Jc2 - QI(Q - 2k2/K2) + QT(2pIcoth~o + 1) 
a20 = 
. 2 coth~o (A25) 
and 
(A26) 
where 
(A27) 
and 
(k2/K2f-n Qn= ----~~~------
coth2~O + Pn coth~o + pfi - 1 (A28) 
Hence U2 is determined and u is specified to order a 2. 
The electrostatic free energy per unit area is, from equations (3.2) and (A 7) 
g = EK 2 f.S <u > ds 
41t(l3q) 0 (A29) 
where <u> is the average of u over the surface given by 
(A30) 
Here I is the arc lengt.h and L the total length, of the surface in the y direction . 
Evaluation of this expression gives 
( ) 0 - .L(rv2k2) Plsech~J2coth~o + pd u - 1I o( ) - ""'-- ---"----'--'---'-------''--'--
2 K2 (coth2~O+Plcoth~O+Pt-l)2 (A31) 
Finally, perfonning the integration in equation (A29), the mean electrostatic free energy 
of bending per unit area is 
(A32) 
Appendix B 
The potentials 'Ij;± in the aqueous half spaces x < - f + Q cos ky and 
x > f + Q cos ky are given by the Poisson-Boltzmann equation 
~2.1. 87rnoq ·nh a . 1. v 'f'± = -- 81 jJ q'f' ± 
f. w 
(Bl ) 
where no is the bulk electrolyte concentration, while the potential 'Ij; in the intervening 
hydrocarbon layer -R. + Q cos ky < x < e + Q cos ky satisfies Laplace's equation 
(B2) 
In order to derive the electrostatic free energy of the system these partial differential 
equations are solved subject to the interfacial coupling conditions (3.23) and the boundary 
conditions of vanishing field and potential infinitely far from the membrane. To facilitate 
this, introduce the dimensionless potentials u± = (3q'lj; ± and u = (3 q'lj; and the scaled 
coordinates ~ = /\,x, 7] = /\,y where the inverse Debye length /\, is defined as 
(B3) 
Then within the Debye-Hiickel approximation the governing equations and coupling con-
ditions become 
where 
(B4a) 
(B4b) 
(B5a) 
(B5b) 
(B6) 
are the general, dimensionless surface charge densities. 
We seek a perturbation solution in powers of the scaled amplitude of undulation: 
00 00 
U± = L (Ka)i ut , U= L (Ka)i ui . (B7) 
i=O i = O 
The periodicity of the boundary conditions admit Fourier cosine series representations 
for the potentials and surface charge densities : 
00 00 
ut = ~: A~.(~ ) cos (n~1]) , Ui =~: Ain (~) cos (n~1]) , (B8) 
~ 00 
s± (1+ ,,'k' sin' (H), ~ ~: s; cos (n ~ ry) , (B9) 
where, as in eq. (B7), we write 
00 
s;= L (Ka)is~. 
i=O 
Substitution of eqs (B7)-(B8) into eqs (B4) produces the general solution 
(BI0) 
(Bll ) 
(BI2) 
~ 
where qn = n~ and Pn = (1 + q~) 2. By definition of the planar perturbation, the fami ly 
atn, COn, dOn , stn are zero for n 2: 1. Also, from eqs (B9)-(B 10) the mean charge 
densities on the surfaces are 
00 
1 ± 1 ~ ( )i ±_ 2 So = 2 L..,; Ka sio - S, (BI3) 
i=O 
implying s~ = 2s Oio where 0 denotes the Kronecker delta. 
The total electrostatic internal energy [ of the system, from which the free energy 
is derived, is given by 
(BI4) 
In tenns of dimensionless quantities the mean internal energy per unit monolayer area is 
thus 
Substituting eqs (B7)-(B8) and (B 11)-(B 12) into this expression and expanding to quadratic 
order in the amplitude yields 
(B1 6) 
where aiD and aID were set to zero in this fonnula to remove the linear term. To specify 
the internal energy the parameters a~o' aiD, atn' CI n and dIn (n ~ 1) must be determined 
from the coupling condition eq. (BS). To achieve this, insert eq. (B7) into eq. (BS ) and 
expand in powers of K-a up to second order. Then introduce eqs (B8)-(B12) and equate 
Fourier series for the coefficients of each power. In particular we find that, subject to the 
expected consistency condition sIn + sin = 0 (n ~ 1), 
aciD = aoo = 2s 
_ + ( + ) sinh kf 
a20+a20=s+2sll- s(PI-1 ) DI 
all - atl = -2 ( , + (,tl - '(PI - 1)) 'i~lke) (B1 7) 
2 
_ 2 + 2 ( ( + ) sinh nkf ) 
a ln + aln = 2 SOln + sIn - S(PI - l )Oln D n 
cin + din = ((sin - '(PI - 1)lq 1/ Dn)' 
where 
D n = Pn sinh nkf + ~ qn cosh nkf. 
€w 
(BI8) 
Com bining eq s (B 16) and (B 17) and simplifying, the change in internal energy per unit 
area on fluctuation of the bilayer is 
(BIg) 
where 
e2 = sinh kR. (1 _ 1 ~ sinh kR. ) 
D I 2 PI D I (B20) 
el = -2(PI _ l )sinh kR. ( _ _ 1_ + 1_1 ~ Sinh kR. ) 
D I 2PI 2 PI D l 
(B21 ) 
1 ( 2 sinh kR. sinh2 ke ) 
eo= - (PI-l) (-2PI+ l )+2(PI- l ) - (PI-I) 2 
2PI DI D I 
(B22) 
h = sinh nkR. ( _ 1 ~ sinh nkR. ) 
n D 1 2 D . 
n Pn n 
(B23) 
The corresponding free energy of fluctuation per unit area is 
8;: = 2 t d)' (8£) ' 
A Jo). A (B24) 
where the prime denotes replacement of q by ).q and (j(Y) by )'(j(Y) in the function . 
Inserting the form (B 19) then yields 
(B25) 
The integrals, involving the quantities defined in eqs (B20)-(B23), are readily evaluated 
via the change of integration variable from)' to p~ , and it may be verified that 
The first tenn, proportional to the magnitude of the relative area change on fluctuation , 
represents an electrostatic stretching energy which is alleviated if an opposing bilayer 
surface tension tenn is introduced and the mean free energy optimised with respect to the 
mean surface charge density. The remaining tenns recover the bending energies in the 
unifonn charge density case for sin = 0, n 2:: 1, and in the minimising charge density 
case for s il = S(PI - 1), sin = 0, n 2:: 2. Note also that the quantities defining this 
quadratic energy expression also specify the monolayer potentials up to first order, which 
are given by 
u( ± <Ii h>cos (~ry).ry) ~ s+ "<>( ± (si, - S(PI -1)) si~,ke cos (H 
± t, si:i~~ke co+ H ) +. (B27) 
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CHAPTER 4 
Parametrisation of the regular class of triply periodic minimal 
surfaces 
The utility of infinite (triply) periodic minimal surfaces (IPMS) in modelling the 
structures observed in a variety of bicontinuous media has long been suggested l . The 
unification of this multitude of (often apparently unrelated) experimental observations into 
a new predictive science spanning physics, chemistry and biology, requires a full 
knowledge of the set of lPMS and their associated properties. The construction of a 
dictionary of all IPMS is a task in two halves. In the first, a vocabulary of all such 
surfaces, listed under symmetry group chapters in order of increasing genus, is 
established. Following this the precise mathematical definition of each constituent entry 
must be determined. As the number of IPMS is infinite, such a compilation is, of course, 
impossible. 
To illustrate the general mathematical framework of this class of surfaces we 
address in this chapter the simplest IPMS subset, termed the ' regular ' class. This study 
has the advantages that the subset is strictly fmite, and the two tasks stated above may be 
treated simultaneously in a natural and rigorous manner. 
4. 1 General properties of IPMS 
We commence the study by summarising the tools at our disposal for the 
construction of exact parametrisations of lPMS. The key device is the analytic closed 
form common to all minimal surfaces. 
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4.1.1 The Weierstrass representation of minimal surfaces 
The study of minimal surfaces is greatly facilitated by the elegant parametrisation 
due to Weierstrass2, resulting from transformation of the surface into the complex plane 
by composition of two simple maps. The flrst is the Gauss map v , under which the 
image of a point (x,y,z) of a surface F(x,y,z) = 0 is 
( , , ' ) Y'F X,Y,z =---
IY'FI 
(
a a a) (where Y' = ax ' ay ' az is the gradient operator), the point of intersection of the surface 
normal vector at (x,y,z) with the unit sphere centred there. The second is standard 
stereo graphic projection cr of this sphere coordinate to the point 
in the complex plane ([ (figure 4.1 ). The composite map, cr 0 v, conformally maps the 
neighbourhood of anY .point of non-zero Gaussian curvature on the surface to a simply 
connected region of ([ , on which its inverse <l> = v ·lo ()l was found by Weierstrass to be 
of the general form 
x = Re fro (1 -0; 2) R (w) dw' 
y = Re fro i( 1 +w' 2 ) R (w'jdW' 
z = Re fro 2w'R(w'jdro' (4.1 ) 
for some complex function R(w) analytic in this region3. The Weierstrass function R(w) 
completely specifies the first and second fundamental forms, and hence the differential 
Fig. 4.1 
'----.-t:~ R. (II . 
0._ 
-lII8!I 
A surface point P(x,y,z), at which the surface normal vector is n (P), 
is Gauss mapped to the point P' (x',y',z') on the unit sphere corresponding to the 
normal vector direction. This is, in turn, stereographically projected from the north 
pole to the point p" (Reco,Imco) in the complex co-plane. 
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geometry, of the surface. Most importantly, the Gaussian curvature of the surface at the 
point corresponding to co is4 
(4.2) 
The local description (4.1) may be extended beyond a particular minimal surface 
patch by analytic continuation of the function R(co) in the complex plane. As noted 
above, COi is a singular point of the continuation if its image <l> (COi) is a point of zero 
Gaussian curvature (called a flat point) of the surface, in the vicinity of which the inverse 
Gauss map v-I, and hence <l> and R, is.in general multivalued. Now the natural domain 
of (single-valued) definition of such a multivalued function R(co) is its Riemann surface 
over cr: , branched at {COi} . Hence defining the integration range to be the Riemann 
surface of the Weierstrass function, equations (4.1) represent a global parametrisation of 
the minimal surface. 
4.1.2 The Weierstrass function of an IPMS 
An IPMS is characterised by its fundamental unit, from which the entire surface is 
generated by translation alone. As translation preserves nonnal directions, the surface is 
Gauss-mapped to an infinity of superpositions of the image of this unit. This image is 
the compact covering of the sphere corresponding to the Riemann surface of the 
Weierstrass function. The compactness of the Riemann surface over the unit sphere 
implies by a general result5 that R(co) is an algebraic function. Hence with s denoting the 
(finite) number of sheets comprising the Riemann surface, the Weierstrass function is the 
solution of the sth degree polynomial equation 
i aM(co)RM = 0 
M=O 
for some set of polynomial functions (aM(co) }M=O . 
(4.3) 
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(a) Local differential geometry 
The form of an algebraic function is dictated by its singularity structure which is 
evident here from simple considerations of the local differential geometry of the surface. 
In particular, at a member of the finite set of flat points on the fundamental unit of the 
IPMS, the angle of intersection of any two geodesics through this point is increased in 
the Gauss map image by an integral factor (b+ 1), termed the degree of the Gauss map 
there. This corresponds to a branch point of order b on the Riemann surface, at which 
the (b + 1) branches of the Weierstrass function joined there diverge, by virtue of 
a 
equation (4.2), as b + 1 for some (a) coprime to (b + 1). Hence with {oodf=l denoting the 
distinct flat point normal vector images, on a sheet of the Riemann surface pinned at a 
branch point, order bj, under (OJ , the Weierstrass function has the asymptotic form 
- aj 
R(oo) - Yi (00 - OOi)bi+l , 00 ~ OOi , (4.4) 
where Yi is some complex constant. Further, the Gaussian curvature of the surface is 
everywhere finite, so equation (4.2) implies R(oo) is non-zero on ([. Considering the 
closed complex plane, a suitable coordinate rotation (if necessary) will ensure that the 
point at infinity (the north pole of the Riemann sphere) is not a flat point image. Then, 
from equation (4.2), the s branches of the Weierstrass function exhibit the common 
asymptotic form 
R(oo) - Yoo 00-4 , 00 ~ 00 , (4.5) 
(for some set of s constants Yoo), and hence the functions are analytic at infinity, as 
required. 
(b) Topology 
Additional conditions arise from the topological connection between the fundamental 
surface unit and its Gauss map image, the Riemann surface over the unit sphere of the 
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Weierstrass function6. The Euler characteristic of any compact, connected, orientable 
surface of genus g is given by 
x = 2 - 2g. 
Now the Riemann-Hurwitz formula states that the Euler characteristic of a Riemann 
surface is simply specified by its number of sheets (s) and total branch point order (W) as 
follows7 
x = 2s - W 
or equivalently 
g = 1 - s + 1/2 W. 
(4.6) 
Note that g is also the genus of the fundamental unit of the IPMS since the Gauss map is 
a homeomorphism between the two surfaces. The degree (d) of this map is the algebraic 
proportion of the unit sphere covered by the image. The simple relation 
x =...L JJ K dS 
27t . 
umt 
between the Euler characteristic and the integral curvature supplies the result7 
d=lX 
2 
(4 .7) 
As the Gaussian curvature of a minimal surface is everywhere non-positive, the degree is 
the negative of the number of sheets of the Riemann surface, hence 
x = -2s 
or equivalently 
g=s+1 
and equation (4.6) implies 
W=4s 
4.2 The regular class of IPMS 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
In the remainder of this chapter we limit detailed consideration to the class of 
IPMS for which each flat point has normal vector coincident only with those of other flat 
points exhibiting identical degeneracy on the surface. We refer to this as the 'regular' 
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class since only locally equivalent flat points are superposed in the Gauss map, ensuring 
that its image is a regular multiple covering of the unit sphere. Hence the resulting branch 
point structure characterising the Riemann surface is extremely simple. Above any flat 
point image OOi there lie only branch points of order bi at which, by definition , bi+ 1 
~ 
sheets are pinned. Hence there are bi + 1 such points above OOi (implying that s is a 
multiple of each bi+ 1) and the total branch point order is 
n 
W=sI~ 
. bi + 1 
1 = 1 
Combining the above two equations yields the following constraint on the set of branch 
point orders 
i ~=4 
i = 1 bi + 1 
(4. 10) 
The implications of this assumption of 'regularity' on the Weierstrass function are 
addressed in Appendix C. It is found there that IPMS in this class possess the common 
Weierstrass functional form 
n _ a; 
R(oo) = eie IT (00 - Wi h i+ l (4.11) 
i=l 
(on scaling (x,y,z) with an appropriate real factor) subject to the constraint 
(4.12) 
which on subtracting equation (4.10) implies 
n I bi - ai = 0 
i = 1 bi + 1 
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Now if ai>bi for some i then the singularity of R(oo) at OOi is non-integrable and the 
surface diverges to infinity. So true IPMS, for which the fundamental unit is compact, 
must satisfy ai $ bi for each i. The above equation then implies ai = bi for each i, thus 
the general form of the Weierstrass function of an IPMS in the 'regular' class is now 
n - bi 
R(oo) = ei9 IT (00 - OOi)bi + 1 
i = 1 
subject to the constraint (4.10). 
(4.13) 
The isometric mapping of the minimal surface effected by the constant factor eiS is 
referred to as the Bonnet transformation8.9. Attention is restricted in the most part here to 
the 8=0 surface (or the 8 = ~ adjoint surface) in the family of Bonnet associates, given 
by the form 
n . b; 
R(oo) = IT (00 - oodb;+ 1 (4.14) 
i=l 
While analysing the surface in the vicinity of a specific point, it is convenient to choose a 
coordinate orientation for which this point is mapped to the north pole of the unit sphere, 
projected to infmity in the closed complex plane. If the point is a flat point of the surface, 
say 000=00 , then the form (4.14) ceases to be appropriate and is replaced by 
n-! _ b; 
R(oo) = IT (00 - OOi) bi + 1 
i=l 
subject to the previous constraint (4.10). 
(4.15) 
The above proof justifies the form (4.14) used by Lidin and Hyde10 to 
parametrise particular minimal surfaces in the 'regular' class. Conversely it also states 
that any such surface must correspond to a Weierstrass function of this form, and hence 
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to a particular parameter set{ roj, bili=1' Hence equations (4.14)-(4.15) provide the basis 
of a systematic derivation of the 'regular' class of IPMS, and enable explicit 
parameterisation of those known members whose existence has only been verified 
empirically or numerically. 
We now discuss the characteristic general features of IPMS and analyse each in 
detail for the particular case of the regular class. 
4.2.1 Plane lines of curvature and linear asymptotes 
To each IPMS there corresponds a FHichenstiick (surface element) from which the 
entire surface is generated by repeated analytic continuation in its boundaries. These 
bounding arcs may be taken to be geodesic curves of the surface. If a surface geodesic 
is a planar curve or straight line then it is referred to as a plane line of curvature or linear 
asymptote, respectively. On a minimal surface these special curves define, respectively, 
mirror planes and two-fold axes, and hence specify the symmetry of an IPMS . The 
existence of plane lines of curvature and linear asymptotes may be readily established by 
analysing the behaviour of the Weierstrass function along such curves4. In this section 
we derive conditions on the set (roj, bili=1 for the minimal surface specified by the 
functional form (4.14) or (4.15) to display these symmetries. 
The family of geodesic curves passing through a particular point on the surface 
has a local Gauss map image consisting of the great circle arcs common to the 
corresponding point on the unit sphere, which form a common set of generic circle arcs 
in the complex plane under stereographic projection. (Note that the Weierstrass 
representation of a minimal surface is only defined up to rigid translation and rotation of 
the surface and a change of the complex variable parameterising it.) For the specific 
representation (4.1), the conditions 
(x,y,z)(ro) = ± (x,-y,z)(ro) (4. 16) 
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for the real axis (Imro=O) to be the image of a line of curvature in the x-z plane (positive 
sign) - a mirror plane - or an asymptote along the y-axis (negative sign) - a two-fold axis 
- reduce respectively to 
R(ro) = ± R(ro) (4.17) 
In either case this functional constraint is satisfied by the form (4. 14) (or its modified 
form (4.15) if a flat point image resides at infinity in the closed complex plane) only if the 
sets of branch points of equal order are conjugate invariant, that is, 
( roi} = (roi} , bi constant (4.18) 
With respect to a general surface orientation, the boundary geodesics of interest 
map onto general great circle arc images in the complex plane. To analyse such a geodesic 
with respect to the representation (4.1), consider an arbitrary great circle, defined by the 
plane through the sphere centre with normal n = (nl,n2,n3), and corresponding to the 
circle I n3ro + (nl + in2)1 = 1 in projection. Apply the transformation 
(4.19) 
where 
2 1 -~ nl 1 - n2 
M= -nl -n2 
-nln3 
n3 
1 - n2 (4.20) 
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which describes the rotation of the surface and the unit sphere such that the plane of 
interest rotates into the X-Z plane and the associated bilinear function maps the projected 
great circle image onto the real axis (Imw = 0). Substitution of equations (4.1) and 
(4.20) into equation (4.19) yields 
(4.21) 
Then from equations (4.16)-(4.17), the conditions 
(X,Y,Z)(W) = ± (X,-Y,Z)(w) (4.22) 
that an arc of the projected circle be the image of a line of curvature in the original plane 
(positive sign) or an asymptote directed along its normal line (negative sign) take the 
general form 
(4.23) 
For the Weierstrass function (4.14) (with accompanying condition (4.10)) to 
display this property, the constraint of conjugate invariance of the sets of transformed 
branch point images of equal order: 
(4.24) 
is now supplemented by the additional requirements 
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(4.25) 
or equivalently 
m1t for plane lines of curvature 
(m E~ ) . 
(mi)1t for linear asymptotes 
(4 .26) 
In the case of a branch point residing at infinity, say ron = 00 , for which the modified 
Weierstrass form (4.15) is appropriate, consider separately the situations n3;atO and n3=O. 
In the former, equation (4.15) (again subject to equation (4.10» likewise possesses the 
property (4.23) only if the conditions (4.24) and (4.25) or (4.26) apply, where in the 
limit ffin~oo the index of the product and sum in equations (4.25) and (4.26) runs over 
the n-1 finite branch points ro1, ... ,CUn-1 only. The latter is the degenerate case in which 
the great circle is projected to a ray through the origin in the complex plane, rotated 
clockwise an angle <I> from the real axis, where ei<l> = n2 + in1. On substitution of 
equations (4.15) and (4.10) into (4.23), the analogue of the condition (4.24) is now 
{eiCPCOi} = {eiCProJ , bi constant , (4.27) 
where only the finite branch points are considered (since the point at infinity is fixed in 
the transformation). Similarly equation (4.25) (or (4.26» now assumes the form 
i2CP 1>,,+2 
e 1>,,+1 = ± 1 (4.28) 
or equivalently 
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for plane lines of curvature 
(m £~) . 
for linear asymptotes 
(4.29) 
Note there are 4(bn + 2) distinct permissable values of <I> here (where bn ~ 0 is the order 
of the branch point under consideration) since (bn + 1) and (bn + 2) are coprime, with the 
corresponding rays tracing the (bn + 1) sheets of the Riemann surface pinned there. 
Thus there are a maximum of (bn + 2) plane lines of curvature (or linear asymptotes), 
1 
intersecting at angles equal to some multiple of (bn + 2) 1t at a flat point of order bn on 
the minimal surface - a general result of differential geometry. 
4.2.2 Perpendicular rotational symmetry 
The existence of a rotational symmetry axis through a particular point on the 
surface and normal to the surface may be examined in a similar manner. Again we utilise 
the transformed representation (4.21) for the case n3 = 0 to seek rotation angles <1>', about 
the Z-axis through the point (whose image is projected to infinity) which map the surface 
onto itself. Then the symmetry condition 
(X,Y,Z)(w) = (x,y,z)(w) (4.30) 
is fulfilled by the form (4.14) (or (4.15) if bn > 0), subject to the constraint (4.10), only 
if the sets of finite branch points of equal order are invariant under the rotation, that is 
{ei4l' rod = {rod , bi constant , (4.3 1) 
and satisfy the additional equation 
or equivalently 
4>' = (bn + 1) 2m'1t (m'E~) . bn + 2 
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(4.32) 
(4. 33) 
Thus the minimal surface may exhibit perpendicular rotational symmetry at angles of 
I · I f _1 - 21t bo . some mu tlp eo (b
n
+2) a ut a flat pOint of order bn, so the maximum symmetry 
number is (bn + 2), as expectedll . 
Comparing equations (4.29) and (4.33), if the surface possesses plane lines of 
curvature (and/or linear asymptotes) then the angle of rotational symmetry is twice that of 
the intersection of these curves - a geometrically obvious general result. However the 
converse does not apply in general. For the family of Bonnet associate surfaces , 
corresponding to multiplication of the Weierstrass function by the constant ei8, equation 
(4.22) is no longer satisfied while equation (4.30) is invariant. Hence in this 
transformation, rotational symmetries are preserved in the absence of plane lines of 
curvature and linear asymptotes. (See for example, the gyroid or G surface9). 
In summary, the presence of reflection and rotational symmetries of the 9=0 (and 
e = ~ ) surface with Weierstrass functional form (4.14) or (4.15) are simply related to 
the symmetries of the branch point distribution in the complex plane. 
4.2.3 Spherical geodesic tesselating polygons 
In order to generate an IPMS, the Flachenstiick which builds the surface must lie 
within a convex cell which tiles 3-dimensional Euclidean space. Consequently, the 
geodesic arcs bounding the Flachenstiick are constrained to lie in the faces (or along the 
edges) of such a cell. Arcs of the 9=0 (or e = i) FHichenstiick lying in planar faces or 
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straight edges of the cell are plane lines of curvature or linear asymptotes, beyond which 
the surface (and its bounding cell) may be extended by mirror reflection or two-fold 
rotation, respectively. (The surface is continued across arcs of the FHichensttick residing 
in curved faces or edges of the cell by a translational operation.) Now consider bounding 
cells possessing at least one set of mirror planes or two-fold axes. As the Gauss map of 
a plane line of curvature or linear asymptote is a great circle segment, the image of such a 
Flachensttick is a continuous region of the Riemann surface over the unit sphere bounded 
by spherical geodesic arcs, which we call a generalised spherical geodesic polygon. This 
is immediately apparent in the case of a surface element entirely bounded by plane lines of 
curvature or linear asymptotes. If the plane lines of curvature and/or linear asymptotes do 
not define a circuit then any (discontinuous) set of these curves related by a translation 
lattice vector of the IPMS are imaged by the Gauss map onto a great circle continuous on 
. the Riemann surface (since normals are invariant on translation) and the result still 
applies. 
Reflection (or rotation) of the Flachensttick in a bounding mirror plane (or about a 
bounding two-fold axis) is then equivalent to reflection of the geodesic polygon on the 
unit sphere in the corresponding arc, and thus to analytic continuation of the Weierstrass 
function to the region of its projected image in the complex plane. Repetition of this leads 
to construction of the fundamental translational unit of the IPMS, and in the process the 
polygon tesselates the corresponding Gauss map image; that is, the Riemann surface of 
the Weierstrass function over the unit sphere. The branch point structure is thus obtained 
from propagation of the flat point images in the geodesic polygon by the repeated 
reflections of the tesselation. 
The geometry of IPMS is thus intimately linked to the existence of tesselating 
polygons on the sphere. In order to generate IPMS in the regular class via their common 
Weierstrass functional form (4.14) or (4.15), consider the spherical geodesic polygons 
tesselating a finite number of copies of the unit sphere and assigned a branch point set 
which, in the tesselation, yields a distribution {roj, bdi=l satisfying equation (4.10), with 
the property that only branch points of the same order are superposed. Each such 
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possible candidate must then be analysed to verify whether the Riemann surface of the 
resulting Weierstrass function may be constructed from the tesselation, and if so, whether 
this structure permits consistent identification of the congruence class of each polygon 
edge as the images of either plane lines of curvature or linear asymptotes. Recalling the 
pairs of equations necessary for a great circle arc to be the image of such a curve, the 
appropriate requirement (4.24) or (4.27) (derived above) of branch point symmetry is 
guaranteed for a distribution generated by a spherical polygon tesselation, leaving the 
corresponding conditions (4.25) and (4.28) for each arc in the family. 
4.2.4 Schwarz triangle tesselations 
A natural basis for tesselating polygons is the set of geodesic triangles which tile 
the sphere in a finite number of coverings. An exhaustive list of the fIfteen basic triangles 
(one of which permits an infinity of subdivisions) was compiled last century by 
Schwarz12. 
Consider the encompassing set of derivative tilings which reduce to Schwarz 
cases on symmetric subdivision (Le. triangulation) of the generating unit. The 
vocabulary of possible FHichenstiick images is defined for each member of the set by the 
polygons comprising a finite union of tiles, which tesselate some number of copies of 
this underlying tiling, and are assigned branch points according to the following 
convention. If the basis tiling admits of a subdivision, with respect to which the branch 
points on the polygon are related by a symmetry, then we refer the polygon to the 
subdivided Schwarz case derivative. Conversely, if the tiling is a subdivision of another 
case from which the polygon may be constructed, and the branch point set is not 
symmetry related on subdivision, then we analyse this situation with reference to the 
coarser tiling. This ensures that , on repeated reflection of the polygonal unit, the 
resulting branch point distribution is identical for each sheet only if it is identical for each 
underlying tile. In this manner the problem reduces to consideration of the permissible 
allocation of branch points to the single tile generating each Schwarz case derivative. 
Further, these points must then be propagated from one tile to its neighbours by 
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symmetry operations of the tesselation - namely edge reflection or composition of this 
with reflection in any existing internal symmetry axes of the tile. 
All Schwarz cases for which the minimum number of coverings in a tesselation 
exceeds one are then eliminated from consideration here. The remaining cases are 
projections of the edges of polyhedra from their centres onto the concentric unit sphere. 
The simplest case, with polar angles * 1t dividing 21t, is the image of the family of 
d · 'd ed f 2n . I . I . . P - 1 lpyrarm s, compos 0 p lsosce es tnang es, so In partIcular, n - "2 corresponds to 
the octahedron. The other eight cases are the images of the eight regular or vertically 
regular polyhedra with triangular faces meeting at a common dihedral angle13•14• This 
infonnation is summarised in Table 4.1, with the tesselations categorised into the four 
Coxeter groups. 
Within each such group, the flrst case listed is a subdivision of the other tilings, 
all of which have a vertex angle of the form ~ 1t where n is an odd integer. Assigning an 
arbitrary set of branch points to the tile, and symmetry operations of the tesselation to the 
two edges meeting at this vertex, consider the distribution thus generated on the 2n 
triangles on two sheets sharing the vertex. Pairs of superposed edges bear the same 
symmetry operation only if this is true of the generating edge pair, in which case the 
branch points on the two sheets are superposed only if the original set is symmetric with 
respect to the subdivision and hence permits analysis within the framework of the flrst 
case. Hence, of the fifteen Schwarz tesselations, only cases I (with polar angle 
~, n ~ 2), 2,4 and 6 are consistent with the required regularity of the Gauss map 
covering. 
4.2.5 Branch point distributions 
Thus far, we have utilised the Schwarz tilings as a basis for determining the 
Riemann surface branch point distributions which deflne Weierstrass functions of IPMS . 
Application of the remaining necessary condition (4.10) yields a finite set of possible 
such distributions for the regular class. This condition is formulated by calculating the 
number of distinct images, under the reflection operations generating the tesselation, of a 
Table 4.1 - Schwarz tesselations corresponding to polyhedra 
Schwarz Case Venex Angles/1t Associated Polyhedron 
(},},k) Dipyramids 
1 
(},},~) 
2 (1 1 1) 2'3'3 Triakis Octahedron 
3 
(2 1 1) 
3'3'3 Triakis Tetrahedron 
4 
(1 1 1) 2'3'4 Hexakis Octahedron 
5 (t,t,t) Triakis Hexahedron 
6 (},!,t) Hexakis Icosahedron 
7 
(2 l 1 ) 5'3'3 Triakis Icosahedron 
8 (t,t,t) Pentakis Dodecahedron 
11 (t,t,t) Icosahedron 
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branch point on a single tile which may, in general, reside in the interior or on one of the 
edges or vertices. 
Considering a Schwarz spherical triangle, defined by vertex angles 0"1 ) .. 2,A3)7t, 
the Gauss-Bonnet theorem implies that the number F of tiles and the numbers E and Vj of 
edges and vertices of each type j = 1,2,3 per sheet in the resulting tesselation are given by 
F =..8.. 
A 
where 
E=~ 
A 
V . = 4Aj , J 
A 
(4.34) 
(4.35) 
With (bj)I=1 ' (b'k)~~1 and (b"dl':'1 denoting the sets of orders of the branch points 
distributed at the vertices {Aj7t }1=1 and on the edges and face, respectively, of a single tile 
(where a zero order indicates absence of a branch point at that site), equation (4.10) 
becomes 
(4.36) 
Inserting equation (4.34) then gives the condition 
3 N' N" L A' ~ + L b'k + 2 L bill = A 
j=1 J bj + 1 k=1 b'k + 1 1=1 bill + 1 ' (4.37) 
bj 
reflecting the weighting of each branch point contribution bj+ 1 by the angles Aj7t,7t or 
27t, respectively, subtended by the tile at the point. 
Hence each 'regular' IPMS generated by a Schwarz triangle tiling (as opposed to a 
derivative tiling thereof) corresponds to a non-negative integer set satisfying equation 
(4.37) for the case 1 (with polar angle 7t/n, n ~ 2), 2,4, or 6. The exhaustive list of 
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solution sets of this equation for these cases is given in Table 4.2. Note that no non-
trivial solutions exist in cases 2 and 6 and in case 1 for n=7 and n ~ 9. 
Each of the solutions involving branch points on edges and/or faces yields a 
multiplicity of classes of possible IPMS given by the set of distinct allocations of the edge 
branch points and the choices of the (symmetry) operations defining the branch point 
propagation over the three edges. 
4.3 Regular class surfaces 
In the preceding section we derived necessary conditions for a complex function 
to give rise to an IPMS in the 'regular' class via the Weierstrass equations. Strict 
constraints exist between the number and orders of the branch points specifying the 
complex (Weierstrass) function. Further, the symmetries of the resulting IPMS can be 
deduced from the symmetries of the branch point distribution, which are related to the 
underlying spherical tesselation. 
In this section we use these distributions to explicity derive IPMS within the 
regular class, and deduce the geometry and symmetries of the surfaces. This is achieved 
by interpreting the global Riemann surface structure corresponding to the regular branch 
point distribution in terms of the real space properties of the surface it generates. 
4.3.1 Global Riemann surface structure 
(a) P lane lines of curvature and linear asymptotes 
The set of branch point distributions listed in Table 4.2 represents all IPMS 
candidates generated from Schwarz triangle tesselations. In order to lead to a possible 
IPMS, in each case there ~ust exist a generalised geodesic polygon consisting of a union 
of the underlying Schwarz triangles continuous on the Riemann surface for which the 
bounding (geodesic) edges are images of plane lines of curvature or linear asymptotes 
and generate the entire Riemann surface by reflection. Consider a general surface normal 
vector imaged at infinity in the complex plane, and a ray segment emanating at an angle <I> 
Table 4.2 - Branch points set solutions. Here <I> denotes the empty set, and the vertex only 
solutions { {bj} I= I ,<I> ,<I> I listed flrst in each case are abbreviated as {bj} I= 1 . 
Case 
No . (1,,1,1,,2,1,,3) 
{ {bj}I=1 . {b' } N' {b" }N"l k k=1 • 1 1=1 
I 111) 2'2'n n 
2 ( 1.2,5 ) ; ( <t> . ( 1.1 ), <t> } , ( (0,1.1 ), ( 1 ), <t> }, ( (O,O,2), (2) ,<t> } , ( (0,0,1 ), (3 ), <t> } ; ( <t> , <t> , (1 ) } . 
3 (O,3.7},( 0,4,4},(O,5,3 },(O,8 .2) , ( I,S,O); ( <t> ,(2},<t» , ((O,O,I),( 1 }, <t> }. 
4 (003,1 };(<t>,(I},<t». 
5 (O,1.3},(O,4,O). 
6 (O,I,l},(O,2,O) . 
8 (O. l.O) . 
4 (1.,1.,1.) 2 3 4 (O,1.0} ,( O,O,2). 
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from a point lying over it on one of the s sheets of the Riemann surface. This ray 
corresponds to a plane line of curvature or linear asymptote provided the condition 
e-i4$ R(e-i2$ 0)) = ± R(O) (4.38) 
derived from equation (4.23) is satisfied for that branch of the Weierstrass function . For 
the regular class of IPMS the number of sheets s = lcm{ bi + 1 li=l is the least common 
multiple of the local Gauss map degrees at the branch points, with the s branches of the 
Weierstrass function defined by ei'VpR such that 'l'p = ~:- p, p=O, .. . ,s-l, where R is given 
s 
by the form (4.14) or (4.15) subject to the constraint (4.10). The b+ 1 points of branch 
point order b ~ 0 lying over this general surface normal vector partition the set of s values 
s 
of p into equivalence classes modulo b+ 1 of b+ 1 points: 
< r > = (p:r=p mod b!d = (b!1 m+r , m=O, ... ,b} , r=O'···'b!l - 1 (4.39) 
Substituting equations (4.14) or (4.15) subject to the constraint (4.10) , for angles 
o $ <l>r < 21t(b+ 1) tracing the b+ 1 sheets of the Riemann surface pinned at the rlh branch 
point of order b, the corresponding function ei'V'R satisfies equation (4.38) only if the 
necessary branch point symmetry condition 
(4.40) 
is supplemented by the condition 
p { $, b+2 + 'V,) = + 1 
e,"\ b+l - (4.41 ) 
As expected, this pair of equations reverts to the equations (4.27)-(4.28) for the case r=O 
considered in the local analysis of the previous paper. So the spectrum of plane line of 
s 
curvature and linear asymptote images on the Riemann surface at the b+ 1 branch points 
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order b superposed in the complex plane are the geodesic arcs emanating from the point at 
angles in the set 
<Pr = (g:~~mt -2f r) , mr=O, ... ,4(b+2)-1, r=O, .. . ,b!t -1 (4.42) 
(where the parity of mr distinguishes the two types of curve) about which the branch 
point distribution is symmetric. 
Thus with the branch point distribution generated from a single underlying tile, 
the set of geodesic arcs about which this distribution is symmetric is precisely the 
congruence classes in the tesselation of the tile edges over which the branch points are 
propagated by reflection (as opposed to composition of this operation with reflection in 
any existing internal symmetry axes of the tile). 
Suppose that a flat point normal vector image resides on a tile boundary which is 
a reflection axis of the distribution. Let A7t denote the angle between adjacent reflection 
axes at this point. If the point lies on an edge, A7t = 7t, otherwise the point is situated at a 
vertex and A7t is that vertex angle of the tile (or twice this value if the other tile edge 
meeting there is not a reflection axis). Then at the rth of the b! 1 branch points of order 
b, lying over this point on the Riemann surface, the family of plane line of curvature or 
linear asymptote images is given by the solution set of equation (4.42) for 
<Pr = nrA7t, that is, 
n A = (b.±.l) (mr _ 2r) 
r b+2 2 s 
Defining the greatest common divisor 
gcd (t,2(b+2)) : b is even 
2gcd (~, (b+2)) : b is odd 
(4.43) 
(4.44) 
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equation (4.43) possess integral solutions nr and mr provided r is an element of the set 
f 
s = \ r=O, ... , b! 1 - 1 (4.45) 
~ 
(of which r=0 (mod b+ 1) is one such member). The general solution in this case is then 
.1 (b+ 1) 4 .1 (b+ 1) 4 .1 (b+ 1) 
nr==A--q- A mO m _2(b+2)q _.!.!<A---=,---rrn9 (qE '7J ) o sO r, r - 0 - s 0 '''or ~ (4.46) 
where (n?, m?) is any particular integral solution of the equation 
2(b+2)n? _.1 (b+l ) m? = 0 
A 
(4.47) 
The set of angles <l>r on the b+ 1 sheets pinned at the rth branch point is then given by the 
family of nrA1t modulo 21t(b+ 1), generated by 20 consecutive values of the integer q. 
Equations (4.43)- (4.47) specify the local structure required of the plane line of 
curvature and linear asymptote images above a particular point on the tile reflection 
boundary, commensurate with the boundary angle subtended there. The underlying tiling 
then ensures that from this local structure, a consistent global identification of these 
images on the entire Riemann surface can be made for the solutions of equation (4.37) 
listed in Table 4.2. This implies the existence of a closed (possibly self-intersecting) 
circuit on the Riemann surface, uniquely specified up to congruence by its set of vertices 
{ {OOuv }~;:' l )~= l . Here the index u distinguishes the U subsets of vertices which are 
symmetrically equivalent (possibly identical) - that is, related by reflection in the 
tesselation and possessing the same local structure of plane line of curvature and linear 
asymptote images. At each of these V u vertices the angle subtended by the circuit is the 
angle of intersection of these special curve images, given from equation (4.46) to be 
(4.48) 
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where the subscript u represents the common branch point order bu and tile boundary 
angle Au at these vertices. Equivalently, consistent global identification ensures that, of 
the total number of the special curve images residing above all Tu symmetrically 
equivalent points of type u in the tesselation, the fraction utilised by the circuit at the V u 
such vertices is constant i.e. independent of u. This fraction is 
(4.49) 
where I Su i ~ 1 is the number of elements of the set S in equation (4.45) for this value of 
The criterion for a branch point distribution derived from a solution listed in Table 
4.2 to yield an IPMS candidate then reduces to the requirement that the corresponding 
circuit bounds a fraction f2 of the total Riemann surface area 41ts over the unit sphere 
equal to fl. The area of this region (comprising some number of the underlying geodesic 
tiles) is specified in terms of the circuit vertex angles ~4>u by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, 
implying 
(4.50) 
Equating the above expressions for f1 and f2 then produces, via equation (4.48), the 
condition 
(4.51) 
Recall that each solution of equation (4.37) involving branch points on tile edges 
leads to a multiplicity of possible IPMS families corresponding to the branch point 
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configurations of distinct symmetries. However the quantities in equation (4.51) are 
identical for all such possibilities, hence either all or none of these are permitted by this 
criterion. 
(b) Rotation and roto-inversion symmetries 
Having fully specified the plane line of curvature and linear asymptote structure of 
the surfaces derived from solutions in Table 4.2, it remains to classify the rotation and 
roto-inversion symmetries of those surfaces satisfying the resulting consistency equation 
(4.51). 
Consider first pure rotational symmetry. Under this symmetry operation the 
surface is mapped onto itself under clockwise rotation through an angle <P' about the z-
axis if the condition 
( ~ )(e,+m) = cos <P' sin <P ' 0 )( ~ ) (m) -sin <P' cos <P' 0 (4 .52) 
0 0 1 
equivalent to equation (4.30), is satisfied. On substitution of the representation (4.1 ) this 
geometrical condition reduces to the functional equation 
e-i2cp· R(e-Wro) = R(ro) (4.53) 
For the regular class of IPMS the solution of this equation yields the criteria (4.31)-
(4.33) governing the perpendicular rotational symmetry of the surface about a particular 
point of order b ~ 0 which, with respect to the chosen orientation, has vertical normal 
vector imaged at infinity in the closed complex plane. Further, if this z-axis direction 
coincides with that of a labyrinth axis of the minimal surface, equation (4.53) gives the 
rotational symmetry angle of the surface about this line. In general, in order for the 
Weierstrass functional form (4.15) (in conjunction with the constraint (4.10)) to obey this 
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equation, the necessary condition (4.31) must be satisfied simultaneously with the 
equation 
(4.54) 
(where as previous 'Vp = ~,,1t p, P = O, ... ,s-l ) or equivalently 
<p' = (~:i)(2m'1t -2~ p) (m' E~) . (4.55) 
The factor eiljlp is introduced here to account for the possibility that, in passing from w to 
e-icp 'w, the corresponding Weierstrass function value is forced to change sheets on the 
Riemann surface. Thus in rotating about the flat point of order b under consideration 
p=O, hence the previous result (4.33) is recovered and the basic rotational symmetry 
angle (b~'l) on the surface is (b12) 21t. On the other hand, rotation about the labyrinth 
axis parallel to this flat point normal vector through an angle <P' satisfying equation (4.3 1) 
necessarily induces a ~hange of sheets in the Riemann surface traversal, hence p;tO and 
the off-surface rotational symmetry angle in real space is the minimum value of <P' in 
equation (4.55) consistent with the symmetry angle of the branch point distribution and 
the known p value. 
Since the representation (4.1 ) is specific to the arbitrary choice of normal vector 
orientation applied to the minimal surface, the distinction must be made between off-
surface and on-surface roto-inversion symmetries. Analysing first a general off-surface 
roto-inversion, the surface is imaged to itself on composition of a clockwise rotation of 
<p" about the z-axis with inversion in the origin provided 
cos<p" 
-sin<p " 
o 
sin<p" 
cos<p" 
o 
o 
o 
1 
(4.56) 
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which reduces to the equation 
_1 e-i2CP"R (-e-W ) = R(ro) 
ro4 ro (4.57) 
This relation is, in tum, satisfied for an IPMS in the regular class if the branch point 
distribution possesses this symmetry, that is, the polar branch points have equal order 
i.e. bl =bn=b~, with the finite non-zero branch points having the property 
{ 
.cp,,} -e~i = {rod ' bi constant , 
(4.58) 
and further 
,b 2) n-I b; .( .," + -Ilt- 'f -
e b+1 = II ro.bi+1 . 
i=2 I 
(4.59) 
Thus in general the angle of roto-inversion symmetry of the surface about a labyrinth axis 
coinciding with the z-axis and inversion point situated at the origin, is the minimal value 
solution 4>" of equation (4.59), if it exists. For the special case in which 4>" = 1t the two-
fold roto-inversion reduces to on-surface mirror symmetry in the plane z=O, with the 
subsequent condition 
n-l b; II ro.bi+1 =1 
i=2 I 
(4.60) 
which recalls the previous criterion for a plane line of curvature, derived from the positive 
root of equation (4.25) on setting nl=n2=O· 
The criterion for on-surface symmetry at a point of order b with vertical normal 
vector under rotation of 4>'" about this normal line (the z-axis) and inversion in the point 
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(imaged at the origin) is obtained by negating the right hand sides of equations (4.52)-
(4.54), in conjuction with the necessary condition (4.31). This yields the condition 
d~ .. , b+2 + '1' \ 1 
e,\ b+l P)= - , (4.61) 
where now, as distinct from the on-surface rotational symmetry case, p*,O and 
consequently b>O. Hence on-surface roto-inversion is exhibited at this (flat) point if 
equation (4.61) possesses a solution consistent with branch point structure; the basic 
$'" 
rotation angle (b+ 1) then corresponding to the minimal such value. Note in particular 
that if ei'l'p = - 1 then the composite symmetry decouples into rotational symmetry at angle 
<1>' and inversion symmetry. 
Finally consider the orientation preserving composite symmetry of two-fold 
rotation about the y-axis followed by clockwise rotation of <I> about the z-axis, for which 
the condition is 
x (-COS<l> sin<l> 0 ) ( ) ( ~ )h;;')~ sin$ cos$ 0 ~ (00) . 
o 0 -1 
(4.62) 
Via the representation (4.1) the associated Weierstrass functional equation is 
_1 e-i2~R(-e-i~) = R(ro) . 
ro4 ro 
(4.63) 
The regular class functional form is a solution of equation (4.63) provided bl=bn=b~O 
and the remaining branch points satisfy 
{ -~:~ } = (rod ' bi constant , (4.64) 
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subject to 
i(1t-cp ---±- -{b 2) n-l bi 
e b+l = II OO.bi+l (4.65) 
i=2 I 
Note that this latter constraint is identical to equation (4.59), the analogous constraint for 
off-surface rotation-inversion symmetry. 
4.3.2 Regular class solutions for the Schwarz triangles 
The branch point distributions derived from solution sets in Table 4.2 which 
satisfy the necessary condition (4.51) are displayed in Figures la-23a of Appendix D. In 
each case the shaded region represents the generalised geodesic polygon which generates 
the Riemann surface with all edges appropriately identified as plane line of curvature or 
linear asymptote images. Continued reflection of this region across its bounding arcs 
gives the complete family of these surface curve images on the tesselated Riemann 
surface, specified by equations (4.43)-(4.47). 
The corresponding Weierstrass functions for the IPMS are obtained by 
substitution of the set looill=l into the relevant functional form (4.14) or (4.15). The 
branch point distributions I ooill= 1 are determined as follows. The two solutions arising 
from Schwarz case 4 (for which the only possible symmetry operations defining branch 
point propagation over each tile boundary are edge reflections) lead to branch points at the 
~ and ~ vertices of the tesselation , situated at the sets of eight and six points 
{(~! 1) ei M21t .. Me 7J} { . 1t . M1t} (f h' u . ... (£. and Q,oo ,el 4" • elT: M e ~ respectively or t IS 
orientation). The remaining solutions pertain to Schwarz case 1, for which a general 
point 00, interior to a tile with polar angle ~ , possesses 4n images in the tesselated 
complex plane. If the branch points are propagated by edge reflection then these images 
- · 21t - 1 
are the group generated by the three reflection operations 00-700, OO-7el n 00 ,oo~: 00 
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The degenerate case in which a generator is rendered an identity gives a set of 2n edge 
points. Thus the image set of 00 E lR (respectively ei~ lR) is {{A, l} ei 2~1t : 
where A E lR (respectively ei ~lR), while 1001= 1 yields the set {{ ei9 ,e-i9} ei 2~1t : 
where 0 ~ e < 21t. Double degeneracies in turn produce the set of n vertices at ei 2~1t or 
. (2M +1) 1t 
e
1 
n . On the other hand, if unit circle reflection is replaced by composition of this 
operation with reflection in the internal symmetry axis argoo = ..1L of the tile then the 4n 
2n 
generic images are 
In this case these exists only two degenerate cases, both consisting of 2n points. If 
00 E lR then the above set reduces to {(A, 1 ei~} ei 2~1t : ME;Z:}, while 00 = ei ~ ~ 
generates the special points ei (2M+l)1t . 
2n 
These cases exhaust the image sets of all types of branch point positions in Table 
4.2 under all possible edge propagation operations. The Weierstrass functions associated 
with the Riemann surfaces of Figures la-23a can be trivially calculated from these 
distributions; they are listed in rows 1-23 of Table 4.3. 
The plane lines of curvature and linear asymptotes defining the corresponding 
FHichenstiicke in R3 are illustrated relative to their bounding cells in Figures 1 b-23b of 
Appendix D. In the higher symmetry examples of IPMS, these geodesic arcs form a 
closed circuit about the faces of the bounding cell, in which case the form of the resulting 
FHichenstiick is obvious. In other examples, these arcs do not close up, however the 
form of the Flachenstiick can be deduced from the Gauss map. 
The nature of the Weierstrass representation dictates that any systematic 
construction algorithm for IPMS be based upon considerations of the Gauss map. 
Table 4.3 - Weierstrass functions corresponding to the Riemann surfaces of Figures la-32a 
R(oo) 
1 (008 - 14004 + 1)-112 
2 (00(004 + 1))-213 
3 (008 + 1)-112 
4 (00(006 + 1))-112 
5 (006 + 1 )-213 
6 00-3/4 (005 + 1)-112 
7 00-1/2 (004 + 1)-3/4 
8 {oo8_(A4+ 14)004 + 1 r12 : O<A< 1 ~A4+ 14 >2 
9 (008 - 2cos48 004 + 1 )-1/2 : 0 < 8 < ~ ~ -2 < 2 cos48 < 2 
1 0 1 (008 + (_A4 + 14) 004 - 1 t12 : 0 < A < 1 ~ _A4 + 14 > 0 
1 1 1 00-7/8 (003 + 1)-3/4 
1 2 1 (003 _ 1)-1/2 (003 + 1)-5/6 
131 (00 (006 + (-A3 + 1 3)003 -1) r12 : 0<A<1~-A3+ 13>0 
1 4 1 (00 ( 006 - (A 3 + 13) 003 + 1) r 12 : 0 < A < 1 ~ A 3 + 13 > 2 
1 5 1 (00 (006 -2cos38 003 + 1) }1/2 : 0 < 8 < ~ ~ -2 < 2cos38 < 2 
1 6 ( ffi6 + (-A3 + ~3 ) ffi3 - 1 } 2!3 0 < A < 1 => _A3 + 13 > 0 
1 7 (ffi8_((A2+ ~2)-(B2+ ~2)~6_((A2+ ~2~B2+ ~2 }2)<u4_ ((A2+ ~2 ) - (B2+ ~2 )~2+ 1t 12: O<A,B<1 
18 (ffi8_ 2( cos281 +cos282~6 + 2( 2cos28 1 cos282+ 1 )ffi4 -2( cos28 1 +cos282~2+ 1 )-112: 0<81<82<11: 
19 (ffi81(-A21 ~2)-(-B21 ;2 ))<u6_((-A21 ~2~-B2+ ~2 )+2)ffi4 _(( -A2 1 ~2 }( -B2+ ; 2))ffi2+ 1 t12: O<A,B<1 
20 (ffi
8
-2/ I-t-l-)R~ffi2 }cu6+(4-1_ (Re(ffi2)f +1 ffi212 +_ I_ )ffi4-2/ 1-l_ I_ )Re(ffi2)ffi2+ 1 )-112: ffiO£([ 
\ 1 ffi512 0 1 ffi512 0 0 1 ffi512 \ 1 ffi512 0 
2 1 (ffi
8
-2/ 1-_1_)R~ffi2~6+(-~(Re(ffi2W ~ ffi212 + _ 1- ku4+2/ 1-_1_)R~ffi2 }cu2+ 1)-112: ffio£([ 
\ 1 ffi512 0 1 ffi512 0 0 1 ffi512 J \ 1 ffi512 0 
22 (1ffi41-A21 ~2r2-1 )t!3 O<A<l => _A2 + ~2 > 0 
23 I ffi- l/~ffi4_ 2cos28ffi2+ 1 )-3/4 0<8<li. => -2<2cos28<2 
2 
8 
24-29 
( (j) -21 I (j)7 +4(1 +l2)(j)6_2(31 I +4(3)(j)5+2(3+4t2+8t4)(j)4 ((j)8_ II (j)6 + 12(j)4 _ 13(j)2 + 14)-1/2 
3 2 rl/2 
-2(311+413)(j) + 4(1+l2)(j) - 2tl(j) + 1 
4 4 4 4 
where II = I cos9i , 12 = I cos9 icos9j , 13 = I COS9icos9jCos9k , 14 = n COS9i 
i=1 i,j=1 i,j,k=1 i=1 
i<j i<j<k 
cos91 COS92 COS93 cos94 cos91=A2 cos92=B2 cos93=C2 COS94=D2 
24 O<9 1<1t O<92<1t O<93<1t O<94<1t A£IR B £ IR C£ IR D£IR 
25 !<A-t-i-) 2 A O<92<1t 0<93<1t 0<94<1t A £ iIR I3£IR C£ IR D£IR 
-1<A<1 
!<A-t-i-) 1-<B-t-i-) 
26 2 A 2 B O<93<1t O<94<1t A £iIR B £ iIR C£ IR D£ IR 
-1<A<l -1<B<1 
27 I<r+t)cos9 1-<r~)cos9 2 r 1 (A-t-i-) 2 A 1 (B+l) 2 B r2ei2O r2e-i2O C £ iIR D£iIR 
' I ( I) ' 9 +1- r-- sIn 2 r ':!-< I ) ' 9 -I r-- sIn 2 r ' 
- I<A< I - 1<B<1 0<9<~ 
O<r< 1 
0<9<1t 
--- ----- - -
, 
- ---
28 ~r+f)cosS ~r+f)cosS 1 (A-tl-) 2 A 0<S4<rr r2e i29 r2e-i29 C£ iIR D£IR 
-I ( 1) - S +1- r-- SIn 2 r -:!-< I )-S -I r-- SIn 2 r -l<A<I O<S<K 2 
O<r<1 
O<S<rr 
29 :!-<rl +t-)cosS I 2 I l(rl+t-)cosSI 2 I 1(r2+t-)cosS2 2 2 :!-<r2+t-)coSS2 2 2 rrei291 r2e -i291 I r~ei292 r2e-i292 2 
-I ( I ) - S -1( I)-S +il(r2-t-)sinS2 -:!-< I ) - S O<SI<~ 0<S2<~ +1- rl -- SIn I -1- rl-- SIll I -I r2-- SIn 2 2 rl 2 rl 2 2 2 r2 
O<rl<1 0<r2<1 
O<SI<rr 0<S2<rr 
30-32 (ooB - tloo6 + t2oo4 - TIoo2 + 1)-112 
4 4 
where tl= I Zf t2= I z?'z?' , I J 
i=1 i.j=1 
i<j 
ZT q Z~ za 
30 ei291 ei292 ei293 ei294 = e-i2(91+(h+93) 
31 r2ei29 
~i29 
r2 ei293 ei294 = e-i2(29+93) 
~i291 ~i292 = i. e-i291 
32 rrei291 r2 r~ei292=r~e - i291 r2 r~ I 
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Accordingly the algorithm gives no information regarding surface properties to which the 
Gauss map is insensitive, such as existence of self-intersections or Bonnet transform 
associate IPMS. While a number of these Flachenstticke generate self-intersections on 
repeated reflection and rotation, the full set has been retained here for completeness. The 
e = ~ adjoint Flachensttick of the Bonnet family, obtained by introducing a 
multiplicative factor of i to the tabulated Weierstrass functions, is illustrated in each case 
in Figures lc-23c of Appendix D. It is derived from the original Gauss map image 
simply by interchanging the plane line of curvature and linear asymptote labelling. No 
further analysis of the associate surfaces is given, other than to note that for the regular 
class of IPMS the parameter range may be reduced to 0 ~ e < ~",1t without loss of 
generality since the s branches of the Weierstrass functional form (4.14) or (4.15) are 
generated by the factors eiljlp. The Flachensttick is not given in cases where the branch 
point distribution exhibits extra symmetries with respect to a generic distribution in that 
family, but for which the surface possesses no additional real space symmetries. 
Further, the adjoint FlachenstUck is not given in cases for which it is either identical to 
the original surface on reorientation ("self-adjoint"), or more generally, defines a 
continuous family of sUrfaces identical to that of the original. 
The existence of a particular IPMS implies the existence of lower symmetry IPMS 
families derived by crystallographic distortion. The number of derivative surface families 
of reduced symmetry is given by the number of possible distinct distortions of the 
original surface compatible with this symmetry. Each single distortion represents an 
additional degree of freedom in the dimensions of the bounding cell corresponding to 
introduction of a variable real parameter to the existing branch point distribution and 
hence to the Weierstrass function . This study is limited to the regular class of IPMS, 
thus reduced symmetry relatives of some listed surfaces do not appear where the 
distortions result in an irregular branch point distribution. In these cases only the most 
highly symmetric members of the family are 'regular', the generic surface resides in the 
irregular class. 
", 
,-, 
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(a) Description of the IPMS families 
Figures Ib and lc are the D surface and adjoint P surface of cubic symmetry 
discovered last century by Schwarz I5 . Stretching of the bounding cell in the venical 
direction yields the tetragonal surface family pair tD(=1) and tP, illustrated in Figures 8b 
and 8c and analysed previously by Lidin and Hyde IO•I6 . A further distonion of the 
tetragonal cell in either of the two perpendicular directions results in the two-parameter 
surface families oDb and oPb of Figures 17b and 17 c which are thus orthorhombic 
distortions of the original cubic surfaces. I I A second pair of orthorhombic derivative 
families, oDa and oPa, (displayed in Figures 20c and 20b) exists, owing to the two 
distinct ways in which the to and tP surfaces may be bounded by a parallelopiped unit. ll 
On rhombohedral distortion of this pair of cubic surfaces the resulting family is self-
adjoint, that is, D and P define the same one-parameter rhombohedral family, denoted 
rPD, given in Figure 13bll . In all of these cases the Riemann surface is double-sheeted 
so s=2 and hence the genus g=3. 
Figure 2a represents the only other possible regular branch point distribution 
arising from the Schwarz case 4 tesselation, yielding a three-sheeted Riemann surface. 
This gives rise to the cubic I-WP surface of Figure 2b, having genus 4, and the adjoint 
Stessman surface of Figure 2c which possesses self-intersectons I7 . As opposed to the 
situation for the D and P surfaces, all reduced symmetry distortions of the 1-WP surface 
lie outside the regular class of IPMS. This is apparent from Figure 2a: any spherical 
geodesic polygon generated by repeated reflection of the cubic I-WP polygon and 
bounded only by edges of a reduced symmetry Schwarz tesselation does not tile three 
sheets. 
Figure 9b is a general Flachenstiick of the (one-parameter) tetragonal CLP family 
likewise discovered by Schwarz l5 . The family is imaged to itself under the adjoint 
transfonnation, and in particular the special case illustrated in Figure 3a for which the 
equatorial branch points are evenly spaced corresponds to the fixed point of this 
transformation. (Thus this CLP surface is the only one that is strictly self-adjoint.) 
Stretching of the bounding unit in either of the two horizontal directions breaks the 
, -,-
= 
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symmetry of the branch point distribution with respect to interchange of plane line of 
curvature and linear asymptote images, displayed in Figure 18a. This reduction in 
symmetry introduces the distinction between the two-parameter families defining the 
general orthorhombic CLP surface and its adjoint (denoted oCLP' and oCLP), given in 
Figures 18b and 18c, respectively. Equivalently this distinction is evident from the two 
choices of parallelopiped unit bounding the tetragonal CLP surface. Again the double-
sheeted Riemann surface implies a genus of 3 for these families. 
The previously discovered IPMS remaining in this regular class list are the genus 
3 hexagonal surfaces18. The Flachensttick of the one-parameter (hexagonal) hCLP 
family is shown in Figure 15b. By analogy with the tetragonal CLP case, the adjoint 
surface family replicates the original hCLP family, with the special member having an 
equally spaced branch point distribution around the unit circle, displayed in Figure 4a, 
being precisely self-adjoint (up to reorientation). However, in contrast to the tetragonal 
case, hexagonal symmetry dictates that the hCLP family give rise to self-intersections on 
repeated rotation. Similarly the hexagonal surface family (denoted H' ) illustrated in 
Figure 14b produces self-intersections on rotation. This is not the case though for the 
adjoint surface family, with general Flachensttick given in Figure 14c, which 
corresponds to the (hexagonal) H surface of Schwarz. 
Of the other eleven regular branch point distributions (which reduce to ten as 
Figure 7a is a special case of Figure 23a), one represents an intersection-free IPMS, four 
give IPMS with self-intersections while the remaining five possess non-crystallographic 
generic Flachensrucke. Hence in these latter cases no IPMS exists; continued reflection 
and rotation about the bounding mirror planes and two-fold axes will produce self-
intersections of arbitrarily high density in space, despite the fact that the corresponding 
Gauss map images reproduce identical superpositions of the original Riemann surfaces. 
Thus in the sense that these surfaces possess normal vector periodicity in the absence of 
any real space periodicity (Le. orientational order alone), they may represent structures of 
physical interest and have been retained here. 
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We now analyse these ten new cases in detail. The branch point distribution of 
Figure 23a gives the one-parameter surface family with generic FHichensttick illustrated in 
Figure 23b. As the Riemann surface is four-sheeted, each member of the family is 
exactly self-adjoint (up to reorientation). On repeated reflection and rotation this 
FlachenstUck generates an intersection-free IPMS of genus 5. We call this surface the V-
shaped Alternate Layers (VAL) surface. The labyrinth networks defined by this IPMS 
consist of parallel (horizontal) layers of zig-zag tunnels (alternately V -up and V -down), 
with alternate layers joined by a set of (vertical) straight tunnels running through the 
surface, as well as a set of oblique zig-zag tunnels (Figure 4.2). 
Note that the branch point distribution is invariant under the transformation 
w ~ =.1., that is, b i = b6 = 1 and the third order branch points have the property w 
{w-l. }~ = (Wdr=2 , hence the symmetry condition (4.64) is satisfied here for <p = 0. 1 1=2 
Further, the supplementary constraint (4.65) implies <p = t (3-m) where m=O,1,2,3 , thus 
<p = ° is a solution, corresponding to m=3. So in addition to the plane lines of curvature 
and linear asymptotes, the surface possesses a two-fold rotation axis parallel to the y-
axis. This axis is hence parallel to, and lying midway between, the horizontal linear 
asymptote pair in Figure 23b, and intersects the surface at the point with normal vector 
lying along this line, imaged at w=i. The fact that the surface defines a one-parameter 
family, as opposed to the· general two-parameter orthorhombic surface cases of previous, 
implies that only two dimensions of the bounding parallelopiped unit may be specified 
arbitrarily. This is apparent from Figure 23a,b since the regularity criterion demands that 
the surface normal vectors at the first order flat points be vertical. Thus the generic 
orthorhombic VAL surface, for which this constraint is relaxed, lies outside the regular 
class (and is parametrised in Chapter 5). Figure 7a represents the special case, 
possessing no additional symmetries, in which all edge lengths are coupled by the extra 
requirement that the four order three flat point surface normals are mutually 
perpendicular. 
- --
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Fig. 4.2 Diagram of the two interpenetrating labyrinth networks (denoted by 
the solid and striped lines ) for one-half of the translational unit of the new 
orthorhombic VAL IPMS. The full translational unit is obtained by mirror 
reflection in the top or bottom face of the orthorhombic cell. 
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The new cases of Figures 5, 11 and 12 all produce self-intersecting hexagonal 
IPMS, denoted hIl, hI2 and hI3 , respectively. The spherical geodesic polygons (Figures 
5a and 11a) tesselating the three and eight-sheeted Riemann surfaces, respectively, are 
bounded by a single connected circuit, so the corresponding FHichenstiicke are bounded 
by plane lines of curvature and/or linear asymptotes. However, this is not the case for 
the surface derived from Figure 12a, where the 'polygon' is delimited by two great 
circles closed but disjoint on the six-sheeted Riemann surface. Each great circle is the 
Gauss map image of a linear asymptote and perpendicular plane line of curvature pair, the 
endpoints of which are identified on lattice translation of the unit. Also note that in all 
three cases the branch points reside on vertices of the Schwarz tesselation, so there are no 
degrees of freedom present in the resulting surfaces. In these cases the vertical edge 
length of the bounding hexagonal prism is coupled to the equilateral triangle dimension. 
The geodesic 'polygon' of Figure 16a is bounded by three complete and disjoint 
great circles, enclosing half of the three-sheeted Riemann surface. It defines the pair of 
one-parameter rhombohedral IPMS families (denoted rIl and rII' ) generated by the 
FHichenstiicke of Figures 16b and 16c, both of which lead to self-intersections. To check 
that the branch point distribution is consistent with this rhombohedral symmetry, note 
{e
j1t
/
3 } { } 21t. that the six order two branch points possess the property (OJ = (OJ and hence <p = 3 
is a solution of equation (4.58) here. The general solution <p = ~ (I-m) (for m=O,I ,2) 
of equation (4.59) likewise yields <p = ~ so the required off-surface three-fold roto-
inversion symmetry exists. 
The distribution of Figure 6a gives the Flachenstiick illustrated in Figure 6b 
which is exactly self-adjoint since the Riemann surface is four-sheeted, and represents the 
pentagonal analogue of the exactly self-adjoint special cases of the tetragonal eLP and 
(hexagonal) heLP surfaces corresponding to Figures 3a and 4a, and is thus termed the 
peLP surface. The general one-parameter pentagonal family, resulting from an arbitrary 
stretching of the bounding prism in the vertical direction, and analogous to the tetragonal 
and hexagonal families of Figures 9b and 15b, yields an irregular distribution of first 
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order branch points around the unit circle, thus residing in the irregular class (and 
parametrised in Chapter 5). While the unit sphere admits five-fold symmetry, this is not 
the case for the Euclidean space groups, thus the pCLP surface is non-crystallographic 
and ultimately leads to a dense fIlling of space on reflection and rotation. 
The four remaining branch point distributions of Figures lOa, 19a, 2la and 22a 
similarly give rise to non-crystallographic minimal surfaces. Figure lOb is the general 
FHichensttick of the self-adjoint one-parameter family of catenoids bounded by coaxial 
square frames rotated by 1t/4 relative to each other. Again the constraints (4.64)-(4.65) 
verify that the surface does in fact possess symmetry on two-fold rotation about the y-
axis followed by clockwise rotation of 1t/4 about the z-axis. 
Figures 19b and 19c define a pair of two-parameter surface families which are 
non-crystallographic generalisations of the one-parameter tD and tP families of Figures 
8b and 8c, respectively, recovering the original surfaces in the limit A=B of the 
Weierstrass function in row 19 of Table 4.3. The new FHichensttick is derived via 
double rotation (respectively reflection) of the tD(respectively tP) FHichensttick such that 
the composite symmetry of two-fold rotation about the y-axis followed by clockwise 
rotation of 1t/2 about the z-axis is retained in the absence of the c-edge two-fold axis 
(respectively c-face mirror plane). In particular, Figure 19c gives the family of catenoids 
bounded by coaxial rectangles rotated by 1t/2 relative to each other. Just as the two 
distinct possible choices of parallelopiped bounding unit for the tD and tP surfaces yield 
two distinct orthorhombic derivative families in each case, there exists a second pair of 
non-crystallographic two-parameter derivative surface families possessing identical 
symmetries, given in Figures 21b and 21c. As expected, the limit R~ro6) = 0 of the 
Weierstrass functions (in rows 20 and 21 of Table 4.3) is that of the tD surface (in row 8) 
on replacement of ro by ei7t/4 ro, which effects a two-dimensional rotation of 1t/4 on the 
coordinate representation (4.1), together with multiplication of the Weierstrass function 
by i, giving that of the tP surface. 
Finally, the branch point distribution of Figure 22a (with associated geodesic 
'polygon' defmed as that half of the three-sheeted Riemann surface bounded by the two 
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closed and disjoint 3rc/2 lunes) gives rise to the pair of one-parameter surface families 
shown in Figures 22b and 22c, which likewise possess the composite symmetry of two-
fold rotation about the y-axis followed by rc/2 rotation about the Z-axis. 
Note that, while the surfaces derived from Figures 19,21 and 22 are generically 
non-crystallographic, there are a countable infinity of special cases in which a 
translational unit containing only a finite number of surface self-intersections exists, 
corresponding to rational values of the rectangle edge length ratio b/a. 
4.3.3 Schwarz derivative tesselations 
The above analysis exhausts 'regular' IPMS generated by Schwarz triangle 
tesselations. The complete set of such IPMS is then obtained by extending the basis to all 
derivative tilings of those Schwarz cases which are consistent with the ' regularity ' 
criterion, namely cases 1 (with polar angle *" ' n ~ 2 ), 2,4 and 6. The admission of 
derivative tilings only requires modification of the tesselation counting arguments which 
lead to equation (4.37) and yield the solutions listed in Table 4.2. The analysis of the 
distribution of plane line of curvature and linear asymptote images on the Riemann 
surface and the various rotational symmetry criteria are only specific to the regular class 
and apply to any underlying tiling. 
(a) Lunar tesselations 
In particular, consider a general member of the Schwarz case I family with polar 
angle ~ , n ~ 2. Its two basic derivative tilings are the Schwarz case 1 with the polar 
angle 2~ , obtained by deleting alternate rays, and the lunar tesselation with angle % via 
omission of the unit circle. For the former the regularity criterion requires that n be even 
and thus the original family is reproduced, with the addition of the special case n=2 for 
which the polar angle is rc and the two derivative tilings become equivalent on 
reorientation. Thus without loss of generality, the Schwarz case 1 derivative family is 
taken to be the lunar tesselations with angle *". n ~ 1. Let (bj}!=l. {b'k}~l and ( b"d~'l 
.-
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be the orders of the branch points residing at the two polar vertices and on the edges and 
face, respectively, of a single lunar tile. The constraint (4.10) on the complete 
distribution of branch points created by symmetry operations acting on the single lunar 
tile gives, on trivial modification of equation (4.37), the condition 
2 b N' I NH " 1 L -j- + ~ b k + 2 ~ b 1 _ 4 
n b · + 1 £..J b' £..J" - n j= 1 J k= 1 k + 1 1= 1 b 1 + 1 (4. 66) 
For the degenerate hemispherical case n= 1 there are no polar vertices and hence the first 
term is absent, or equivalently, is subsumed into the second tenn from the edge 
contributions. 
Equation (4.66) possesses branch point set solutions ({bj }T=l' {b/k}~l ' {b"d~'l} 
for each integer n in the range 1 $ n $ 8. A decrease in the integer n, and hence the 
symmetry of the distribution, relaxes the constraints on the pennissible range of branch 
point orders and accordingly the number of such solutions increases in general. The 
solutions of equation (4.37) for the Schwarz case 1 tesselation listed in Table 4.2 are 
recovered trivially here as the special cases in which the distribution is symmetry related 
across the unit circle. Hence the solutions of equation (4.66) are naturally divided into 
the reduced symmetry distributions derived from these Schwarz case 1 solutions and 
those distributions which possess no higher symmetry analogues. Each branch point set 
generates a number of surface families corresponding to the distinct assignments of 
branch points and symmetry operations to the pair of lune edges. The two possibilities 
for branch point propagation are reflection over both edges, or over one edge together 
with composition of reflection in the unit circle and the other edge. As noted previously, 
the latter possibility is only pennitted by regularity if n is even, for which it is then 
equivalent to the composite symmetry propagation of Schwarz case 1 with polar angle 
~. Thus this possibility need only be addressed in the lunar case n=2 lying outsIde the 
Schwarz case 1 family analysed above. 
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(b) Special case: Two-sheeted Riemann sUrfaces 
The complete set of sOlutions of equation (4.66) is too large to pennit detailed 
consideration in this study. Analysis is limited here to those solutions consisting of 
(eight) order one branch points. Each of these solutions is a reduced symmetry 
generalisation of a Schwarz case 1 distribution listed in Table 4.2. Conversely , all 
generalisations of IPMS containing eight order one branch points (Figures la-23a) which 
reside in the regular class (that is, possessing a double-sheeted Riemann surface) and are 
consistent with lunar tesselations, are included. Consequently the necessary existence 
condition (4.51) is automatically satisfied in these cases as a reduction in symmetry 
preserves this property. For integers in the range 2 < n :5 8 the allocations of order one 
branch points to the lunar tiles, in accordance with equation (4.66), recovers the Schwarz 
case 1 solutions for each n value since the distribution is necessarily symmetric with 
respect to an origin-centred circle (which may be assumed, without loss of generality, to 
be the unit circle). Hence within the regular class the lunar tesselation generalisations are 
restricted here to the cases n=2 and n=1. 
To detennine all corresponding Weierstrass functions and classify their common 
surface symmetries, consider the generic branch point distributions for these two cases. 
For the n=2 case the quadrant tesselation is defined by the great circle pair with images 
the real and imaginary axes, or equivalently on reorientation, the real axis and the unit 
circle, in the complex plane. If the pair of lunar edges are both reflection axes of the 
distribution then the set of images of a general point (0 is the group 
(cD , -00) = ((0, (0 , -(0, -(O} 
(with (0 E lR (respectively ilR) giving the degenerate edge case subgroup {A,-A} where 
A E lR (respectively ilR)), or, with respect to the alternative orientation, 
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(with edge cases {A,I} if co € lR and {eie , e-iS } if lco l=I). Equations (4.43)-(4.47) imply 
that the segments of the real axis connecting neighbouring flrst order branch points can be 
taken here as the images of alternate plane lines of curvature and linear asymptotes 
without loss of generality. Then, with respect to the flrst orientation, the same is true of 
the imaginary axis provided the tesselation vertices (at the origin and inflnity) are 
unbranched points of the Riemann surface. This is likewise true of the unit circle in the 
second orientation if the condition (4.60) is satisfled, that is, if the eight flrst order branch 
points have the property 
(4.67) 
By symmetry the branch points occur in pairs (coi, ~i} , with the exception of the doubly 
degenerate case in which COi = ± 1, hence equation (4.67) is satisfied unless the two 
tesselation vertices are branch points of the Riemann surface, confIrming the fact that the 
surface properties are identical in the two orientations, as expected. 
Now suppose that the symmetry operation of one of the edge pair is changed 
from reflection to the composite operation consisting of this reflection, together with 
reflection in the internal symmetry axis of the lune. For the first orientation, reflection in 
the real axis and composition of reflection in the imaginary axis and the unit circle 
generates the group 
~ -1) - ( -:.l:.l} \co, 00 - co, co, co ' co 
which reduces to the antipodal pair {A, ~} if co € lR . In the second orientation, reflection 
in the unit circle and composite reflection in the real and imaginary axes gives 
(~, -co) = (co, !, -co, ~} 
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which degenerates to the antipodal pair {eiO, -eiO} if lOll = 1. In the fonner the real axis is 
the image of a family of coplanar lines of curvature and nonnal asymptotic lines precisely 
as previous , while the composite symmetry of the distribution corresponds to an 
additional two-fold axis parallel to the linear asymptotes if <1>=0 is a solution of equation 
(4.65), thus reproducing the above condition (4.67) here. In the latter this condition 
ensures that the unit circle is the image of such a plane line of curvature and linear 
asymptote family as previous, with the composite symmetry now automatically imposing 
the additional two-fold axis: 
Here too the surface properties are thus identical with respect to the two operations. 
In summary then, we have two possibilities for the n=2 lunar case. Firstly, a 
perpendicular pair of branch point reflection axes produces a perpendicular pair of plane 
line of curvature and/or linear asymptote families - provided the two tesselation vertices 
are unbranched points: Secondly, a single reflection axis combined with a composite 
reflection operation yields a single such family together with additional parallel two-fold 
rotational symmetry, provided equation (4.67) is satisfied. 
In the n=11unar case there exists only the possibility of a single reflection axis of 
the distribution. Taking this to be the unit circle, a general point 00 possesses the image 
pair 
and the symmetry generates a single family of coplanar lines of curvature and/or nonnal 
asymptotic lines if the distribution obeys the constraint (4.67). As opposed to the n=2 
situation of perpendicular reflection axes, this constraint is not satisfied identically for a 
general n=1 distribution owing to the lack of a second axis. So as with the n=2 situation 
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of composite reflection symmetry, equation (4.67) is non-trivial and is equivalent to the 
single real equation 
8 I arg OOi = 0 mod 21t 
i=l (4.68) 
since unit circle symmetry implies that the modulus of the product is unity. This 
constraint results from the fact that the symmetry operations 00 ~..!.. and 00 ~ -00 
00 
generating these two cases only specify {arg 00i}~=1 up to an additive constant. 
4.3.4 Regular class solutions for the special case 
The complete set of distinct families of eight first order branch points generated 
by the lunar tesselations are illustrated in Figures 24a-37a of Appendix D. Again the 
shaded region is the projected Gauss map image of the Flachenstiick, tiling the double-
sheeted Riemann surface of the Weierstrass function. The plane lines of curvature and/or 
linear asymptotes specifying each Flachensttick with respect to its generic bounding unit 
are illustrated in Figures 24b-37b. The adjoint Flachenstticke are given in Figures 24c-
37c (again omitted in cases where the adjoint surface family replicates that of the original 
surface). 
The fourteen solutions are grouped according to the symmetry of the lunar 
tesselation. Figures 24a-29a and Figures 30a-32a give the n=2 case distributions 
possessing a pair of reflection axes, and a single such axis together with a composite 
reflection operation, respectively, while Figures 33a-37a are the distinct n=l solution 
families, with a single reflection axis only. The Weierstrass functions are the reciprocal 
square-rooted eighth degree polynomials obtained by inserting the set {ood~= 1 into the 
form (4.14). Those corresponding to Figures 24a-29a are given in rows 24-29 of Table 
4.3 with respect to the general polynomial forms of the two (equivalent) coordinate 
orientations discussed above. Similarly, those of Figures 30a-32a are listed in rows 30-
32 in terms of the unifying form consistent with this symmetry, while the remaining 
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Weierstrass functions, for Figures 33a-37a, are straightforward generalisations of these, 
and are not listed here. 
(a) Description of solution families 
The Flachenstticke of Figures 24b,c-29b,c represent four-parameter surface 
families with perpendicular pairs of coplanar lines of curvature and/or normal asymptotic 
lines. The complete minimal surfaces are non-crystallographic reduced symmetry 
generalisations of Schwarz case 1 surfaces. 
Figures 26b and 26c are generalisations of the oOb and oPb Flachenstticke of 
Figures 17b and 17c corresponding to loss of the c-edge linear asymptote and c-face 
plane line of curvature, respectively. Similarly, loss of both the (a or) b-edge linear 
asymptote and (a or) b-face plane line of curvature in these cases gives a second, distinct 
generalised Flachensttick pair, illustrated in Figures 27b and 27c. 
The oOa and oPa surface elements of Figures 20c and 20b only yield one such 
reduced symmetry pair, given in Figures 29c and 29b, via loss of two-fold rotational 
symmetry and mirror symmetry, respectively, in one of the three equivalent directions . 
This pair is likewise obtained from the oCLP element and its adjoint oCLP' , given in 
Figures 18c and 18b, by losing both the c-edge linear asymptote(s) and c-face plane 
line(s) of curvature. Alternatively, removal of the (a or) b-edge two-fold axis or the (a 
or) b-face mirror plane of this CLP pair produces the generalised Flachenstiicke of 
Figures 24c and 24b, respectively. 
Reduction of the perpendicular rotational symmetry of the Flachenstiick in Figure 
15b from three-fold to one-fold gives the (self-adjoint) generalised hCLP family 
represented in Figure 25b. Similarly, loss of every alternate plane line of curvature and 
normal asymptotic line from the catenoid of Figure lOb produces the (self-adjoint) 
reduced symmetry family of Figure 28b. 
The Flachenstiicke of Figures 30b,c-32b,c generate three-parameter families of 
surfaces, possessing a set of coplanar lines of curvature and/or normal asymptotic lines 
together with a parallel internal two-fold axis, by virtue of the additional constraint (4.68) 
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on the distributions of Figures 30a-32a. Hence they represent monoclinic distortions of 
the two-parameter orthorhombic families (given by the distributions of eight fIrst order 
branch points symmetric with respect to reflection in the three edges of the Schwarz case 
1 n=2 tesselation). Compared to the related orthorhombic IPMS, these monoclinic IPMS 
lack a perpendicular intersecting pair of plane lines of curvature and/or linear asymptotes 
but retain the two-fold axis produced on composition. 
In particular, for the oDb and oPb FHichenstticke, loss of the c-edge linear 
asymptote of Figure 17b or the c-face plane line of curvature of Figure 17c, together with 
the corresponding curves along the (a or) b-edge and face in both cases, gives the 
monoclinic surface element of Figure 31 b. This distortion removes the distinction 
between the orthorhombic surface and its adjoint, hence the resulting three-parameter 
family (denoted the mPD surface here) is self-adjoint. 
Alternatively, loss of both the a and b-edge and face symmetries in this pair, or 
equivalently the a and b-edge (respectively face) symmetries of the oDa (respectively oPa) 
Flachenstuck of Figure 20c (respectively 20b), yields a distinct monoclinic derivative 
surface pair illustrated in Figures 32c and 32b. This pair of monoclinic families is 
referred to as the mDCLP and mPCLP surfaces, respectively, since they are likewise 
obtained from the orthorhombic eLP pair, of Figures 18c and 18b, by removing the (a 
or) b-edge (respectively face) symmetries together with those of the c-edge and face in 
both cases. Further, loss of the a and b-edge (respectively face) symmetries in these two 
cases produces the self-adjoint monoclinic CLP family (denoted mCLP) in Figure 30b. 
In summary, the 0, P and CLP surfaces all possess a single one-parameter tetragonal 
family, a pair of two-parameter orthorhombic families and a single three-parameter 
monoclinic family, together with a second such monoclinic distortion pair common to all 
three. 
Finally, the FHichenstucke of Figures 33b,c-37b,c, generated from branch point 
distributions shown in Figures 33a-37a (again subject to the constraint (4.68)), lead to 
seven-parameter non-crystallographic surfaces which are generalisations of the above two 
n=2 lunar classes - either by removing the second pair of coplanar lines of curvature 
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and/or normal asymptotic lines from the former, or the internal two-fold axis from the 
latter. Loss of the a-edge and face symmetries of the element in Figure 25b yields the 
FHichenstiick of Figure 34b, while retention of these at the expense of the b-edge and face 
symmetries generates Figure 36b, likewise obtained via removal of the (a or) b-edge and 
face symmetries of Figure 28b. Removal of the internal two-fold axes of the monoclinic 
elements in Figures 31b, 32b,c and 30b gives the generalisation 35b, 37b,c and 33b, 
respectively. 
4.3.5 Triclinic IPMS 
We close this analysis with a brief consideration of triclinic IPMS, the existence 
of which is an open question. The triclinic cell is the lowest symmetry crystallographic 
unit, possessing at most centres of inversion. It is derived from a parallelopiped of 
monoclinic symmetry by performing a second perpendicular shear. The generic 
monoclinic unit has three degrees of freedom (up to a uniform dilation) due to the variable 
edge length ratios ~ and % and shear angle a, thus the triclinic unit is specified by four 
parameters (including the second shear angle ~). We restrict attention here to triclinic 
distortions of the three IPMS in the regular class corresponding to the distributions of 
eight first order branch points represented in Figures 30a-32a and with FHichenstiicke 
illustrated in Figures 30b, 31 b and 32b,c. 
Reanalysing monoclinic symmetry in order to relate it to its triclinic counterpart, 
note that the Gauss map symmetry 00 ) 1 corresponds to a line of curvature in the x-y 
00 
plane (positive sign) and an asymptote along the z-axis (negative sign) provided equation 
(4.23) is satisfied for n 1 =n2=0 , that is, 
_1 R ( 1 ) = ± R(oo) 
004 00 (4.69) 
which, as noted above, reduces on substitution of the functional form (4.14) or (4.15) to 
the constraint (4.60) for the positive root, with the sign of the right hand side in tum 
- ---
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reversed for the negative root. Similarly, the symmetry CO-7-CO yields two-fold 
perpendicular rotational symmetry about the point on the surface with normal vector 
parallel to the z-axis provided </>' =1t is a solution of equation (4.53), that is, 
R(-co) = R(co) (4.70) 
which, again as stated previously, is satisfied identically here. Composition of these two 
operations implies the symmetry co ) -1 of the Gauss map on reversal of the surface 
co 
normal vector orientation. This generates an off-surface centre of inversion symmetry if 
</>"=0 satisfies equation (4.57) i.e. 
_1 R(-1)=R(CO) 
co4 co (4.71 ) 
which again recovers the constraint (4.60). Hence off-surface inversion symmetry exists 
in the monoclinic case if the Weierstrass function satisfies at least the positive root of 
equation (4.69) , or equivalently, if the surface possesses at least plane lines of curvature. 
This confmns the geometrically obvious fact that the surfaces of Figures 30b, 31 b 
and 32b display off-surface inversion about the intersection of the internal two-fold axis 
with the mirror planes, that is, about the centres of the endface pair. This is not the case 
however for the adjoint FHickensttick of Figure 32c since it possesses linear asymptotes 
parallel to the additional two-fold axis in the absence of any plane lines of curvature. In 
all cases each first order branch point corresponds to an on-surface inversion centre as 
</>"'=0 satisfies equation (4.61) since eiljlp=-1 here - a property common to all Weierstrass 
functions with double-sheeted Riemann surfaces. 
Each monoclinic case gives rise to a single triclinic generalisation within the 
regular class, as there is only one way in which monoclinic symmetry can be lost. On 
triclinic distortion the set of coplanar lines of curvature and/or normal asymptotic lines are 
lost, together with the internal two-fold axis, while any existing off-surface inversion 
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centres produced on composition of these symmetries are retained. Hence the triclinic 
IPMS differ from all others in this study in possessing Gauss maps devoid of any 
underlying tesselation structure. The branch point distribution only has the symmetry 
{ -1 }8 = {codr=1 , subject to the associated constraint (4.60) for this on-surface COi i= I 
inversion, reducing as noted above to the condition (4.67) or (4.68) here (which is 
common to both the positive and negative root of equation (4.69) by virtue of the two-
sheeted Riemann surface). Hence the generic triclinic regular class Weierstrass functional 
form is 
( 4 )-112 4 R(co) = n (co - COj)(co + 1) : n (-~i) = 1 , 
1=1 COl 1=1 COl (4.72) 
or equivalently on expansion, 
(4.73) 
The general form (4.72) or (4.73) contains seven free real variables, hence three 
independent real constraints must be applied to obtain the expected four-parameter 
triclinic surface families. These constraints derive from the crystallographic requirements 
of triclinic symmetry regarding the relative positions of the off and on-surface inversion 
centres. With reference to the triclinic cell of Figure 4.3, the distortions of the 
Flachenstiicke in Figures 30b,31 band 32b possess off-surface inversion symmetry at the 
endface centres of this unit, denoted BI and B2. These three cases then represent the 
three distinct possible allocations of the eight first order branch points (on-surface 
inversion centres) to the remaining face centre and edge midpoint sites 
The first such possibility positions branch points at the edge midpoint sites 
A I,A2,A3,A4, with the remaining four positions then specified by off-surface inversion 
to be the antipodal edge midpoints A'I,A'2,A'3,A'4,. Hence for the triclinic distortion of 
a 
Fig. 4.3 
A' 
1 
The doubly sheared parallelopipied, representing the basic triclinic 
unit. Edge and face midpoints are labelled for reference to the sites of inversion 
symmetry of triclinic IPMS. 
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the mCLP FHichenstiick of Figure 30b the relative position vectors 
BIB 2,A IA2 and A3 A 4 of the off-surface centres and the branch point pairs are equal: 
(4.74) 
The second possibility, corresponding to one half of the bounding unit of Figure 31 b, 
again contains branch points at the edge midpoints A1,A2 (and the antipodal pair 
A'I,A'2), and now a further pair at the face centres B3,B4 (with off-surface inversion 
images B'3,B'4, at the parallel face centres of the adjacent unit) . In this triclinic 
generalisation of the mPD Flachenstiick the three relative position vectors 
B IB2, AIA2 and B'3B4 are now identical: 
(4.75) 
The final possibility, derived from one quarter of the unit in Figure 32b, has branch 
points at the four face centres B3,B4,Bs,B6 (again with images B'3,B'4,B's,B'6 
occupying the corresponding sites of the adjoining cell). Hence for this generalisation of 
the mPCLP Flachenstiick common to the P and CLP families, the triple B IB2, B'3B4 
and B' sB 6 are equal 
(4.76) 
These three cases are thus unified by the triclinic constraint that the relative 
position vector of the off-surface inversion centres coincides with those of two pairs of 
flat points. As the functional form (4.72) is symmetric with respect to the O)i , the surface 
normal vector images of these two pairs may be assumed, without loss of generality, to 
be 0)1,0)2 and 0)3,0)4. Substitution of the representation (4.1) then gives 
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(4.77) 
supplying the necessary three real constraints on the branch point distribution. 
Hence the triclinic 'regular' IPMS family possessing eight fIrst order flat points 
with distinct nonnal vectors are generated by the Weierstrass function (4.72) or (4.73) 
subject to the constraint (4.77). This continuous family is further subdivided into the 
three possible classes distinguished above, via the specifIc nature of the branch point 
distribution. The triclinic distortion of the fourth possible monoclinic IPMS, given by the 
rnDCLP FHichensttick in Figure 32c (lacking any off-surface inversion symmetry) is 
simply derived from that of the mPCLP FHichenstuck in Figure 32b on multiplication of 
the functional form by the complex constant i. Conversely, the monoclinic cases may be 
recovered as the trivial solutions of equation (4.77) on imposition of the additional 
symmetries 00 ) 1 and 00-7-00. 
00 
4.4 Conclusion 
This work was motivated by our ignorance of bicontinuous fonns . Although 
many IPMS have been found, to date there has been no systematic procedure for 
generating them. The work redresses that imbalance: we have presented a systematic 
derivation of all IPMS within the regular class (with the possible exception of some 
monoclinic and triclinic surfaces of genus exceeding three, whose branch point 
distributions are related to lunar tesselations of the sphere). The higher symmetry 
surfaces described and parametrised in this paper are summarised for convenience in 
Table 4.4. Ten new intersection-free IPMS have been found, as well as a number of 
orientationally ordered (self-intersecting) minimal surfaces, lacking translational 
symmetry. The technique we have utilised leads naturally to these non-classical surfaces, 
Table 4.4 - Higher symmetry minimal surfaces within the regular class. 
Minimal surface / Symmetry Genus~ Bicontinuous Table 1 Figure No. 
Adjoint surface# (Intersection- Entry 
free) 
D/P cubic 3 ..J 1 1 (a),(b) 
rPD rhombohedral 3 ..J 13 13(a),(b) 
tD/tP tetragonal 3 ..J 8 8(a),(b ),(c) 
oPa/oDa orthorhombic 3 ..J 20 20(a),(b),(c) 
oDb /oPb orthorhombic 3 ..J 17 17(a),(b),(c) 
mPD monoclinic 3 ..J 31 31(a),(b) 
CLP / CLP" tetragonal 3 ..J 3 3(a) 
CLP tetragonal 3 ..J 9 9(a),(b) 
oCLp l / oCLP orthorhombic 3 ..J 18 18(a),(b),(c) 
mCLP monoclinic 3 ..J 30 30(a),(b) 
mPCLP / mDCLP monoclinic 3 ..J 32 32(a),(b),(c) 
I-WP / Stessman cubic 4 ..J/x 2 2(a),(b) 
hCLP / hCLP" hexagonal 3 x 4 4(a) 
hCLP hexagonal 3 x 15 15(a),(b) 
H'/H hexagonal 3 x/..J 14 14(a),(b),(c) 
VAL/VAL" orthorhombic 5 ..J 7 7(a) 
VAL/VAL orthorhombic 5 ..J 23 23(a) ,(b),4.2 
hIl / hIlI hexagonal 4 x 5 5(a),(b ),(c) 
hI2 / hI2 hexagonal 9 x 11 l1 (a),(b) 
hI3 / hI3 hexagonal · 7 x 12 12(a),(b) 
rIl /rI11 rhombohedral 4 x 16 16(a),(b),(c) 
pCLP/pCLP pentagonal 5 x 6 6(a),(b) 
# S / S denotes cases where the surface is self-adjoint up to reorientation . A single entry S denotes a 
self-adjoint family. 
~ This refers to the genus per latice fundamental region for IPMS. In general (including non-
crystallographic surfaces), the genus listed is that of the Riemann surface describing the surface. This 
is equal to (l+lcm{bi+l)). 
" The branch point distribution exhibits higher symmetry than that of the next entry. 
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due to the parameuisation procedure, which defines a minimal surface via the surface 
orientation alone. 
Having concluded our study of the regular class of IPMS, the question of 
possible extension of the construction algorithm to all IPMS arises. The recognition of 
this special class is an arbitrary one, introduced for the sake of simplicity of the Riemann 
surface structure of the Weierstrass function, thus facilitating an exhaustive listing of all 
such possible surfaces. This listing serves a dual purpose - firstly, in unifying all 
previously discovered IPMS (eg D, P and CLP surfaces) within a systematic 
parametrisation scheme which permits generalisation to reduced symmetry families , and 
isolating new IPMS such as the VAL surface illustrated in Figures 23b and 4.2, and 
secondly, in the converse statement that there exists no other IPMS in this class. 
However the limitations of this class are clear, both from the existence of 'irregular' 
IPMS, such as the Neovius (or C(P)) surface, and from the existence of 'regular' IPMS , 
such as the 1-WP surface, which pass into the irregular class on crystallographic 
distortion. The construction framework of topological, geometrical and Riemann surface 
features established here permits a natural generalisation of the above to the irregular 
class. We address this problem in the next chapter. 
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Appendix C 
The coefficient polynomials aM(OO) in equation (4.3) can, without loss of generality, 
be expressed in the fonn 
n 
aM(OO) = aMPM(OO) II (00 - OOi~i , (C I) 
i=l 
in which any roots in the set {oodf= 1 are explicitly extracted. Hence ~i ~ 0 and the 
polynomial PM(OO) is the product of all remaining factors of aM(OO). Further we may 
assume that the constants as and ao are non-zero. It was noted in the text that R(oo) is 
necessarily non-zero on ([ hence we may assume that the polynomial ao(oo) is likewise 
non-zero on ([ and thus ao(OO) == an. Also, the roots of the leading coefficient as(OO) are 
precisely the set of points {oodf= 1 under which the Riemann surface is branched, so 
As stated in the derivation of equation (4.5), no loss of generality results from 
assuming that the point at infinity in the closed complex plane is not a flat point image, 
and moreover, that equation (4.3) yields s distinct values of the constant Yoo. Hence the 
full polynomial degree must be preserved in the limit 00 ~ 00, implying that the first and 
last tenns of the summation in equation (4.3) must be of equal asymptotic order (namely 
zero), with all intennediate tenns of no larger (that is, positive) order. Now equations 
(4.5) and (Cl) give the asymptotic fonns 
(where deg PM denotes the degree of the polynomial PM) which thus impose the 
constraints 
n L qsi = 4s 
i= l 
(C2) 
n I qMi $ 4M - deg PM , M = 1, ... ,s-1 . (C3) 
i=l 
We address the asymptotics at the flat point images in an identical manner, now 
introducing the assumption of 'regularity'. Since only branch points, of order bi, reside 
on the Riemann surlace under COi, substitution of the asymptotic form (4.4) into equation 
(4.3) must result in s solutions for Yi (counting with multiplicity). Hence as W -7 Wi, 
again the fIrst and last terms of the summation in equation (4.3) must be of equal order 
(zero) and all intermediate terms of no larger (that is, negative) order. Equations (4.4) 
and (Cl) supply the asymptotics 
n M~ 
aM(w)RM - a.~PM(Wi) IT (Wi - Wj)(w - COi) 'lM i- hi + 1 , W -7 Wi 
j=l 
j*i 
and thus the conditions 
> Mai M 1 1 qMi - bi + l' =, ... ,s- . 
Combining equations (C2) and (C4) gives 
which in conjunction with the inequalities (C5) implies 
n L qMi ~ 4M , M = 1, .. . ,s-1 . 
i=l 
(C4) 
(C5) 
(C6) 
(C7) 
Consistency between the inequalities (C3) and (0) then demands 
n 
deg PM = ° => PM == 1 and L qMi = 4M , M = O, ... ,s , 
i=l 
from which equations (C5) and (C6) yield 
Ma· 
qMi = bi + 1 ' M = O, ... ,s . 
Hence, via equations (Cl) and (C8)-(C9), 
(C8) 
(C9) 
so the defining equation (4.3) reduces to the constant coefficient polynomial equation 
Thus z is a constant complex number and the Weierstrass function of an IPMS in the 
'regular' class has the form 
n _<Ii 
R(ro) = z II {ro - roihi+ 1 
i=l 
subject to the constraint (C6). 
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CHAPTER 5 
General parametrisation algorithm and specific examples for 
the irregular class of triply periodic minimal surfaces 
The generalisation to the 'irregular' class admits IPMS for which the set of points 
on the fundamental unit with common normal vector may contain points of differing 
Gauss map degree (for example, points of zero and non-zero Gaussian curvature). While 
this class comprises an infinity of members, a systematic procedure for the 
parametrisation of any such surface is readily established by interpreting its global 
characteristics and constituent local degeneracies in terms of the corresponding properties 
of the Riemann surface of the Weierstrass function . From these properties the form of 
this function (specifying the IPMS) is determined via algebraic complex function theory. 
As this precisely mirrors the approach taken in the previous chapter, the ' regular ' class 
was not isolated as an exceptional case, but rather as the simplest visualisation of the 
general principles put into practice here. 
5. 1 Global and local constraints 
Recall that the Gauss map image of the fundamental unit of an IPMS is an s-fold 
covering of the unit sphere, and hence the complex ro-plane on sterographic projection, 
representing the Riemann surface of the Weierstrass function R(ro). Thus the (algebraic) 
Weierstrass function is defined by the Slh degree polynomial equation (4.3): 
t aM(co)RM = 0 
M=O 
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(5.1) 
for some set of polynomials (aM(CO) H.1=o. The requirements of topology and differential 
geometry in the large (outlined in equations (4.6)-(4.9» relate the genus g of an 
orientab1e IPMS to the corresponding number of sheets s via 
g= s +l (5.2) 
and specify the total branch point order W of the Riemann surface: 
W=4s (5.3) 
Let { COi li= 1 denote the set of distinct flat point normal vector images of the IPMS 
fundamental unit. The number of surface points on the unit with common normal vector 
image COi is equal to the generic value s on counting with the multiplicity of the local 
Gauss map degree. Equivalently , on the s sheets of the Riemann surface above coi , the 
Weierstrass function value corresponding to a flat point of degree (b + 1) is represented 
by a branch point (of order b) pinning (b + 1) sheets there. In general the points sharing 
this flat point normal vector may possess differing Gauss map degrees. Let (N ij, bij)~o 
represent the spectrum of branch points lying above coi, where Nij > 0 denotes the 
number of branch points of order bij > 0 for j = 1, .. . ,ni , and biO = 0 so NiO ~ 0 is the 
number of unbranched sheets. Hence 
ni 
L Ni/bij + 1) = s 
j=o 
and the total branch point order of the Riemann surface is 
n 
W = LWi 
i= l 
so equation (5.3) implies 
ni 
Wi = L Nij bij 
j= l 
(5.4 ) 
(5.5) 
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n n ni L Wi = L L Nij bij = 4s (5.6) 
i=l i=l j=l 
In the special case of the regular class ni = 1, hiI'= hi and NiO = 0, implying Nil = b. ~ I ' 
1 
so equation (5.6) recovers equation (4.10) and, in particular, is no longer explicitly 
dependent upon s. 
Local to a branch point of order bij above COi , equation (4.2) implies that the 
(bij + 1) branches of the Weierstrass function pinned there diverge, and are given 
asymptotically by 
(5.7) 
for some complex constant rij and some positive integer aij coprime to (bij + 1). This aij 
is, in turn , related to bij via considerations of differential geometry in the small , as 
follows. Compactness of the IPMS fundamental unit implies that the singularity of R(co) 
at co = Wi. is integrable and hence aij ~ bi} Reorienting the surface such that the normal 
vector of the flat point of interest coincides with the negative z-axis and thus Wi. = 0, the 
surf ace is invariant on clockwise rotation of $' about the z-axis provided the 
representation (4.1) possesses the property (4.52), implying that the branches of the 
Weierstrass function pinned at the branch point hij satisfy the functional relation (4.53). 
This is the case only if the asymptotic form (5.7) satisfies this equation locally, yielding 
the necessary condition on the rotation angle $': 
.<1> ' 2 IJ (
a.. ) 
e
1 
- bij + 1 = 1 (5.8) 
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Recall that, in the Gauss map, the angle of intersection of any two geodesics at the flat 
point is increased by the factor (bij + 1), and the sense of rotation is reversed. Thus the 
angle <\>', common to the surface and its Gauss map image in equation (4.52), must 
satisfy bij<\>~ 1 = -<\>' mod 21t, or equivalently 
' \)I' IJ (b" + 2) e1 bij + 1 = 1 (5.9) 
On elimination of <\>' from the above pair of equations, the inequality aij ~ bij then implies 
(5.10) 
returning the regular class result of the previous chapter. Hence our previous analysis 
provides the foundation for the present study, as a generallPMS recovers the regular 
class Weierstrass functional form (together with its implications regarding local surface 
symmetries) asymptotically in the vicinity of a branch point. 
Utilising the form 
(5 .11) 
the asymptotic analysis in Appendix C is now extended to a generallPMS . As before, 
the polynomials aM(ro) in equation (5 .1) are expressed for convenience as 
n 
aM(ro) = aMPM(ro) IT (ro - roi)'lMi (5.12) 
i=l 
where qMi ~ 0, PM(roi) '# 0 and as and ao are non-zero constants. The zeros of R(cu) 
are given by the zeros of the polynomial ao(ro), so as the requirement of pointwise finite 
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Gaussian curvature implies via equation (4.2) that R(ro) is non-zero on a: , we have 
aO(ro)==ao. Similarly the points in a: above which the Riemann surface is branched are 
precisely the zeros of the polynomial as(ro), hence Ps(ro) == 1. Further, the order of the 
zero of as(ro) at ffii is given by the branch point order Wi of the Riemann surface over this 
point, thus from equation (5.5) 
n i 
qsi = L Nij bij 
j=l 
(5.13) 
Note that equation (5 .6) then implies that the degree of the polynomial as(ro) is 4s. The 
case in which only the leading and zeroth terms as(ro) and ao(ro) in equation (5.1 ) are 
present yields the regular class of IPMS analysed previously. For an 'irregular ' IPMS , 
intermediate term as-l(ro), ... ,al(ro) are present, and are related to these two special terms 
via asymptotic constraints in the following manner. 
Combining equations (5.11) and (5.12), 
n 
~Mi = II (roi- ro0qMk 
k=l 
k7'i 
(5.14) 
The (bij + 1) branches of the Weierstrass function pinned at a branch point of order bij 
above roi correspond locally to the values of Yij given by the (bij + 1) roots of the 
complex number rij. As there are Nij such branch points over roj, substitution of 
equation (5.14) into equation (5.1) must yield, to leading order in (ro - ffii) , a polynomial 
of degree Nij in rITii+1). The sth term defines the Riemann surface branch points and in 
combination with the remaining terms specifies the nature of the branch point structure. 
Hence we require that, to leading asymptotic order, the terms M = sand 
M = s _ Nij(bij + 1) in equation (5.14) are of equal order, with the Nij - 1 intermediate 
,... 
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terms 10 the equivalence class modulo (bij + 1), given by M = s - m(bij + 1), 
m=I, .. . ,Nij - 1, of order no lower than this, and the remaining S-Nij terms of strictly 
higher order. This determines the value of qs-Niibij + l),i in terms of the quantity qsi 
defined in equation (5.13): 
(5.15 ) 
and imposes the inequalities 
qs - m(bij + 1),i + m bij ~ qsi , m = 1, ... ,Nij - 1 (5.16) 
on the intermediate ClMi values, and the strict inequalities 
b· o qMi+(s-M) IJ >qsi 
bij + 1 (5.17) 
on the remaining s - Nij values of qMi. The Nij values of YGiJ+ 1) (which are strictly non-
zero) are then given, on combining equations (5 .1) and (5.14), by the polynomial 
equation 
Nij 
","' . A . ( -(bij+1)f - 0 £...J C(s-m(bij+1) Ps-m(bij+1) (WI) fJs -m(bij + 1).1 Yij - (5.1 8) 
m=O 
where the prime on the summation indicates the presence of only those intermediate terms 
for which the condition (5.16) is a strict equality. (This convention will be used 
throughout this section.) 
........ 
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In the special case j = 0 the branch point order is zero and, on substituting biO = 0 
into equation (5.11), the asymptotic form reduces to 
R(oo) - YiO , 00 -7 ooi (5.19) 
on an unbranched sheet above (OJ . In analogy with equation (5.14) 
(5.20) 
which, on combining with equation (5.1) must produce to leading (namely zeroth) order 
in (00 - ooi ) a polynomical of degree NiO for the function values YiO on the NiO such 
unbranched sheets. Thus as the zeroth term in the polynomial equation is constant, we 
require that the term M = NiO in equation (5.20) is likewise order zero, with the 
intermediate terms M = 1, .. . ,NiO - 1 of non-negative order and the remaining terms of 
strictly positive order: 
(5.2 1) 
qMi ~ 0 , M = 1 , ... ,NiO - 1 (5.22) 
qM i > 0 , M = NiO + 1, ... ,s (5.23) 
Then, as above, the NiO values of Y iO are specified by the polynomial equation 
(5.24) 
M=O 
......... 
I 
-
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Having assumed, without loss of generality, that each flat point normal vector 
image roi is finite, with the corresponding sequence {~dM=O thus constrained by the 
above conditions, the point at infinity in the closed complex plane is not a flat point 
image. Thus the s sheets of the Riemann surface over 00 are unbranched and, from 
equation (4.2), the Weierstrass function has the asymptotic form (4.5): 
(5.25) 
The implications of the requirement that the polynomial equation (5.1) yields s values of 
Yoo in the limit ro 7 00 are discussed in Appendix C. In particular, this imposes the 
constraints 
n L qsi = 4s 
i=l 
n 
degPM + L qMi $; 4M , M = 1, ... ,s-1 
i=l 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
(where deg PM is the degree of the polynomial PM), and supplies the polynomial 
equation 
(5 .28) 
for the s values of yoo. Equation (5.26) is satisfied identically by virtue of equations 
(5.6) and (5.13), leaving the non-trivial constraint (5.27) relating the sequence (qMdi= 1 
to deg PM. 
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For a given IPMS the set {roi, (Nij,bij}j~o}r=1 can be inferred, and the above 
conditions then utilised in determining the unknown set (a.M, deg PM , (qMdi:l}M=o. A 
number of these constraints (for example the condition (5.22» may be satisfied trivially 
and provide no information. Others may lead to inconsistencies regarding a particular 
value of qMi or deg PM, implying that the corresponding coefficient a.M must be set to 
zero, and hence that the Mth term cannot be present in equation (5.1). 
For IPMS of certain symmetries it is convenient to choose a coordinate orientation 
such that a flat point is mapped to the point at infinity in the closed complex plane. If 
ron=oo then the conditions (5.11)-(5.24) still apply to the set of finite branch points 
(rodr~~ (with the product range in equations (5.12) and (5.14) now restricted to 
1 ~ i ~ n - 1), while the conditions (5 .25)-(5.28) are replaced by the following 
constraints. Inserting the asymptotic form 
- 4+~ 
R( ro) - Ynj ro bnj + 1 , ro ~ 00 (5.29) 
into equation (5.1), consistency with the branch point structure under ron demands that, 
for j=l, ... ,nn , 
n-I n-I 
deg Ps - Nnj(bnj + I) + L qs - Nnj(bnj + I),i + 4 Nnj(bnj + 1) - Nnjbnj = L qsi 
i=l i=1 
(5.30) 
n-l n-I 
deg Ps - mCbnj + 1) + L qs - mCbnj + I),i + 4 m(bnj + 1) - mbnj ~ L qsi, m=l , ... , nj - 1 
i=1 i=1 
(5.31) 
--.~ ..' ~ .. --------------------------------------------------------------------.~ .. 
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n- I b . n- I 
deg PM + I qMi + 4 (s - M) - (s - M) nJ < I qsi 
i=1 bnj + 1 i=1 (5.32) 
where the last condition applies to the remaining s - Nnj values of M. Accordingly, the 
Nnj values of Ynj'i + I) are specified by the polynomial equation 
Nnj 
~, ( -(bnj + I)r 4... as -m (bnj + I) Ynj = 0 (5.33) 
m=O 
On the NnO unbranched sheets under ron the Weierstrass function asymptotic form, given 
by substituting j = 0 and boj = boo = 0 into equation (5.29), yields the constraints 
n- I 
deg PNnO + I qNno,i = 4 Nno 
i=l 
n - I 
deg PM + L. qMi ~ 4M , M = 1, ... ,Nno - 1 
i=1 
n- l 
deg PM + L. qMi < 4M , M = Nno + 1, ... ,s 
i=l 
and the polynomial equation 
NnO 
~, M 
4... aM YnO = 0 
M=O 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
(5.36) 
(5.37) 
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5.2 Symmetry constraints 
The preceding asymptotic analysis imposes constraints on the unknown set 
{deg PM, {qMili=l )k.t=o and relates the polynomial coefficients {aM )M=O to the asymptotic 
coefficients. However it yields no direct information regarding the coefficients {aM )M=O , 
the branch point positions {rodi=l and the zeros {roMd~fPM of the polynomials PM, 
M=l , ... ,s-l : 
deg PM 
PM(ro) = IT (ro - roMi) (5.38) 
i= l 
The qualitative nature of these parameters is obtained by addressing the point group 
symmetries of the IPMS, namely the plane lines of curvature, linear asymptotes and 
rotation and roto-inversion symmetries. 
(aJ Plane lines of curvature and linear asymptotes 
A general analysis of plane lines of curvature and linear asymptotes on IPMS was 
presented in subsection 4.2.1. There it was shown that the conditions for the existence 
of these special curves (representing mirror planes and two-fold axes, respectively) 
reduce to Weierstrass functional equations. The constraints on the unknown parameters 
for the defining equation (5. 1) to satisfy these relations are straigh tforward 
generalisations of the corresponding regular class results, and are summarised here. 
For the representation (4.1), the condition (4.16) for a segment of the real axis 
1m ro=O to be the image of a line of curvature in the x-z plane or an asymptote along the 
y-axis is equivalent to the equation (4.17) and hence, on substitution of equation (5 .1), to 
the identical condition 
- M 
aM(ro) = (± 1) aM(ro) (5.39) 
I ... 
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for each coefficient polynomial (where the plus and minus signs refer to plane lines of 
curvature and linear asymptotes, respectively) . With the polynomials specified by 
equations (5 .12) and (5.38), this implies that the sets of polynomial zeros are conjugate 
invariant: 
{-} { } d {-}deg PM { }deg PM 00j = (Oi ,qMi constant ,an (OMi i=l = (OMi i=l (5.40) 
and that the constants satisfy 
(5.4 1) 
(and are hence real or imaginary) . 
In general, the surface possesses a line of curvature in a plane with normal 
n = (nl ,n2,n3) or an asymptote directed along its nonnalline if it satisfies the symmetry 
conditions , given by equations (4.19), (4 .20) and (4.22), with respect to the 
corresponding image segment of the circle I n3(O + (n 1 + in2) I = I for n3 *- O. The form 
(5.1) is consistent with the associated functional equation (4.23) if the coefficient 
polynomials have the property 
(5.42) 
This in tum implies that the sets of polynomial zeros are invariant on reflection in the 
image circle, or equivalently 
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(S.43) 
and that the number of such zeros (the degree of aM(ro» is 4M, that is, 
n 
degPM+ L qMi=4M 
i= l 
(S.44) 
Fur.ther, the arguments of the constants are specified by the additional constraint 
n deg PM 
aM = (± l)M II (n3roi + (nl + in2»)'lM II (n3roMi+ (nl+ in2») aM 
i= l i= l 
(S.4S ) 
For the case of a branch point at infinity, say ron = 00, the condition (S.43) still applies to 
the set of n - 2 finite branch points, say ro2, .. . ,ron-l, permuted on reflection. It further 
applies to all n branch points if, with rol = - n13 (nl + in2) denoting the circle centre 
(imaged at infinity on reflection), we define qMn = qMl. With this definition equation 
(S.44) is unchanged, and now implies that the degree of aM (ro) is 4M - ~l (or 4M if 
counted with the suppressed zero of order qMl at infinity). In the condition (S.4S ) the 
range of the first product is now restricted to the finite, non-zero terms, represented by 
i = 2, ... ,n - 1. 
In the special case n3 = 0 the generic image circle is now a ray through the origin 
at angle </> from the real axis such that eiill = n2 + inl. Setting n3 = 0 in equation (S.42), 
the corresponding rotated plane intersects the surface in a line of curvature, or possesses 
a normal line coincident with a surface asymptote, only if the ray defmes a reflection axis 
of the polynomial zero sets: 
(S.46) 
I 
11 8 
(where the point ron = 00 is invariant on ray reflection) and the constant coefficient 
arguments satisfy the relation 
1>-1 
_ (+ l)M i2q>(deg PM + L qMi - 2M) -
aM - - e i=1 aM (5.47) 
(b) Rotation and roto-inversion symmetries 
The Weierstrass functional equations necessary for the IPMS to exhibit a 
rotational symmetry angle of <»' about the z-axis (or roto-inversional symmetry on 
composition with inversion in the origin) were summarised in subsection 4.3 .1. For 
brevity we restrict attention here to the on-surface symmetries, for which the surface is 
invariant on rotation (positive sign) or roto-inversion (negative sign) about the normal 
vector (projected to infinity in the complex plane) of a point (situated at the origin) 
provided 
e-i2$'R(e-i$'ro) = ± R(ro) (5.48) 
Substituting this condition into equation (5.1), the corresponding condition in the 
polynomials aM(ro) then implies that the zero sets are invariant under this rotation: 
{ ... ' } I ) { ... ' }deg PM I )deg PM e1'l'roi = \ roi , qMi constant, and e1'l'roMi i=l = \ roMi i=l (5.49) 
(with the point ron = 00 again fixed) and that, for each M = O, ... ,s, 
1>-1 
(+ l)M i$'(deg PM + L qMi - 2M) = 1 
- e i~ 1 (or aM = 0) (5.50) 
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The above is an analysis of IPMS symmetry with respect to the complex plane 
representing the superposition of all s sheets of the Riemann surface. It relates the 
existence of surface symmetries to properties of the coefficient polynomials in the 
defining equation (5.1). In particular, each polynomial zero set {rodi=l' {roMi}1~r PM 
(counted with their multiplicities) must exhibit the associated symmetry in the complex 
plane. Further the nature of each constant coefficient aM is determined (ie those which 
are zero are isolated, and the argument of the non-zero values is specified). Hence the 
analysis yields necessary conditions for the IPMS symmetry to be manifested on some 
number of sheets of the Riemann surface lying above the image in the complex plane. 
However, as opposed to the situation for the regular class, equation (5.1) cannot in 
general be inverted to obtain explicit expressions for the s branches of the Weierstrass 
function. Thus from the above it is not possible to directly infer the global symmetry 
structure of the general Riemann surface, such as that performed in the previous chapter. 
In summary, utilising the full set of constraints (5.1)-(5.50), the Weierstrass 
function of a given IPMS may be determined up to a number of, as yet, unknown 
constants. These free parameters are then specified by the following considerations. 
5.3 Discriminant of the polynomial equation 
The most important characteristic of an algebraic function, defined by some 
polynomial equation (5.1), is the set of degenerate points ro which yield less than the 
generic number s of distinct function values R(ro). This includes the zeros of the leading 
coefficient polynomial as(ro), above which sheets of the Riemann surface are pinned at 
branch points. These are the flat point images of the IPMS with Weierstrass function 
R(ro), and have been analysed above. The second type of degenerate point, above which 
the function values coincide on some numbers of sheets which are not pinned together 
there, are the zeros of the discriminant of the polynomial equation (5.1). With respect to 
an IPMS this implies that, for a surface normal vector corresponding in projection to a 
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discriminant zero ro, the set of s points on a fundamental unit possessing this common 
nonnal vector contains some number of distinct points with identical Weierstrass function 
value R(ro). Now, from the Weierstrass representation (4.1), two surface points with 
identical values of ro and R(ro) are locally indistinguishable in the context of the IPMS . 
So they represent a degeneracy of the representation (which is only uniquely defined up 
to a rigid translation) and hence must be interchangeable on pointwise translation. 
The set of surface nonnals corresponding to these special points may be isolated 
via the symmetries of the IPMS (or equivalently, its Gauss map image) by the methods 
outlined later. Knowing the zeros of the discriminant polynomial, the order of each zero 
is specified by the nature of the Weierstrass function degeneracy there, thus determining 
the exact discriminant polynomial (up to a multiplicative constant indicative of the scaling 
invariances of equation (5.1)). Equating this to the general sth degree discriminant 
fonnula then yields a system of relations in the remaining unknown constants of the 
problem. Furthennore, the total set of constraints is then precisely sufficient to determine 
the IPMS, or IPMS family if free parameters are inherent in the symmetry group. (In 
some cases additional global constraints (specifically, the requirement that continuation of 
the fundamental surface unit leads to a crystallographic IPMS) to which the Gauss map is 
insensitive must be introduced, involving path integration of the Weierstrass function.) 
5.4 Spherical geodesic tesselating polygons revisited 
Recalling the discussion in the preceding chapter, the FHichenstiick (or surface 
element) of an IPMS has Gauss map image a spherical geodesic polygon on the Riemann 
surface, the edges of which are the images of plane lines of curvature and/or linear 
asymptotes for the e = 0 (or e =~) member of the Bonnet associate family. Repeated 
reflection and/or rotation of the FHichenstiick over these bounding curves generates the 
fundamental unit of the IPMS, and accordingly, reflection of the polygon in the 
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corresponding edges results in a tesselation of the s-sheeted Riemann surface over the 
sphere. On the projected spherical polygon unit there must thus exist a set of zeros 
(counted with their multiplicities) of each aM(ro) such that, under this group of reflection 
operations, the complete polynomials satisfy the constraints derived above. 
Any such tesselating spherical geodesic polygon may be constructed from an 
underlying Schwarz triangular tiling (of some number of copies of the unit sphere) as a 
finite union of the triangles. Having dispensed with the regular class restriction that only 
branch points of the same order are superposed on the Riemann surface, the underlying 
basis is now extended to all fifteen Schwarz cases, and the constraint that the branch 
point distribution must be identical for each underlying tile is now relaxed. Hence the 
zeros of each aM(ro) allocated to the polygon unit can only be propagated to the entire 
Riemann surface by reflection across the underlying tile edges defining the polygon 
boundary - in general there exists no symmetry operations (reflection or composite 
reflection) internal to the polygon relating the distribution on each constituent tile. 
However, with respect to superposition of the s-sheeted Riemann surface onto the 
complex plane, the distribution is necessarily symmetric on reflection across all 
underlying tile edges. Thus each coefficient polynomial aM(ro) may be expressed as 
some product of symmetric polynomial forms specific only to the particular Schwarz 
tiling employed. 
In chapter 4 the Schwarz tilings were utilised in formulating the global Riemann 
surface constraint (5.3) as an equation «4.37)) relating the orders of the branch points 
assigned to the vertices p .. j1t} I= I' edges and face of a single triangle. To generalise this, 
N' 
suppose that the polygon unit is the union of t triangles, and let {bpj} I= I, {b' pk h= I and 
{ b" pI } ~'I denote the orders of the branch points residing at the three vertices and on the 
edges and face, respectively, of the pth constituent triangle. Then application of the 
Gauss-Bonnet theorem to the tesselation implies 
; 
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L Aj ~ L pj + L l L pk + 2 L ~ L pi = A 3 ( t b ) N' ( t b' ) NN ( t b" ) 
j=1 t p=l bpj + 1 k=1 t p=l b'pk + 1 1=1 t p=l b"pl + 1 
(5.51 ) 
where A is defined in equation (4.35) and the regular class result (4.37) is the special 
case t= 1, as expected. 
A systematic derivation of all IPMS generated by a particular Schwarz tesselation 
demands solution of equation (5.51) for the set of possible orders of the branch point 
distribution on the polygon unit. For the irregular class of IPMS this equation depends 
explicitly on the number of underlying tiles t comprising the polygon (or equivalently, 
equation (5.6) possesses an explicit s-dependence). Hence equation (5.51 ) generates ~n 
infinity of IPMS candidates on increasing t (and hence s) without bound. Considering 
surfaces with a particular genus, this equation, in conjunction with supplementary 
necessary conditions, is an extremely useful tool is enumerating the finite set of 
possibilities. 
5.5 Parametrisation of specific 'irregular' IPMS 
In this study we limit attention to the systematic parametrisation of several known 
IPMS (discovered by empirical or numerical techniques) corresponding to the underlying 
tesselations of Schwarz cases 1 and 4. 
5.5.1 Preliminaries 
(a) Symmetric polynomial forms 
As stated above, the coefficient polynomials aM(ro) are necessarily products of 
symmetric polynomials of the underlying tiling. We preface the analysis with a general 
discussion of the polynomial forms consistent with the symmetries of a Schwarz tiling of 
the unit sphere. Denoting the vertices of the Schwarz triangle, with angles Apt, by Vj , 
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the opposite edges by ej and the single face by f, the number of each in the tesselation is 
given in equation (4.34). For convenience, choose a coordinate orientation such that, in 
projection, a vertex VI resides at infinity and an edge e2 lies along a real axis segment. 
The polynomials 
Vj 
PVj == Pj = II (co - COjq) 
q=1 
~;too 
j = 1,2,3 (5.52) 
with zeros the finite images COjq of the tesselation vertices of type j, and degree Vj 
(counted with the suppressed zero at infinity), are the lowest degree symmetric 
polynomials of the tiling. Further, the set of polynomials {p;~(CO) ~=I is linearly 
dependent - in particular there exists a real constant y such that 
(5. 53) 
The polynomial forms 
Ej 
Pej = II (co - COej.q) , j = 1,2,3 (5.54) 
q= 1 
generated by the set of images coej.q of a general point on the triangle edge ej, define 
symmetric polynomial one-parameter families of common degree Ej = E. Equivalently, 
these may be expressed as 
P _ pl/A.2 _ y. pl/A.\ ej - 2 J I (5.55) 
where the three edge types ej correspond to the following ranges of the real parameter Yj: 
._-
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Y3 < 0 , 0 < YI < Y , Y2 > Y if Y > 0 (5.56) 
(with the signs of Y and the Yj reversed if Y < 0). The maximal degree basic symmetric 
form is the two-parameter polynomial family 
F 
Pf = II (ro - <Dcq) 
q=I (5.57) 
with zeros the tesselation images (J)fq of a general point in the triangle interior f. It may 
likewise be expressed in terms of the vertex polynomials as 
(5.58) 
for some complex parameter Yf. 
In particular, for the Schwarz case 4 tesselation, the vertex angles are 
(AI ,A2,A3)n = (t' t, tF ' for which the sets of 6,8 and 12 tesselation vertex images are 
{O,oo,ei~1t}, {(VT ~ 1) ei ~ . ei ~1t} , and {{ v'2 ± I, ei~) ei ~1t) , respectively (where 
m E ~), in the chosen orientation. Hence, from equation (5.52), the Al and A2 vertex 
polynomials (in terms of which all other symmetric forms can be expressed) are 
P2 = ro8 + 14ro4 + 1 (5.59) 
and the value of Y in equation (5.53) is 108. In the Schwarz case 1 family with vertex 
angles (AI, A2, A3)n = (k ' t, t~ for n ~ 2, the sets of 2, nand n images of each vertex 
type are {O oo} (i It i 2m1t} (i 2m1t} respectively. The A I and A2 vertex 
, , en.e n ,e n' 
polynomials are then 
,.... 
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PI = ro P2 = ron + 1 (5.60) 
and the corresponding y value is now 4. 
(b) Discriminant formulae 
To illustrate the parametrisation method, IPMS with a variety of genera (and 
hence number of sheets in the Riemann surface) related to the tesselations of Schwarz 
cases 1 and 4 are considered. From the Gauss map image of the Flachensttick of the 
IPMS the structure of the Riemann surface is inferred. The constraints derived from the 
asymptotics local to the branch points and from symmetry then determine the qualitative 
nature of the symmetric polynomial forms comprising each aM(ro). The parameters 
specifying these forms , and the constant coefficients aM, are finally determined from 
knowledge of the zeros of the polynomial discriminant. The ensuing examples require 
the formula for the discriminant 0 of a quadratic, cubic and quartic polynomial equation. 
For the equation 
d L <l>d-m zm=o 
m=O 
the general discriminant formula gives 
d=2 
d=3 
d=4 D=.:.L <l>0{(27<1>i<l>4+ 27<1>o<l>~ - 9<1>1<1>2<1>3 - 72<1>0<1>2<1>4 + 2<1>~) + 43<1>1<1>3 - 12<1>0<1>4 - <I>~f} 27 
(5 .61 ) 
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The prefactor <1>0 in these formulae represents the trivial discriminant zeros due to the 
pinning of sheets at the branch points (the zeros of <1>0). The bracketed term then yields 
non-trivial discriminant zeros, at which the function value coincides on sheets which are 
not connected there. 
5.5.2 The C(P) surface 
To illustrate the application of the construction algorithm, we utilise it in 
rederiving the Weierstrass function of the C(P) surface, obtained by Neovius via a 
different, and less generalisable, analytic approach 1. For this IPMS, illustrated in Figure 
8j of the review by Karcher and Polthier2, the Gauss map image of the Flachenstiick is 
given in Figure 5.1 with respect to the underlying Schwarz case 4 tiling. Here the 
numbers indicate the orders of the flat point images of the Flachenstiick, and the edge 
labelling p and I denotes the images of the bounding plane line of curvature and linear 
asymptote segments. 
Checking that this polygon unit, comprising four underlying triangles, satisfies 
the necessary condition (5 .51), the set of orders of the branch points, residing only at 
vertices here ( where ) , i s 
((bpj}~= dJ= 1 =( {2,2,2,Q}, (1 ,Q,Q,Q}, {Q,Q,Q,Q}}, which on substitution into the equation 
renders both sides equal to 1/6, as required. The minimum number of these polygons 
required to tesselate a (multiple) covering of the unit sphere is the number of distinct 
polygon positions with respect to the underlying tiling. Now there are six 1t/4 vertices of 
the tiling, each of which offers eight distinct positions for the single 1t/4 vertex of the 
polygon, giving in total 48 distinct configurations. As this is the case for all vertices , 
there are 48 distinct polygon positions and the unit thus tesselates 4 sheets. 
Fig. 5.1 Gauss map image of the CCP) Fili.chensruck. 
I 
J 
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The genus g of the C(P) surface is 9, hence equation (5.2) implies that the 
Riemann surface of the Weierstrass function possesses s=8 sheets, comprising two 
identical copies of the 4-sheeted polygon tesselation. The two identical copies are 
indicative of the on-surface centres of inversion at the flat points corresponding to the 
first order branch points, as the necessary requirement that <P' = ° satisfies the negative 
root of equation (5.48) implies, via the condition (5.50), that aM = ° if M is odd. 
Hence, with only the even power terms M=O,2,4,6,8 present, the polynomial equation 
(5.1) becomes a quartic in R2, where the four ±R branch pairs correspond to the four 
pairs of identically tesselated sheets. 
Now consider the Riemann surface structure above the branched points of the 
Riemann surface, given by the polygon tesselation. On the eight sheets over each 1t/4 
vertex of the underlying tiling, there exist three sheets pinned at a second order branch 
point (exhausting the eight possible polygon positions with the 31t/4 vertex at this site), 
together with three identically tesselated sheets pinned at a second such branch point 
(corresponding to the negated branches of the former) and an identically tesselated 
unbranched pair (each of which exhausts the eight positions with the 1t/4 vertex of the 
polygon situated there). Over each 1t/3 vertex of the tiling an identical pair is pinned at a 
first order branch point (each spanned by the six configurations with the 1t/3 vertex of the 
polygon there) together with three identical unbranched pairs (representing the three 
possible orientations of the polygon edge at this underlying tiling vertex). 
Denoting the eight 1t/3 vertices and the six 1t/4 vertices of the underlying tiling 
(given above) by {o>d~=1 and {o>dl=~, respectively (where 0>14 = 00), the set of flat point 
normal vector images is {o>di=1 = {o>d~=1 U{ o>dl:9' Then the set {N ij,bij}f~1 of number 
Nij of branch points of each order bij ~ ° on the eight-sheeted Riemann surface above O>i 
is ({6,0},{l,1}) for all i = 1, ... ,8 and ({2,0},{2,2}) for i = 9, ... ,14. We first 
determine the unknown parameters degPM and {qMdli\ (for M even) where, by virtue 
of the underlying tiling symmetry, qMi is identical for each i = 1, ... ,8 and each 
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i = 9, ... ,13. The constraints (5.15)-(5.17),(5.21)-(5.23),(5.30)-(5.32) and (5.34)-
(5.36) supply the information 
qSi = 1 , q6i = 0 , i = 1, ... ,8 
(5.62) 
13 13 13 
degP6 + I q6i $ 21 , degP4 + I q4i $ 14 , degP2 + I q2i = 8 
i=l i=1 i=1 
The necessary condition (5.44) for the edges of the underlying Schwarz triangles to be 
the images of plane lines of curvature and/or linear asymptotes further implies 
14 14 
degP6 + I q6i = 24 , degP4 + L q4i = 16 (5.63) 
i=1 i=l 
(where we define the order at infinity qM.14 = ~i,i=9, .. . ,13). Hence, recalling 
equations (5.12) and (5.59), 
as(w) = as pt P2 , ao(w) = ao 
(5 .64) 
subject to the constraints, 
l 
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degP6 + 6q6,9 = 24 
degP4 + 8q4,l + 6q4,9 = 16 (5.65) 
degP2 + 8q2,l = 8 
Also, as each PM(ro) is a symmetric polynomial with respect to the Schwarz case 4 tiling, 
if PM(ro) is non-constant then, with PM(roi) =I:- 0 by definition, degPM must be some 
multiple of 12. Equations (5.65) then imply that P6 == 1, q6,9 = 4 and P2 == 1, q2,1 = 1 
while the equation for a4(ro) has no integral solutions consistent with the constraints , 
hence this term cannot be present, that is, C4 = O. In summary, the polynomial equation 
for the C(P) surface Weierstrass function has the form 
(5.66) 
The constant coefficients are real by virtue of equation (5.41) since a segment of 
the real axis is a plane line of curvature image. Accordingly two of these values are 
arbitrary via the homogeneity of equation (5.66) and the choice of scaling of the 
Weierstrass function (and hence the surface). Considerations of the polynomial 
discriminant yield two homogeneous relations in the coefficients, thus specifying the 
C(P) surface completely. 
In particular, analyse the Riemann surface structure above anyone of the twelve 
n/2 vertices of the underlying tiling. On the four pairs of identically tesselated sheets the 
coverings of this vertex correspond to the four possible positions of the polygon pair 
with common edge containing the point. These four positions are of two distinct types, 
generated by the two n/2 vertices of the underlying tiling residing on the boundary in 
Figure 5.1. Each of these two types gives two coverings, related by reflection in the 
.-
...... 
I 
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underlying tile edge intersecting the polygon edge at the 1t/2 vertex under consideration. 
Hence under the pair of reflection operations yielding the four polygons constituting the 
two coverings of this type, the 1t/2 vertex is the only fixed point and the coverings are 
locally indistinguishable there. Consequently, the Weierstrass function values on these 
two sheets (unbranched) above this vertex are equal, or equivalently, the two 
corresponding points on the IPMS fundamental unit are locally indistinguishable up to 
translation. The discriminant of equation (5.66) is thus zero at the twelve 1t/2 vertex 
images of the underlying tiling; more specifically, this equation must yield a pair of 
repeated roots of R 2 there. 
.7t ·m7t 
On substitution of (() = e1; • elT (m E~) into equations (5.59) and (5 .66), th is 
implies that there exists numbers a,b and c such that 
and thus, for consistency, that 
(5.67) 
These are the pair of homogeneous relations completing the parametrisation of the C(P) 
surface. One may trivially check that, on substitution of the coefficient polynomials of 
equation (5 .66) into the quartic fonnula (5 .61), the relations (5.67) imply via equation 
(5.53) that 
27 4 3 4 9 4 o = - <X.2 ag PI P2 P3 
Thus, ignoring the degenerate prefactors, the 1t/2 vertex images are the only non-trivial 
zeros of the discriminant. Thus, in summary, the Weierstrass function is defined by 
....... 
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equations (5 .66) and (5.59), subject to the relations (5.67) (for which one of the set of 
solutions - all equivalent up to scaling - is as = t ' a6= -4 , a2 = t, ao = 1) , 
recovering the result of Neovius1. 
5.5.3 The HS2 surface 
Having illustrated the validity and practicality of the method, we employ it to 
parametrise the HS2 surface, the existence of which has been verified via crystallographic 
criteria by Koch and Fischer. A model of this surface is displayed in Figure 2 of their 
paper3, with its accompanying crystallographic specification detailed in subsequent 
papers4,5. The Gauss map image of the HS2 FHichensttick (possessing a straight line 
boundary) is given here, with reference to the Schwarz case 1 n = 3 tiling, in Figure 5.2. 
In this case, on the six underlying Schwarz triangles comprising the polygon, the branch 
points are all first order and lie on triangle edges such that the set 
{{b/pk}~= 1}~~ 1={{1 , 1,0 , 0,1 , 1},{0,1,1 , 1,1,0}) is a solution of equation (5.51 ). 
Repeated reflection in the bounding edges generates 6 distinct polygon positions 
tesselating a triple covering of the unit sphere, and hence the three-sheeted Riemann 
surface, as the known HS2 surface genus4 g = 4 implies s = 3. Analysing the branched 
structure of the Riemann surface, the underlying triangle edges lying along the unit circle 
and the alternate rays arg co = (2m + 1)1t are each covered twice by a pair of polygons 
3 
related by reflection in the edge, on which the boundary wraps around the branch point 
pinning the two sheets there, and once by the two polygons sharing an unbranched 
boundary segment coinciding with this edge. 
The set of twelve flat point normal vector images comprises ( Wi )~= 1 = {e{2;1t ± e)), 
12 {{ 1} . (2m+1)1t} 
where 0 < e < ~ , and (COdi=7 = A'A e1 3 , where 0 < A < 1, with the 
corresponding sets (N ij, bij)j~ 1 given by {{ 1,0}, { 1,1 }} for each i = 1, .. . ,12. The 
__ ~~.t ~~ ____________________________________________________________________ ~~ .. 
Fig. 5.2 Gauss map image of the HS2 FHichensruck. (Entire boundary is 
labelled 1.) 
I 
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constraints (5.15)-(5.17), (5.21)-(5.23) and (5.26)-(5.28) of asymptotics demand that 
deg PM and qMi (identical for each i = 1, ... ,6 and i = 7, ... ,12) satisfy 
q3i = 1 , q2i ~ 1 , qli = 0 , i = 1, ... ,12 
12 
deg P2 + L q2i S 8 , deg PI S 4 (5.68) 
i=1 
and the necessary condition (5.44) implies that the last two constraints are strict 
equalities. The two conditions for M = 2 cannot be reconciled, so a2 = O. The 
symmetry of the underlying tiling then implies that the HS2 polynomial equation has the 
form 
(5.69) 
where PI and P2 are given by equation (5.60) (for n = 3) and, from equations (5 .55)-
6 12 
(5.56), IT (ro - roil = pf- Yl P1 , 0 < Yl < 4 and IT (ro - CUi) = ~ - Y3 P1 , Y3 < O. As a 
i=1 i=7 
segment of the real axis is the image of a linear asymptote, the negative root of equation 
(5.41) implies that a3 and al are imaginary and ao is real, or vice-versa. We seek the 
two homogeneous relations in the aM (containing the additional unknowns Yl and Y3 
representing the flat point normal vectors) necessary to complete the parametrisation by 
again considering the Riemann surface structure above the vertices of the underlying 
tiling. 
The two Tt/3 vertices of the tiling (situated at the origin and infinity) are covered 
by the three polygon pairs with common (unbranched) edge lying along each of the three 
tiling edges meeting there. The Weierstrass function values on the three sheets above 
I 
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both points are thus related by the factor ei2m1t/3, a result immediately apparent from 
equation (5.69) on setting PI = O. Now consider the three n/2 vertices of the tiling at 
(J) = ei2m1t/3, and in particular (J) = 1. This point is covered once by four polygons with 
common n/2 vertex situated there, for which the corresponding function value is pure 
imaginary. On the other two sheets the tiling vertex is an interior point of the two 
polygons, related to each other by real axis reflection, so the pair of function values there 
are, in general, a complex number and its negated conjugate. Substituting (J) = 1 into 
equation (5.69), this implies that 
(4 - 11)(4 - 13) a3 R3 + al R + ao = a(R - ia)(R - c)(R + c) a = -21m c 
(5.70) 
for some a € 1R and c € ([ . Similarly analysing the remaining three n/2 vertices at 
(J) = ei(2m+l )1t!3, and specifically (J) = -1, on all three sheets this point is spanned by four 
n/2 vertices of the polygons and the associated function value there is imaginary. 
Further, these function values are identical for the pair of sheets which are related by 
symmetry. Consequently, evaluating equation (5.69) at (J) = -1, 
11 13 a3 R3 + al R + ao = a'(R - ia' )\R - ib') (5. 71 ) 
for real numbers a', a' and b'. 
Thus analysis of the underlying tiling vertices only produces a single 
homogeneous equation in the unknown coefficients, derived from equation (5.7 1) and 
equivalent to the condition that the polynomial discriminant is zero at the zeros of the 
polynomial P2. Inserting the coefficients of equation (5.69) into the cubic formula 
(5.61), the full discriminant polynomial reduces to 
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on imposition of this condition, namely, 
(5.72) 
The requirement that the vertices ro = ei(2m+l )n/3 be the only non-trivial zeros of the 
discriminant then supplies the second relation 
'Yl + 'Y3 = 0 (5.73) 
Equations (5 .69), (5.72) and (5 .73) complete the specification of the HS2 
surface. This surface defines a one-parameter family (up to uniform dilation) 
corresponding to stretching of bounding unit of the FHichenstiick, illustrated in Figure 2 
of the paper by Koch and Fischer3, in the vertical direction. Here the variable describing 
this family is the parameter 'Yl (or 'Y3) , defining the normal vectors of one set of first order 
flat points on the surface. In terms of this the normal vectors of the second such flat 
point set are given by equation (5.73) and the constant coefficients of equation (5.69) are 
in turn, given (up to an arbitrary scaling) by equation (5.72). 
5.5.4 The PT surface 
This surface of Koch and Fischer was discovered empirically by attaching two 
spouts to each catenoid-like surface patch comprising the oP surface (as illustrated 
symbolically in Figure 9 of their paper on this subject6). As the PT genus4 g = 5 the 
Riemann surface is four-sheeted, constructed from two identical copies of the double 
covering tesselated by the Gauss map image of the Fliichenstiick, given with respect to 
the Schwarz case 1 n = 2 tiling in Figure 5.3. Again the two identical copies, resulting 
from the presence of on-surface inversion centres (at the first order branch points where 
plane lines of curvature and linear asymptotes intersect perpendicularly), bear equal and 
.... 
Fig. 5.3 Gauss map of PT Rachensttick. 
---
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opposite Weierstrass function values R(ro) for each ro, implying that the quartic 
polynomial equation is now quadratic in R2. The underlying triangle edges along the real 
axis and the unit circle coincide with an identical pair of polygon edges pinned at a fIrst 
order branch point on two sheets, and a second identical pair of unbranched polygon 
edges on the remaining two sheets. The segments along the imaginary axis coincide with 
two pairs of identical polygons with boundaries wrapping around the branch point 
(pinning a sheet of each pair), and the two coverings related by imaginary axis reflection. 
The set of twelve flat point normal vector images comprise (roi It= I = {eiCm1t ± 8)} , 
and 12 f{ l} i C2m+I )1t} (rodi=9 I B 'B e 2 ' where 
o < A,B < 1. The constraints on the coefficient polynomials aM(ro), M = 4,2,0 are now 
q4i = 1 , q2i = 0 , i = 1, .. . ,8 
q4i = 2 , q2i ~ 1 , i = 9, .. . ,12 (5.74) 
deg P2 + 4q2.9 = 8 
This implies that the form of the PT polynomial equation is 
(5.75) 
where PI and P2 are again defIned by equation (5.60) (for n = 2), Yo is some real number 
and 
4 II (ro - roi) = ~ - Yl PI ' 0 < YI < 4 , 
i=1 
8 II (ro - roJ = p~ - Y2 PI ' Y2 > 4 and 
i=5 
.... 
I 
I 
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12 
IT (ro - roi) = ~ - Y3 PI , Y3 < O. Further, the coefficients a4, a2 and ao are all real 
i=9 
since a segment of the real axis is a plane line of curvature image. 
To determine the parameter Yo, note that above the zeros of the polynomial 
p~ - Yo PI the Weierstrass function values are given by four fourth roots. The only 
points for which the function values occur as (plus and minus pairs of) real and 
imaginary numbers are ro = ± 1, covered by (two identical copies of) four polygons with 
common n/2 vertices situated there and edges the images of plane lines of curvature and 
linear asymptotes, respectively. The requirement that these be the only zeros of the 
polynomial, that is p~ - Yo P1 = P}, then implies that 
Yo = 4 (5 .76~ 
The remaining two constraints are derived from the polynomial discriminant, 
which reduces to the familiar quadratic formula in equation (5.61) here. Above the flat 
point normal vector images (rodl!9 the two branch points pin one of each identically 
tesselated pair of coverings thus, for the asymptotic form (5.11), Yi ,2 = - Yi,1 
Accordingly the discriminant is zero at these points, that is, at the roots of the polynomial 
p~ - Y3 PI . The other set of four discriminant zeros (counting with multiplicity) is 
found, via analysis similar to that of the preceding examples, to be the roots of p~ , so 
from equation (5.61) 
on imposition of the pair of relations 
(5.77) 
.... 
'. 
_ .. 
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In summary, the PT surface Weierstrass function is the solution of equation 
(5.75) subject to the conditions (5.76)-(5.77). As the surface is orthorhombic, it is 
defined by a two parameter family corresponding to the two degrees of freedom (say y, 
and Y2) remaining in the specification. 
5.5.5 The pCLP and VAL surfaces 
The list of regular class solutions in the pr e ce drn3 t h a'pte r contained a 
new non-crystallographic pentagonal surface and a new orthorhombic lPMS , denoted 
pCLP and VAL respectively, the FHichenstiick of which are illustrated there in Figures 6b 
and 23b of Appendix D. In both cases these 'regular' surfaces (which are precisely self-
adjoint) are special members of a generic ' irregular' surface family. For the former case 
the restriction of regularity demands that the surface normal vector at the first order fl at 
point subtends an angle of 7t/5 to both edges of the bounding pentagonal prism base 
meeting there. Consequently the (ratio of the) prism dimensions are restricted to a 
particular value. Variation of this flat point normal vector then produces the generic one-
parameter pCLP surface family. corresponding to an arbitrary stretching of the bounding 
prism in the vertical direction. In the latter case the ftrst order flat point normal vectors of 
the 'regular' surface are constrained to be vertical and accordingly, only two of the three 
orthorhombic bounding unit dimensions are independently speciftable. Removal of this 
constraint then produces the general two-parameter VAL IPMS family. 
The Gauss map images of these ' irregular' Flachenstiicke are represented in 
Figures 5.4 and 5.5, again with reference to the Schwarz case 1 n = 5 and n = 2 
underlying tilings of their 'regular' counterparts in Figures 6a and 23a of Appendix D, 
respectively. Note that all topological and point-group symmetry properties of the 
'regular' surfaces are retained in this (merely mathematical) generalisation. Again this 
pair of genus 5 surfaces possess on-surface inversion centres, so the deftning polynomial 
equations are quadratic in R2. The derivation of the forms of these two equations are 
.... 
Fig. 5.4 Gauss map image of the general pCLP FHichenstUck. 
Fig. 5; 5 Gauss map image of the general VAL FHichenstiick. 
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straightforward and hence omitted here. The single supplementary homogeneous relation 
in the (real) constant coefficients is provided by the discriminant, which is zero at the 
. (2m+l)7t 
underlying tiling vertices 00 = e
1 
5 and 00 = 0,00, respectively, in the two cases. 
The polynomial equation for the generic pCLP surface is found to be 
(5.78) 
where 0 < 8 ~ ~ , is the argument of the first order flat point normal vector image in 
Figure 5.4. The equation for the generic VAL IPMS is 
((002+ If- 4cos28oo2P ((002+ If -~1+ } (A2+ 12)~2) R4± 2((002+ If- 4cos28 oo2f R2+1=0 , 
(5.79) 
where now 0 < 8 < I is the argument of the third order branch point, and 0 < A < 1 is 
the value of the first order branch point inside the unit circle, in Figure 5.5. In both cases 
the plus and minus sign denotes the surface and adjoint surface, which together define a 
continuous self-adjoint family. The one exactly self-adjoint member of this family is the 
regular class surface (given in rows 6 and 23 of Table 4.3), corresponding to the value 
8 = ~ for the pCLP surface and the singular limit A ~ 0 of the VAL surface, as 
expected. 
5.5.6 The C(D) surface 
Finally we address the C(D) surface which, in the context of our general 
parametrisation algorithm, is a special case differing from all preceding examples. This 
surface is the highest genus member of the IPMS set discovered empirically by Schoen. 
I 
I 
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The FHichenstiick is one-sixth of the 12-gon bounded by the C(D) fundamental linear 
circuit, illustrated in Figure 8a of his report7. The fundamental unit of the C(D) surface 
comprises the eight 12-gons (that is, 48 FUichensrucke) exhausting the two-fold rotational 
symmetries of its cubic space group. The Gauss map image of the FHichensruck is the 
polygon constructed from the Schwarz case 4 tiling as shown in Figure 5.6. As the C(D) 
surface genus g = 19, this polygon (composed of 9 underlying Schwarz triangles) 
generates the 18-sheeted Riemann surface with two identical copies of its 9-fold spherical 
tesselation. Hence the polynomial equation of degree 18 defining the Weierstrass 
function is rendered a nontic equation in R2, due to the on-surface inversion at the 
monkey saddle (first order flat) points. 
The special nature of this surface is apparent from the structure of the Riemann 
surface, given by the tesselation images of the first and fourth order branch points 
labelled in Figure 5.6. Specifically, both of these points (and thus the complete set of 
their tesselation images) reside at rt/3 vertices of the underlying tiling. On the Riemann 
surface above each of the eight such vertices an identically tesselated pair of five sheets, 
grouped at fourth order branch points, are covered locally by the six polygon positions 
with the 5rt/3 vertex situation there. A second identical pair, each spanned by the six 
polygon positions with rt/3 vertex there, are pinned together at a first order branch point. 
The six remaining sheets, unbranched above the underlying rt/3 vertices, are each 
spanned locally by polygon pairs for which this point lies on the shared edge. These 
pairs occur as two identical triples, corresponding to the three reflection images in the 
Schwarz triangle edges meeting there. 
Hence the set of flat point normal vector images comprises the eight rt/3 vertices 
only, denoted {(J)d~= l , with the accompanying sets {Nij, bij}~l given by {{6,O},{2,4}' 
{ 1,1}} for each case i = 1, ... ,8. Application of the constraints (5 .15)-(5 .17) of the 
asymptotics local to the fourth order branch points only, imply that the qMi (identical for 
each i = 1, ... ,8) satisfy 
..... 
1 
Fig. 5.6 Gauss map image of the C(D) Flachenstlick. 
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qlS,i = 9 , ql6,i ~ 8 , ql4.i ~ 6 , ql2,i ~ 5 , qlO,i ~ 3 , qS,i = 1 . 
(5.80) 
Again the necessary condition (5.44) relates each <IMi to deg PM via 
deg PM + 8qMi = 4M M = 16,14, ... ,2 (5.81) 
and consequently deg PM is some (non-negative) multiple of 8 for all M. Further, the set 
of polynomial roots must be symmetric with respect to the Schwarz case 4 tiling, hence 
deg PM is a (non-negative) multiple of 24. Accordingly the above pair of equations imply 
that qMi = 1/2 M and deg PM = 0 for M = 16,14,12,10,4,2 while deg Ps=24, and 
q6, i = 0 and deg P6 = 24 (or q6,i = 3 and deg P6 = 0 which is merely a special case of 
this). The C(D) surface Weierstrass function then possesses the form 
(5.82) 
where PI and P2 are given by equation (5.59) and 'Yo, 'Yo' are real numbers. 
Now analysing the first order branch point above OOi , note that on substituting the 
asymptotic form (5 . 11) (for bi,2 = 1) into equation (5.82), the sth and 
(s - Ni.2 (bi,2 + l))th (that is, 18th and 16th) terms are no longer the contributions of 
leading order in (00 - OOi) , as opposed to the situation in previous examples. Here the 
presence of the fourth order branch point, sharing this normal vector image, forces the 
leading order contributions in equation (5.82) down to the (s - Ni,l (bi,1 + 1))lh and 
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(s - Ni,l (bi,l + 1) - Ni.2 (bi.2 + l»)th (that is, 8th and 6th) tenns. The (plus- and -minus) 
pair of values of the factor Yi.2 in equation (5.11) are then given by the equation 
As previous the function values Yi.O on the unbranched sheets above COi are given by the 
N i.oth(i.e. 6 th) through to Oth tenns in the polynomial equation. In this case these six 
values are related by the factors ± ei 2m7t!3 as anticipated by the nature of the polygon 
tesselation local to these points, as discussed above. 
The constant coefficients in equation (5.82) satisfy the negative root of equation 
(5.41) and are thus real. To detennine these unknowns, together with the parameters 
Yo and Yo', we again consider the polygonal tesselation of the Riemann surface above the 
1t/4 and 1t/2 vertices of the Schwarz tiling. In particular, above the 1t/4 vertex co = 0 the 
identically tesselated pair spanned by the 1t/4 vertex of the polygon bear the real 
Weierstrass function values ± a there. The four identical pairs of sheets for which the 
origin lies on the polygon edge, directed along the ray arg co = 1t/4 (twice) and 
arg co = - 1t/4 (twice), are generated by reflection in the underlying tiling edges meeting 
there and correspond to real function values at the origin of ± b (twice) and p b (twice) . 
Similarly, for the four pairs with polygon edge along the real axis (twice) and imaginary 
axis (twice) the imaginary function values there are ± ic (twice) and p ic (twice). Hence 
the evaluating equation (5.82) at co = 0, there exist a,b,c £ IR such that 
(5.83) 
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and consequently, equation (5.82) has the general form (for all ro) 
(5.84) 
In this way the parametrisation of the CCD) surface is reduced to the specification 
of the six real constants alS , as, a6, a, band c. This is achieved via an analogous 
Riemann surface analysis above the 1t/2 vertices of the underlying tiling. At ro = 1, say, 
the function values on the 18 branches comprise plus-and-minus pairs of a single real 
number together with a real and an imaginary number and a complex conjugate pair all 
repeated. Thus, denoting P2R2 by z and utilising equation (5.53) (recalling that the 'Y 
value for the Schwarz case 4 tiling is 108), there must exist a' , b' , c' e IR and d e a:: for 
which 
(5. 85) 
Equating the coefficients of zn , n = 8, ... ,0 yields the nine equations necessary to 
determine the remaining unknowns. In particular, the equations for n = 8,7,6,5 and 2 
enable a', b' , c' and d to be expressed in terms of a,b and c, which on substitution into 
the n = 1 and 0 terms gives two relations in these three quantities. As two of the three 
coefficients alS, as and a6 may be chosen arbitrarily, the n = 4 and 3 terms then 
complete the system for a, b and c and specify the third coefficient. This system yields 
multiple solutions for (a,b,c) - the correct one is that for which 
a2 , b2 , c2 , a' 2 ,b, 2 and c' 2 are positive real numbers. The solution procedure is 
lengthy and will not be presented here. 
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In addition to its illustration of a special case not encountered in the preceding 
surface parametrisations, this example demonstrates the increased algebraic complexity in 
applying the method (or any other method) to higher genus IPMS. While the 
specification of the polynomial equation form up to a number of unknown constants (that 
is, to the stage embodied in equation (5.82) for the CCD) surface) is straightforward for 
any IPMS, the algebra involved in the final determination of these constants expands 
markedly with increasing topology and decreasing symmetry of the IPMS. (In this sense 
the most difficult problems are then the high genus, low symmetry surfaces containing 
only first order flat points.) This is not a severe deficiency of the method presented here 
for most physical situations since the · inferred genera and space groups of periodic 
structures observed in bicontinuous media lie within the range of practical applicability ~f 
the algorithm. 
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